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Feature

A Eurasian Dialogue with
LaRouche on Economic Progress

Sept. 6, 2006 marked the beginning of a new phase of public For this reason, Mr. LaRouche has announced that he will
be holding another international webcast from Berlin in lateinternational dialogue between American economist and

statesman Lyndon LaRouche, and leading political and scien- October, with the aim of bringing in many more Eurasian
participants. Once global agreement on a 50-year develop-tific personalities in the countries of Eurasia, in particular, on

the crucial questions of international economic development ment perspective, such as that which he has put together, has
been reached, LaRouche said, one of the first tasks that willover the next 50 years. This in-depth discussion began with

LaRouche’s webcast presentation from Berlin, Germany, and
continued for approximately two and a half hours in that me-
dium (see last week’s EIR, and the webcast video at larouche
pac.com). The webcast was transmitted by videoconference Participants into an audience gathered in Washington, D.C., and was
watched over the Internet by people around the world. Berlin DialogueBut the process did not stop there. Many of the participants
had studied a discussion paper issued by LaRouche three

Contributions were received from many nations whichweeks earlier, entitled “Dynamics & Economy” (EIR, Aug.
25) along with other of his works on the impending interna- could not be mentioned at the Berlin event for lack of time,

including: Czech Republic, Croatia, Macedonia, Bosnia-tional economic-financial breakdown crisis, and the alterna-
tives available to overcome it, with special emphasis on the Herzegovina, Belarus, Poland, Spain, Great Britain, Ar-

gentina, and Iran.role of Eurasia. They submitted papers and comments in num-
bers too great to be encompassed in the Sept. 6 proceedings. A greeting was sent from Dr. Mahathir Mohamad,

former Prime Minister of Malaysia.In addition, many leading citizens who watched the webcast
responded by sending in substantial questions and comments Questions and comments from U.S. institutional fig-

ures, which appeared in last week’s EIR, were not identi-to LaRouche, some of which he has begun to answer as part
.emanybdefi.etabedcilbupehtfo

The following are in order of mention during the pro-It is no exaggeration to say that this debate over the per-
spective to bring the world back from the brink of a New Dark ceedings:

Prof. Sergei G. Luzyanin, Institute of the Far East,Age, and into a new era of cooperation among sovereign
nation-states for global economic development, is at the cen- Russian Academy of Sciences, president of the Foundation

for Eastern Studies at the Moscow State Institute for Inter-ter of determining international politics today. There will be
no derailing the current drive for chaos through war and eco- national Relations, a specialist on the Shanghai Coopera-

tion Organization and Central Asian security.nomic disintegration, without a fundamental shift toward a
new global system, based on proposals like the Eurasian Prof. R.G. Tomberg, Center for External Economic

Research, Institute of Economics, Russian Academy ofLand-Bridge and the Peace of Westphalia, which LaRouche
has championed. The dialogue which occurred around the Sciences, Moscow.

Prof. Ma Jiali, research professor at the China Insti-Sept. 6 webcast already reflects discussion in some govern-
ment circles, but it must be broadened and deepened so that tute of Contemporary International Relations, a leading
it dominates international politics.
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have to be taken up is the development of Africa, as a joint
Lyndon LaRouche

project of Eurasia and the Americas. addresses the Berlin-
In the meantime, EIR will be circulating the products of Washington webcast

on Sept. 6. Hethis dialogue, and some of the ongoing correspondence be-
emphasized a 50-yeartween LaRouche and his interlocutors. We begin in this issue,
developmentby publishing some of the papers and comments received, in
perspective for

some cases with Mr. LaRouche’s responses. We anticipate Eurasia—with
that the reproduction of this dialogue will be an ongoing fea- advanced technology

and physicalture of our weekly coverage.
infrastructure—not
money! “Forget theWhat About the United States?
illusion that money has

Many of our readers will naturally respond to this discus- any intrinsic value. . . .
sion with the question: What about the United States? Money is simply an

agreement.”
EIRNS/Helene Möller

LaRouche, of course, sees the organization of the Americas
around a development perspective, as an urgent and neces-
sary complement to the organizing of Eurasian development.

In October 1988, LaRouche’s press conference in Berlin,But while the maintenance of Bush-Cheney control over the
where he forecast the collapse of the Soviet economy and theWhite House represents a mortal danger to both the United
re-emergence of Berlin as the capital of a reunified Germany,States’, and the world’s survival, there can be no successful
was proved historic in hindsight—when events fulfilled hisreplacement of this gang without the establishment of an
forecast over the next few years. LaRouche’s webcast of Sept.institutional policy commitment, within leading circles in
6, 2006 is already historic in its implications, given the caliberthe U.S. and around the world, to a perspective of economic
and quality of the deliberations there carried out. And so, ondevelopment such as was discussed on Sept. 6, and in its
to the dialogue.aftermath.

expert in China on India and Indian-Chinese relations (the future of world nuclear energy.
CICIR is a Chinese government strategic think-tank). Academician Dmitri V. Rundqvist, president of Rus-

Dr. Phillip Jenninger, former president of the Ger- sian Society of Mineralogy, director of the Vernadsky
man Parliament. State Geological Museum of the Russian Academy of Sci-

Prof. Dai Lunzhang, former chief economist of the ences, Moscow.
Central Bank of China, first vice president of the China Col. Chaman Datta, Foreign Policy Association
International Economic Relations Society. One of China’s (U.S.A.), president of the Indian Veterans Officers Associ-
leading experts in banking and finance. Coauthors of his ation of America.
paper were Dr. Zhang Yun and Dai Jun, MA in interna- Prof. Oleg L. Kuznetsov, president of the Russian
tional relations. Academy of Natural Sciences and rector of Dubna Univer-

Dr. Su Jingxiang, director of the Center for Globaliza- sity, together with Prof. Boris E. Bolshakov, of Dubna
tion Studies at the China Institute of Contemporary Inter- University.
national Relations. Yuri V. Krupnov, chairman of the Supervisory Coun-

Vladimir B. Isakov, vice president of the Chamber of cil of the World Development Institute, chairman of Or-
Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federation, with ganizing Committee for a Constituent Congress of the
greeting to conference and submission of text of a speech Party of Development, rector of the Youth Nuclear Acad-
by former Russian Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov, emy, Moscow.
president of the Chamber. Dr. Friedhelm Krueger-Sprengel, former Ministe-

Prof. Seyyed Mohammed Selim, professor of Politi- rial Director of German government, consultant of law and
cal Science, Cairo University, Egypt. honorary president of the International Society for Military

Dr. Mahmood Khallaf, retired general, Nasser Mili- Law and the Law of War.
tary Academy, Egypt Nina V. Gromyko, Institute of Innovative Strategies

Gen. Mirza Anam Beg, former Chief of Staff of Army for General Education, Department of Education, City of
of Pakistan. Moscow.

Dr. Stanislav Subbotin, nuclear energy expert at Rus- Daniel Buchmann, mayoral candidate of the Civil
sia’s Kurchatov Institute, coauthor together with Kurcha- Rights Movement Solidarity (BüSo) in the Sept. 17 state
tov Institute President Yevgeny Velikhov of a book on the elections in Berlin.
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uneven and unequal developments among various sections of
the planet, up to the present time.

4. The understanding of the role of, and need to foster,
the development of those potentials of the human individualDialogue Continues by
which are lacking in the lower forms of life. The role of cul-
tures and their development in seeking a state of parity amongE-Mail After Berlin
cultures of differing prior histories of experience and related
development. The promotion of the sense of an immortality

Of the many questions and comments that came in to the unique to the members of the human species, as the motivating
impulse for progress in mankind’s role in the universe.Berlin webcast both before and during the Sept. 6 event, from

international scientists, political leaders, and others, the fol- 5. The mission of increasing the physical well-being and
productivity of successive generations of populations, aslowing were answered by Mr. LaRouche after the webcast,

by e-mail, as of Sept. 12. measurable per capita and per square kilometer of area.
6. The presently urgent necessity of seeing man in his

emerging creative role in the Solar System and beyond as theRussia
Yuri Krupnov, chairman of the Organizing Committee destiny of our species.

7. The mastery of the theoretical and practical function ofto Prepare, Convoke, and Conduct a Constituent Congress
of the Party of Development; chairman of the Supervisory the conception of dynamic processes in life in general and in

the appropriate management of economies and their devel-Council of the World Development Institute Moscow, Sept.
5 (translated by EIR): opment.

8. The clarification of the respective, interdependent rolesDear Mr. LaRouche,
First of all, allow me to express my gratitude for your of capital improvements in basic economic infrastructure and

of production of particular goods, in the management of thetireless work in the interest of all humanity, on organizing
world development. Today Russia knows you well, as an boundary conditions within both national economies and life

on our planet as a whole.outstanding economist and political figure of our day, a genu-
ine leader for mankind. We wish you strong health; in Russia When those and related considerations are taken into ac-

count, it appears to me that the proper orientation for relationswe often talk about a “Siberian constitution” and the longevity
of the Caucasus. among nations and peoples of our planet is, at least approxi-

mately, the following.We fully share your concern over global deindustrializa-
tion, and we believe that it is necessary to organize a world There are three principal zones of close cooperation

among sovereign nation-states of the planet. These are, princi-coalition for industrial development, right away. Only
through the decisive development of advanced industry, to- pally, the obvious, functional categories of Eurasia, the Amer-

icas, and Africa.gether with the development of education and science, will it
be possible to save the world from a fatal global monetary and The pivotal feature of mission-orientation among the re-

gions within those continental systems is very long-termfinancial crisis, and from permanent world war, and provide a
decent life for the peoples of the world. physical-capital investment in essential basic economic infra-

structure. This provides the stimulant and basis for develop-The Party of Development, which is currently being cre-
ated in Russia, has begun to organize a Russian coalition ment of industries around the realization of the needed devel-

opment of infrastructure. These two considerations providefor industrial development. What would you think about our
organizations, yours and ours, jointly undertaking to create a the platform on which the increase of the physical productive

powers of labor through scientific and technological progressworld coalition for industrial development?
Respectfully yours, may be organized efficiently.

The cooperation of the developing continents of EurasiaYuri V. Krupnov
LaRouche: I welcome your suggestion of cooperation. I and the Americas in providing necessary assistance for the

equitable development of the presently raped continent ofillustrate my view of that matter by the following observa-
tions. Africa, affords mankind in general a sense of both a moral

and a practical goal for the participating role of developmentThe mission, as I see it presently, has the following princi-
pal parameters. within all of the continents and comparable smaller regions.

The essential moral issue posed to statecraft today, is the1. National sovereignty as the cultural foundation of the
development of the creative mental powers of a people need to rise above negative definitions of rival self-interests,

to the Westphalian Principle: the urgency of satisfying thethrough use of the shared ironies of their cultural legacy.
2. Understanding of the functional distinctions of, and meeting of the interests of the other. It is not relief from pain

which motivates the human personality, but the joy of partici-interconnections among the abiotic, Biosphere, and Noö-
sphere domains of physical action. pating in promoting a better quality of the outlook and conduct

of future generations within our species at large.3. The related present division of labor defined by the
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has ruined the hopes we had at the close of the defeat of
Hitler’s forces.

Presently, I am pushing for the immediate reproduction
of the Sept. 6th event, including a DVD. The point is to pro-
mote the discussion of that event and its preparations, in pre-
paring for a new Berlin-Washington, D.C. event for very late
October, or very early November. I hope to foster the growth
of the discussion process to the degree needed to make this
useful for discussions within and among governments.

—Lyndon

Sergei Usoltsev, Moscow Ye.L. Shiffers Institute for Ad-
Yuri Krupnov proposes vanced Studies, Sept. 6 (translated by EIR):
that the LaRouche Dear Mr. LaRouche,
movement join with his A key point of your program for a way out of the systemic
Party of Development

world crisis is the world infrastructure development project,“to undertake a world
known as the Eurasian Land-Bridge. John Perkins’ popularcoalition for industrial

development.”
Courtesy of Yuri Krupnov

book, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man, however, makes
clear that infrastructure projects may act not only as a means
of developing a country, but sometimes rather as a way to loot
and enslave a country. In this connection, I would like you toWe have come to the end of a time when warfare was

considered a standard for crafting strategy. Today, when the explain your position on the following questions:
1. Do you think that the strategic partnership between thesheer destructive effect of asymmetric warfare destroys so-

called conventional warfare practices, prevention of avoid- U.S.A. and Saudi Arabia ought to be taken as a model for
international cooperation?able warfare is the obvious priority. Better than preventive

action of such obvious forms, is changing the physical-eco- • If yes, what are the benefits that will accrue to each side
in the long term (25-50 years)? Won’t the result be, that anomic and cultural environment through intended effects

upon the passions of high rates of scientific-technological country entering into partnership with the U.S.A. will end up
with no means to pay for maintaining its infrastructure, suchprogress, especially fundamental scientific progress: a com-

plementary way of expressing the “Westphalian Principle.” that it will be forced to bargain, using its long-term capabili-
ties (i.e., to make decisions favorable for the U.S.A., thoughThe points so arrayed are intended to suggest the needed

rich opportunities for change in the prevalent strategies of they harm the partner country’s ability to develop)?
• If no, then what are the fundamental flaws in theour planet.

—Lyndon “U.S.A.-Saudi Arabia” model of international cooperation
and in the infrastructure projects that have been built within

Prof. Yelena Borisova, Moscow, coordinator of the Anti- the framework of this model? How does your alternative pro-
pose to eliminate any shortcomings that you would identify?Globalist Resistance, Sept. 6 (translated by EIR):

The Second All-Russian Forum of Anti-Globalists 2. Does your long-term economic development program
necessarily presume the continuation (for natural reasons, oradopted the Leningrad Charter, “An Answer to the Challenges

of the 21st Century.” It includes a call, based on the works of political ones) of U.S. and Western European technological
leadership (i.e., that these countries will possess the mostMr. LaRouche, to restrict the sale of financial derivatives and

change the world monetary system. Also included are points advanced technologies, in the historical long term) and tech-
nological domination by these countries (i.e., that these willon the need to ban advertising (except in specialized publica-

tions), and several others. How realistic do you think it is be the countries that determine the rules and procedures for
other countries to have access to various technological pack-for your and our proposals to be implemented, under current

conditions? How can this be accomplished? ages)? Or do you, rather, allow for the possibility that other
countries will achieve technological leadership positions? IfLaRouche: The excitement of the creative potentials of

the generation which must carry the mission of the coming so, then what do they need to do, to make this happen? How
do you propose to solve the problem of the uncontrolled emer-two generations—of the coming fifty years—is crucial.

Since the death of U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt, the gence of superpowers (like the U.S.S.R., thanks to American
aid in the 1920s and 1930s, or China, thanks to Soviet assis-dominant trend in the Americas and Europe, in particular, has

been a post-1945 cult of Sophistry akin to that which led the tance in the 1940s and 1950s)? Or do you not see this as
a problem?Greece of Pericles into its self-destruction, through its crimes

against the people of Melos, into the full spread of the Pelo- LaRouche: Thank you for the questions.
1. I am treating the entire region affected by the legacy ofponnesian War. We must reverse that kind of effect which

EIR September 22, 2006 Feature 7



the Sykes-Picot arrangements (Southwest Asia) as a single
phase-space now being plunged into a spreading form of esca-
lating asymmetric warfare. No ordinary diplomatic negotia-
tions, nation by nation, will accomplish much of durable
value. There must be an approach to the entirety of the region;
but, that must be situated within the global realities of the

Tun Dr. Mahathirpresent threat of a mixture of terrible warfare and a general Mohamad, former
economic-breakdown-crisis planet-wide. Prime Minister of

2. The emergence of modern European civilization, which Malaysia, sent the
conference a message,occurred during the first half of the Fifteenth Century, pro-
via his aide, regrettingduced both the commonwealth notion of the sovereign nation
that he could nottypified in practice by France’s Louis XI and England’s Henry attend due to other

VII, but also the forces of the reactionary Venetian financier- commitments. “He
oligarchy that launched the Grand Inquisitor Tomás de sends his apologies

and regards to Mr.Torquemada, and a virtually global form of anti-Semitism
LaRouche.”

EIRNS/Muriel Mirak-Weissbachand killing of Muslims like that which Venice and the Norman
chivalry had launched in the effort to uproot the civilizing
legacy of Charlemagne’s system.

However, the included net result was the eruption of mod- world policy for Russia:
Mr. LaRouche, in the context of the discussion of how toern experimental science by Nicholas of Cusa and such of his

professed followers as Luca Pacioli, Leonardo da Vinci, and get out of the economic and financial crisis, and how to pre-
serve military and political stability, what economic, social,Johannes Kepler. Since the religious wars of 1492-1648, Eu-

ropean civilization has been internally divided between, and political development perspectives could and should be
proposed by Russia, as a potential Eurasian leader, as well aschiefly, the neo-Venetian followers of Venice’s Paolo Sarpi

on the one side, and the legacy of Kepler, Leibniz, and the by Germany and other leading powers in the region, for the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe: that is, Belarus,American Revolution on the opposing side. Nonetheless, de-

spite that awful division within European culture, the progress Ukraine, Poland, Slovakia, the Baltic countries, etc.? Thank
you.of science and technology in the Cusa-Kepler-Leibniz-Gauss-

Riemann tradition, as coupled with relics of the anti-oligarchi- LaRouche: Let us explore practical ways for accomplish-
ing those objectives in a preliminary way. I have three short-cal commonwealth conception of the sovereign nation-state,

has given European culture a superior capacity for scientific term objectives for movement in that direction.
1. We shall be processing the product of the Berlin confer-and technological progress, a capacity which must be reawak-

ened and harvested today. ence of Sept. 6th during the present week. This will result in
a DVD production, in which the audio-visual product fromOn this account, Russia’s development as a Eurasian cul-

ture with the attributes of the scientific development from the Berlin meeting will be supplemented by my response to
questions which did not get into the three-hour limit on thePeter the Great’s visits to Freiberg Academy through the role

exemplified by Vernadsky, qualifies Russia to play the role Berlin-Washington, D.C. webcast event. That is intended to
serve as discussion material for the next event.of a Eurasian link between East and West. This link’s develop-

ment now, is crucial for the survival of civilized life on this 2. We are planning a next Berlin event for either later
October or very early November.planet today.

—Lyndon 3. I presume that there will be discussion by mail and
otherwise during the month and a half preceding the next
Berlin webcast.Belarus

Yuri Tsarik, Minsk, chairman of the “Arks” Intellectual 4. Also, there are politically tectonic ruptures to be ex-
pected planet-wide during this approximate interval.Club at Belarus State University, and an associate of the

World Development Institute in Moscow, Sept. 5 (translated Therefore, the U.S. participation, in that way,in discus-
sion centered on relevant places in Eurasia, should draw inby EIR):

Since LaRouche’s ideas, and especially the key questions sufficient participation from various places and institutions,
to provide governments with a fresh view of strategic optionsof this conference, are of critical importance for Belarus, we

decided to organize a Round Table on “New Opportunities for this planet durng the immediate months and years ahead.
I am most concerned with the development of a generationfor Russia’s World Policy: the View from Berlin, Moscow,

and Minsk.” of young adults, now in the 18-25 and 26-30-year intervals,
as the generation to lead over the duration of the coming fiftyHere is a question from conference participants in Be-

larus, where a round table is taking place at this time, on years. The self-development of leading representatives from
that generation should be a focal point of reference. After all,problems related to building a just world order, and a new
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the purpose is to build the future; this suggests that the people have the opportunity to meet again soon. There is much to
discuss in the pursuit of a clearer understanding of the waywho will be working over that interval are the generation to

which the immediate goals, and self-development are as- in which to bring national cultures into the needed forms
of cooperation.signed.

—Lyndon —Lyndon
Another question from Yuri Tsarik, Minsk, e-mailed

during the webcast, Sept. 6: China
A Chinese editor: Since globalization goes so fast andA question from a group of students in Belarus. Mr.

LaRouche, what perspectives and projects do you think most governments of the world are not fully prepared, would
there be a global government in the near future? As I am goingshould be proposed to the youth of European countries, so

that the young people, out of a factor of social and political to Helsinki for the 6th Asia Europe Summit, I think of the
possibility that influential world organizations such as ASEMinstability, could become a moving force of development of

their countries and of world development? And what are the and APEC would gradually emerge and form a kind of global
government. Is it possible? Thank you.plans of the LaRouche Youth Movement in that connection?

Thank you. LaRouche: It is not possible. “Globalization” is a recent
name for what used to be called “imperialism”: the elimina-LaRouche: An actual solution for the presently escalat-

ing world crisis depends upon the degree we develop the tion of the sovereignty of the people, and the attempted estab-
lishment of a form of oligarchical society under whose ruleneeded qualities of leadership for the future, now, among the

18-30-year-old generation of young adults. I place special most of the population is degraded to the life of an ignorant
lower form of animal life, as under the ancient Babylonian,emphasis on a particular approach to mastery of the most

crucial of the valid steps of progress in physical science since Roman, Byzantine, and medieval ultramontane forms of a
pro-bestial oligarchical culture—in which the sovereignty ofthe ancient Pythagoreans (such as Archytas) and Plato, and

approach the continuation of that history as modern science a people is outlawed by an empire, an empire such as the
Anglo-Dutch Liberal system which came into being as theas typified by the span from Kepler through Riemann.

The present world crisis must take into account the deadly world-leading imperialist/oligarchical trend with the Febru-
ary 1763 Treaty of Paris.threat from the poverty of approximately three-quarters of the

people of our planet. This requires a very high rate of increase —Lyndon
of emphasis on basic economic infrastructure and production
technology. This means that the limited number of qualified
scientists working today is a great problem for mankind as a Russia
whole. We must build a generation of future leaders in prog-
ress from among a large part of the young adults in the age-
interval between 18 and 30.

This must be done by placing emphasis on national sover- Global and Regional
eignty and national cultures, since the culture of a people is
the basis on which the development of the creative powers of Dimensions of the SCO
the great part of the entire population depends. Therefore, the
approach must be based upon cooperation in common world by Prof. S.G. Luzyanin
goals through the promotion of the development of sover-
eign nationalities.

Prof. S.G. Luzyanin is a senior scientific researcher from—Lyndon
the Far East Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
working on current questions of the Shanghai CooperationArmenia

Hrant Khachatryan, Member of the Armenian Par- Organization (SCO) and security in Central Asia. He sent
this paper, titled “The Shanghai Cooperation Organizationliament:

Dear Mr. LaRouche, (SCO); Its Development During 2006; Global and Regional
Dimensions” (Aug. 24, 2006) to the Berlin conference, and itOur best greetings to you from Constitutional Rights

Union party of Armenia. Regional problems are becoming was summarized during the question period. For Mr.
LaRouche’s comments on this and related questions, see lastmore dangerous with respect to the war in Lebanon. Your

opinion please about future development around problems in week’s EIR. Professor Luzyanin’s paper was preceded by an
introductory note of greeting to the conference. Both havethe U.S., Europe, Russia, Iran, Syria, and Lebanon in this

World-Historical Moment. been translated here by EIR.
Best wishes,
Hrant Khachatryan As for Mr. LaRouche’s proposals for large-scale infra-

structure projects in Eurasia, I believe that his evalua-LaRouche: Thank you for the message. I would hope we
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Russian President Vladimir
Putin and Chinese President
Hu Jintao meet at the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization
summit on Sept. 14, 2006.

Press Service of the President of Russia

tion and analysis of Eurasian matters are extremely im- like to become observers. Many authoritative international
organizations have already established cooperation with theportant and timely at present. Essentially LaRouche’s

concept gives new approaches to the integraton of the SCO, or would like to do so. The Shanghai summit declared
a moratorium on the further expansion of the organization. ItEurasian space. The idea of the Eurasian Bridge pre-

cisely fits with traditional Russian approaches and is appears that a status called “dialogue partner” will soon be
established, as a position between observer and permanentwell suited to the current reality in the world: the forma-

tion of a new institution for organized cooperation member. The SCO leadership decided to call a halt to the
headlong rush of new members to join, in order to allowamong peoples and states. I believe that Mr. LaRouche,

in developing the concept of the Eurasian Bridge, has for political and ideological “digestion” of what has already
been established.found the optimal ratios of geopolitical, physical-geo-

graphical, and geo-economic methods. The result is a
very promising theory of the fusion of various sciences. The SCO and the Problem of

Deterring the U.S.A.This is very important, since most studies are premised
exclusively on political science methods. I fully support The SCO’s growing strength is pivoted on the Russian-

Chinese strategic partnership, which is extrapolated to thethis approach that Mr. LaRouche takes, and his basic
conclusions. organization as a whole. In addition to its basic objectives of

fighting extremism, terrorism, and separatism, and develop-Respectfully, and with very best wishes,
Prof. S.G. Luzyanin ing economic and humanitarian cooperation in Central Asia,

the SCO is objectively becoming an important factor for “de-
terring” U.S. extremism. The Iraq adventure, the Lebanon-The Overall Story

The 5th anniversary summit of the Shanghai Cooperation Israel war, and the hysteria around Iran have demonstrated
once again the adventurism of U.S. policy and the need forOrganization (SCO) (July 5-17, 2006, Shanghai, P.R.C.) con-

firmed that the organization is attractive and of interest for politically building up alternative political organizations, like
the SCO, in the world. Locally, the SCO today already repre-many countries of the East, which would like to live in a

multipolar world, a world free of American dictates. The orga- sents a serious political counterweight to the U.S.A. in
Eurasia.nization’s prestige in the world is rising rapidly. An impres-

sive line has already formed of applicants for membership in
the SCO, including major countries such as India, Pakistan, Regional Specifics of the SCO

The SCO’s internal structure, while noting that the con-Iran, and Mongolia, which have observer status. There is a
special contact group working with Afghanistan. It is also sensus of all member states is required, can be thought of

provisionally as “three (China, Russia, Kazakstan) plus threeknown that Belarus and a number of other countries would
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(Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan).” The first troika repre- and New Delhi, it remains Pakistan. Besides the moratorium
on enlarging the number of SCO members, the Kashmir prob-sents the clear leaders of the organization, which initiate vari-

ous questions and decisions to be adopted by the organization lem and the non-adherence of India and Pakistan to the NPT
are obstacles to their joining. The latter violates the otheras a whole. The creation of an “axis of democracy” from the

Baltic to Georgia, and the “Greater Central Asia” (GCA) and SCO members’ formal commitment to strictly following non-
proliferation procedures. Equally difficult is the situation withother American projects, are prompting actions in response,

by Moscow and Beijing, and will continue to do so. Vladimir Iran. Participation in the SCO gives the leadership of the
Islamic Republic of Iran the possibility of obtaining an addi-Putin and Hu Jintao have been able, in the framework of the

unified SCO project, to offer the Central Asia region their tional political resource in its stand-off with the U.S.A. and
its allies. Iran’s energy potential is attractive for the SCO,agenda of security, development, and modernization. This

agenda is attractive for the local elites, because it does not since it is a major oil and gas producer, providing resources
that India and China would like to use. As is well known, apropose a radical “democratization” of the existing regimes,

according to the well-known American scenario. Rather, it major Iranian-Indian gas project, involving the supply of gas
to India, is already under implementation. Pakistan, whichfully supports them and provides an opportunity for the more

underdeveloped countries (Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uz- wants to hook in to Iranian gas, has an objective interest in
this project. Russia is interested, because of the deepeningbekistan) to enjoy economic development, based on the

resources of the more developed ones: China, Russia, and Russian-Iranian cooperation in the area of peaceful nuclear
power (construction of the Bushehr nuclear power plant) andKazakstan. Modernization, security, and stability in the re-

gion are the main points on the SCO’s agenda today. the development of north-south transport “corridors,” which
are beneficial for Moscow.Beijing’s contribution to the SCO is of great economic

significance. At a certain point, Beijing succeeded in convinc- At the same time, the SCO’s rapprochement with Iran
brings with it the danger of a worsening of the organization’sing Moscow and the Central Asian Republics, that the organi-

zation’s range of activity should encompass as many areas as relations with the U.S.A. This concerns India, Russia, and
Pakistan, first and foremost. Understandably the SCO, as anpossible, including economic, humanitarian, and integration

matters, not merely security alone. Accordingly, in 2005 the organization that represents an alternative to American proj-
ects, has some interest in political rapprochement with Iran,P.R.C. offered $900 million for the development of economic

projects. Procedures for operation of this “second wheel,” but within certain limits. There are concerns in Moscow,
Beijing, and New Delhi, that Iran might at some point breakeconomic cooperation, were set in motion, so that the organi-

zation’s activity became truly more comprehensive. Humani- away from any influence, not only of the SCO, but of the
entire world community.tarian activity and the “second road” also took shape, in the

form of the SCO Forum, etc. China’s long-term and well-
conceived policy of “harmonizing the SCO” met full support
from the other five members at the summit. It is quite likely
that the SCO project is only one aspect of China’s longer- The SCO and 50-Year
term strategic design for Central Asia.

Thus, despite its discussions being internal, the SCO has Development Prospects
outgrown its “regional suit” and is trying on larger “geopoliti-
cal clothes.” The organization’s sphere of interests today en- by R.G. Tomberg
compasses Central and Northeast Asia. In the medium term,
this will extend to South Asia and the Middle East. At the

Professor Tomberg is a scholar at the Center for Externalsame time, the organization has, in effect, institutionalized
the famous Russia-India-China “triangle,” in a certain way, Economic Research, Institute of Economics, Russian Acad-

emy of Sciences (RAS), Moscow. He sent this letter to theconsidering that India is an observer. It is planned to hold
SCO military exercises in Russia during 2007, with units from Berlin conference on Sept. 4.
all six member countries taking part. The Russian-Chinese
exercises, Peace Mission-2005, already took place in the Dr. [Dmitri] Sorokin [of the Institute of Economics, RAS]

was kind enough to inform the Center for External EconomicP.R.C., while there were a series of Russian-Indian ground
and naval maneuvers during 2004-05. Research, which since 2005 has been an integral part of the

RAS Institute of Economic Studies, about the forthcoming
international web conference in Berlin on the strategic per-Prospects and Prognoses for 2006-08

If India and Pakistan join as full members, this could be a spectives of mankind for the next 50 years, with a special
emphasis on the Eurasian role in world development. . . .major geopolitical factor in the strengthening of the SCO.

Russia’s priority partner in that pair is India, while for China, As you mentioned the eventual role of the Shanghai
Organization for Cooperation as “one of the key parts of thedespite the radical improvements in relations between Beijing
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emerging world system of economic cooperation between
sovereign nation states,” I venture to make some brief com-
ments on this issue.

Evidently, this organization was established by very dy-
namic nations of Central and East Asia, including Russia, and
its role in regional and world policy is steadily increasing. But
up til 2005-06, the economic cooperation between member

Yevgeni Primakov. In
states was not more than a declaration and a desire for the his press conference
future. Furthermore, the experience of establishing feasible statement, relayed to

the Berlin meeting byeconomic cooperation and corresponding structures between
his associate V.B.CIS [Community of Independent States] members is still lim-
Isakov, Primakovited, and very decisive actions are needed to bring to life
called for an

the economic agenda proclaimed at the last summit of the international
organization. This is a real challenge for SOC. conference to work out

a peace settlement planAnother challenge is the problem of poverty—global, in
for Israel and thethe developing world—and in SOC countries, even in Russia
Palestinians.

DoD/R.D. Wardand China. The resolution of this problem is one of the critical
issues for solving today’s strategic crisis and “economic re-
covery of the Earth,” as Mr. L. LaRouche mentioned.

May I wish all success to the conference in Berlin. lowed pages, and read them over again. The book includes a
reconsideration of certain events, certain processes.R.G. Tomberg

Naturally, the book will be criticized. In any event, for
one thing, there are many established notions, with which it
does not coincide. At the same time, however, it does not
share nihilistic evaluations of everything from Soviet times.Primakov Issues Book
I have tried to write an objective book.

Now it goes before the court of the readers, as they say. . . .On Mideast Prospects
Two Nationalisms

I would like to take the opportunity of our meeting today,Vladimir B. Isakov, the vice president of the Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry of the Russian Federation, who works to share with you some thoughts about problems, related to a

settlement of the Middle East conflict—a chronic, bloody,directly under the president of the Chamber of Commerce,
Yevgeni M. Primakov, former Prime Minister of Russia, sent and dangerous conflict, which touches the interests of practi-

cally the entire world community, in one way or another.this contribution to the Berlin conference. Dr. Isakov regret-
ted that he would be travelling during the conference, but This conflict is not, and I would like to emphasize this, either

religious or social in character; whether or not we recognizeconveyed his best wishes for its success, and submitted the
text of this statement, which was delivered by Primakov on the fact, it is a clash between two nationalisms. So, is it possi-

ble to reach a settlement of this conflict?Sept. 4 in Moscow at a press conference to launch his book,
Confidential: The Middle East in the Spotlight, and Behind Henry Kissinger, who is one of the most experienced and

intelligent politicians of the 20th Century, concluded that re-the Scenes. The translation was done by EIR, and subheads
have been added. gional conflicts are more susceptible of being settled, when

they are in a “hot phase.” In principle, I agree with this wayFor Lyndon LaRouche’s comment on Primakov’s thesis,
as the latter was summarized at the Berlin meeting, see last of posing the question, although, of course, that does not mean

that conflicts ought to be “heated up,” in order to settle them.week’s EIR.
I am grateful to Kissinger for writing the preface to my book,
The World After September 11 and the Invasion of Iraq, whichThis book is about one of the main aspects of what I have

experienced in my life. I have been dealing with the Middle was published in English in the U.S.A., but my opinion of
him as an analyst is by no means predetermined by the factEast for over half a century, as a journalist, a scholar, and a

politician. As Yesenin wrote, “What we cannot see, face to that he wrote it, nor by some assumption that I would share
all of his approaches to the Middle East and related matters.face/ Big things are seen from a distance.” The book reflects

this, to a certain degree. This is not only because certain docu- But, let us turn to the facts.
The 1967 war. After it ended, efforts to achieve a settle-ments, which were previously not generally accessible, have

been published here for the first time. For the first time in ment failed. Israel did not want to vacate the occupied territor-
ies for anything. And the Arab leaders, motivated by theirmany years, I opened my diaries, some of which have yel-
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Vladimir Isakov (center), vice
president of Russia’s Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, conveyed his
greetings to the Berlin conference.

UNESCO

emotions, gave thumbs down to the Latin American UN Gen- with Israel, militarily. But the pathway to peace was blocked,
because the U.S.A. departed from the line that led towards aeral Assembly resolution, which would have linked Israeli

force withdrawals to the positions of June 4, 1967, with an comprehensive settlement, emphasizing rather the prepara-
tions for a separate agreement between Israel and Egypt.end to the state of war with Israel. This position of refusing

to negotiate with Israel was also affirmed at the Arab summit What is happening in the Middle East today is also a real
war, which Israel is waging on three fronts: in Lebanon, Gaza,in Khartoum. And yet some chances of finding a pathway to

a settlement did exist. The Arab position evolved somewhat, and the West Bank. It can be said that the conflict has “heated
up” again, bringing out certain realities, which ought to bein which the influence of the U.S.S.R. played a role. That is

borne out by the fact that, after the Khartoum meeting, the used in order to achieve a settlement.
main Arab countries agreed to UN Security Council Resolu-
tion 242. But the U.S.A. made no steps towards a settlement. The Realities Today

First reality. Events have shown that Israel cannotThe Soviet Union also failed to take advantage of the situa-
tion. During [Soviet Prime Minister] Alexei Nikolayevich achieve its objectives militarily. The agreement to exchange

the seized Israeli soldiers, for Palestinian and Lebanese pris-Kosygin’s meeting with President Johnson in the U.S.A., the
Americans threw out the idea that they might be interested in oners in Israeli prisons, is quite telling in this regard. Israel’s

efforts to defend its citizens should be given their due, butSoviet help in getting out of the “Vietnam dead end.” Kosygin
could have tied this in to a coordination of the positions of the they had wanted to obtain the soldiers’ release by using force

on a large scale, and it didn’t work.two superpowers on a Middle East settlement. But the Cold
War was under way; and, in addition, the U.S.S.R.’s head of Second reality. Events have shown that it is impossible

for Israel to establish its borders unilaterally, without negotia-government lacked the authority to act in this way. Overall,
his meeting with Johnson was viewed as an interim event, of tions. That was Sharon’s goal, and it has been Olmert’s. The

annexation of the occupied territories is also precluded, as anlittle significance. The established practice in that period was
that all real summits had to involve Brezhnev. I write about alternative to that unilateral approach to the establishment of

borders, because then Israel would cease to be a Jewish state,this in my book.
The 1973 war. The Geneva Conference was convened, since the Arab part of the population would, with time, be-

come larger than the rest of the population.after it ended. It would seem that the situation was now more
favorable for a settlement. The first phase of that war had Third reality. Events have shown that it is impossible for

Israel to ensure its security, without an overall settlement ofstunned Israel. Not even their eventual military victory could
erase the true state of affairs, which had been revealed to the the conflict. That means the necessity of moving forward not

only on the Palestinian track, but also, and most importantly,Israelis: that the Arab countries were beginning to draw even
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on the Syrian. After the failed attempt to reopen the wounds demand that it be accepted by the parties to the conflict. After
all, we have the precedents that Israel came into existence,in the internal Lebanese situation, it has become even clearer

than before, that there must be negotiations with Syria on and Palestine was partitioned, not as the result of Jewish-Arab
negotiations. The convocation of an international conference,returning the Golan Heights. It is good that even a member of

the Israeli government is talking aloud about this. That has with the active participation of Russia, the U.S.A., Europe,
and the UN, could be a way to implement the ideas I havenever happened before.

Fourth reality. Unless the Middle East conflict is indicated. . . .
settled, it will become more dangerous, taking into account
the Iran factor, not only for its immediate participants, but
also for the main players in the international arena, including
the U.S.A. Support for LaRouche’s

Fifth reality. It can be presumed that the United States,
and not for the above-cited reason alone, will be more inter- Long-Term Perspective
ested in a Middle East settlement; and such a settlement is
practically impossible, without the United States. Despite by Prof. O.L. Kuznetsov and
the upcoming elections, which do, of course, reduce Wash-

Prof. B.Ye. Bolshakovington’s room for action to influence Israel towards compro-
mise, there is such an interest, based on the fact that the
U.S.A. has gotten bogged down in Iraq, and is rapidly losing Professor Kuznetsov is the Rector and Professor Bolshakov
its authority in the Arab world. A settlement of the Middle is a professor, at the Dubna University of Nature, Society, and
East conflict could compensate for many U.S. losses in the Man, in Dubna, Russia. They were long-time collaborators of
Middle East. the late Dr. Pobisk G. Kuznetsov (see a commemoration in

Sixth reality. In the multipolar world that is taking shape, EIR, Dec. 28, 2001). Dr. O.L. Kuznetsov is also president of
Europe, China, India, and some others, which are clearly in- the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences. They sent this
clined to favor a Middle East settlement, are acquiring ever paper to the Berlin conference (translated from Russian by
greater possibilities for influencing the world situation. EIR). Mr. LaRouche’s comments on this and related contribu-

Lastly, I do not see any insurmountable obstacles to find- tions were published in last week’s issue.
ing solutions for the problems that would represent the basis
of a settlement. Lyndon LaRouche is well known in Russia as a major scien-

Borders. They could be defined, including through a cer- tist, an outstanding economist, and a distinguished American
tain adjustment of the cease-fire lines, and even some small political figure, one of the most important and prominent par-
territorial exchanges. tisans of the idea of cooperation between the U.S.A. and other

Refugees. The right of return does not mean that they countries on the economic development of Eurasia, in the
all will want to return. A majority may prefer financial spirit of Franklin Roosevelt.
compensation, which will enable them, finally, to stop living
in the Palestinian camps, and to settle either in the Palestinian
state, or in some other Arab country. Incidentally, my book
mentions that Gamal Abdel Nasser, already, wrote to Israeli
Prime Minister Sharett about such compensation, in one of
his secret letters. The topic of separating the right of return, in
principle, from the mechanism—including compensation—
was discussed fairly recently during informal talks between
former Israeli minister [Yossi] Beilin and member of the
PLO leadership Yasser Abd Rabbo. The conversation part-
ners agreed.

Jerusalem. We should remember, at the very least, that
none other than American President Clinton, in his settlement
plan, proposed the division of Jerusalem into two parts: an

Prof. O.L. KuznetsovIsraeli and a Palestinian.
hailed LaRouche’sOf course, these are all difficult problems. Nonetheless, I
ideas as the basis for

still advocate, first, that the Quartet [Russia, United States, analyzing man’s
European Union, United Nations], bringing in other partici- strategic perspectives

for the next 50 years.
Russian Academy of Natural Sciences

pants, work out a compromise settlement plan; and, secondly,
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The fundamental ideas of L. LaRouche’s physical econ- and consumption of electricity and various types of fuel for
various possible means of transport. The raw materials re-omy are consonant with the ideas of such scientific luminaries

as G. Leibniz, V.I. Vernadsky, and P.G. Kuznetsov. They are sources from which these are derived (oil, gas, and coal), no
matter how great they might now seem, can provide for thethe basis for a profound analysis of the global monetary and

financial system, and the strategic perspectives for mankind’s existence of this civilization for no more than 20-50 years,
without serious political and economic disturbances; not tonext 50 years.

In the past half-century, a yawning gap has been steadily mention unpredictable changes in the functioning of the bio-
sphere as a whole, local ecological disasters, and climategrowing between the real value of the total world product,

and its nominal (speculative) value, which is not backed up change.
No political and economic reforms will solve the oncom-by any real power. During that period of time, the gap has

grown from U.S.$2 trillion, to $450 trillion, threatening to ing problems, unless they have at their disposal a functioning
power industry, which is a kind of core of any economy. Itcause a global catastrophe. One of the consequences is hyper-

inflation, and the inappropriate policy of spreading asymmet- is necessary to develop and implement new principles and
methods of obtaining energy, without large-scale interventionrical warfare throughout the world.

All of this goes to confirm L. LaRouche’s conclusions into the cycles of the biosphere. There must be a change of
values, in order to stop taking resources from the Earth andconcerning the crisis of the global monetary and financial

system, and the necessity of adopting positive measures to from future generations, virtually without payment, for the
sake of enriching individual countries and people.avert catastrophe and create a new system.

In our view, a new monetary and financial system should Based on the unrestrained consumption of “cheap” energy
resources, the modern economy is ignoring the laws of devel-include key elements of the original Bretton Woods system,

as well as kilowatt-hours as a universal measure of value. opment of the biosphere, leading to the degradation of human-
ity as a biological species.We share L. LaRouche’s position, that work to develop a

new system must rely on the principle of “the benefit of the It is evident that the efforts of science to find new fuel
resources ought to be accompanied by efforts to limit the useother,” formulated in the spirit of the 1648 Treaty of

Westphalia. of them, at least by forecasting the consequences of these
processes. It is necessary to expand the resource base, not soRespectfully,

Prof. O.L. Kuznetsov much for the sake of expanding the production of all sorts of
“goods,” as to increase the depth of reliable forecasting andProf. B.Ye. Bolshakov
planning for the further development of mankind. “Use, but
do not abuse: Such is the law of wisdom. Neither abstinence
nor excess bring happiness.”—Voltaire.

The various energy technologies that use renewable en-Nuclear Energy and
ergy resources, organic, and nuclear fuel, and thermonuclear
fusion, should be seen not as competing, but as complemen-Sustained Development
tary in the creation of a harmonious structure of power produc-
tion, capable of satisfying all of society’s needs for differentby Dr. Stanislav Subbotin
types and qualities of energy. Only if the composition of
power production is harmonious, multifunctional, and multi-

Dr. Subbotin is from the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow, an component, will it be possible to spare society the effects of
inefficient energy use, premature exhaustion of energy re-associate of Academician Ye.P. Velikhov. The full title of his

paper, submitted to the Berlin conference, is “Nuclear Energy sources, and the need to use expensive energy resources, and
thus to prevent the unjustified increase of the cost of produc-As the Basis for Transition to a Sustainable Development

Trajectory” (excerpted here and translated from Russian by ing energy and the attendant decline in social prosperity.
The definition of a society’s sustainability is based uponEIR). His remarks were summarized at the conference, and

Lyndon LaRouche’s comments appeared in last week’s issue. its attitude toward resources. A society can be sustainable, if
the rates of consumption of renewable resources do not ex-

In the 21st Century, mankind will be faced with practically ceed the rates at which they are replaced.
Of course, the utilization of renewable energy sourcesall of the consequences of that large-scale experiment in in-

creasing “one’s own” wealth, by utilizing “cheap” sources of will develop during the 21st Century: wind, rivers, and tides,
as well as non-renewable, non-traditional energy sources suchenergy, namely extracted organic fuels.

It should be realized clearly, that we currently have a as geothermal energy, etc. But it should be kept in mind, that
there is nothing superfluous or unharmonious in the bio-civilization, whose viability is based on non-renewable pro-

cesses, and cannot be separated from the rising production sphere. These sources are renewable, only if the functioning
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“The only source of energy,
capable of supplying humanity
with high-quality energy on a
large scale, for a long period of
time, reliably and safely, is
nuclear fission energy from
heavy elements: uranium and
thorium,” writes Dr. Subbotin.
Here, the Kalinin nuclear plant
in Russia.

insp.pnl.gov

of the biosphere is not disrupted, i.e., only if there are merely It should be noted that nuclear power is currently begin-
ning more and more to be seen as a quasi-renewable energyminor perturbations; and it remains to be scientifically deter-

mined, what constitutes a minor, tolerable disturbance. technology. This is because a properly organized nuclear
power industry, with a complete fuel cycle for the actinidesThere are great enough renewable energy resources, to

allow the solution of some tasks. But for renewable resources (thorium, uranium, plutonium, etc.) can maintain, or even
increase, to the extent needed, the neutron potential of thereally to become available to mankind, in the forms in which

humans have grown accustomed to using energy—where it system. The fuel resources for nuclear power (uranium and
thorium), in that case, are practically unlimited; and it is possi-is wanted, when it is wanted, in adequate quantities, and of

the needed quality—requires the investment of enormous in- ble for the nuclear power sector to include high-temperature
nuclear reactors, which are capable of producing hydrogentellectual resources (which potentially are capable of

sustained growth) and material resources (chiefly non- from water at fairly high rates of efficiency.
In a new power generation system, acceptable for long-renewable).

The only source of energy, capable of supplying humanity term and large-scale use, nuclear power will be not only an
efficient power source, but will also perform the control func-with high-quality energy on a large scale, for a long period of

time, reliably and safely, is nuclear fission energy from heavy tion of keeping CO2 emissions into the atmosphere, as well
as radiation, at proper levels. And some of the funds, econo-elements: uranium and thorium.

A developed nuclear power industry will make it possible mized in the organic-fuel power sector through measures to
prolong its existence and make it more efficient, should beto free up organic resources to meet mankind’s needs for

chemical energy, clothing, food, construction materials, etc. used for creation of a nuclear power sector, adequate to the
requirements of sustainable development.The reserves of nuclear fuels, which so far are not used for

any other purpose than generating power, are quite sufficient
for solving the problems of harmonizing human society and The Structure of the Nuclear Power Sector,

Necessary for Its Sustained Developmentthe biosphere, on its pathway to becoming the noösphere,
without trouble or political tension. Furthermore, nuclear fuel . . .Work on nuclear and thermonuclear power not only

provides an example of how to organize scientific research,does not burn; rather, it turns into the products of fission,
among which are extremely useful nuclides for technogenic experimental design, and international cooperation on the

large-scale use of hydrogen and renewable resources, but itcivilization, from alkaline metals, to the noble metals and
gases. also helps in achieving a better understanding of processes

taking place in nature. It becomes clear that just as muchThe use of nuclear power opens up a new evolutionary
process, which implies a new technological revolution. of an intellectual and material investment needs to be made
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Construction on a research module
for the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor. “Work on
nuclear and thermonuclear power not
only provides an example of how to
organize scientific research,
experimental design, and
international cooperation on the
large-scale use of hydrogen and
renewable resources, but it also helps
in achieving a better understanding of
processes taking place in nature.”

ITER.org

in the large-scale utilization of natural processes (so-called the “developed” countries. This process cannot be a pro-
longed one, either for the developed, or, most assuredly, forrenewable resources), as is done in the area of nuclear power

and controlled thermonuclear fusion. Therefore, in a global, the “developing” countries. . . .
It is not entirely clear, how, in what direction, and on whatliberalized financial market, conditions cannot be created

for conducting the needed profound and extensive R&D scale the gas, oil, and coal industries will be transformed.
There are many views, ideas, proposals, hypotheses, theories,work, without the relevant studies being done in the nuclear

power area, and without political steps at the government strategies, and conceptions about this. But, however we might
improve them, they are insufficient, particularly due to limitedand international level; nor will there emerge serious interest

in nuclear energy as the basis for sustainable development, resources and ecological impact. These technologies have to
be supplemented by “renewable” energy sources and nuclearin hydrogen as an ecologically clear fuel, capable of substan-

tially helping mankind to move onto a path of sustainable de- power sources. . . .
It should be noted that small-scale nuclear power has itsvelopment.

The world economy is now in a transitional period, and own very important task in the world: It can be the basis for
activating growth points, in a global economy with sustain-the future of civilization, whose main wealth is people and

natural resources, depends on shifting into a new technologi- able development, in places where economically efficient ac-
tivity would otherwise be impossible. It serves as a kind ofcal and economic phase. . . .

Although it has been termed global, and pretends to be a “emergency” source of energy, being an energy source for
making economic breakthroughs, achieving growth along amechanism for sustainable development, the economy has

really not become global, never mind guaranteeing the possi- front of modern economic acceptability and efficiency (i.e.,
to expand the areas in which people can live normally andbility of following the principles of sustainable development.

In the form in which it currently functions in the advanced pursue normal economic interests).
countries, the economy cannot become global and sustain-
able. In a global and sustainable economy, the various regions The Components of a Mechanism

for Sustainable Developmentwhere the participants in this economic process live should
be equally important, and the interests of all participants of the Power Industry

The development of the power industry in the 21st Cen-should be equally satisfied, at least potentially. So far, only
one of the parties to the economic mechanism is becoming tury depends on the economy, and on politics, science, and

education. These parts may be seen as separate today, butglobal. All of mankind is of necessity being drawn farther and
farther into the process of providing steady development for in the future they will be closely interwoven. Science and
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education must plant now, what will be reaped in 20-30 years
Chinathrough the economic mechanism. And in order to satisfy

those requirements that can be anticipated now, political deci-
sions must be made already today, both at the government
level and internationally—to organize the kind of science and
education that can provide for both the expected, and the not- Can We Establish a
yet-anticipated needs of mankind in the 21st Century, with
respect to the quantity, reliability, and safety of power genera- New Bretton Woods?
tion and energy consumption, taking into account the need to
mitigate and eliminate both the expected and the unexpected by Prof. Dai Lunzhang
effects of our large-scale intervention, which we still only
poorly understand, into the living organism of the biosphere,

The following comments and questions were posed by Prof.with our mechanical devices and “prostheses.” In all of this,
the economy ought not to be an end in itself, but a mechanism, Dai Lunzhang, former chief economist of the Central Bank of

China, first vice president of the China International Eco-which can adapt to new opportunities, new resources, and
new requirements, and address not only the immediate tasks nomic Relations Society, and one of China’s leading experts

in banking and finance, presently manager of an investmentof existence and survival, but also the long-term objectives
of sustainable development. company in Shanghai. He was joined in his remarks by Dr.

Zhang Yun and Mr. Dai Jun, MA in International Relations.
Their comments and questions were summarized at the Sept. 6The Inevitable Incorporation of Russian and

CIS Resources Into the World Economy webcast in Berlin by moderator Jonathan Tennenbaum. In
responding, Lyndon LaRouche noted that these, and otherRussia possesses huge reserves of extractable hydrocar-

bons and other mineral resources. similar remarks, all “converge on the same point. . . . Money
has no intrinsic value,” and advised that economic questionsCurrently Russia is viewed as a source of fossil fuels and

an energy bridge between Europe and Asia. It is clear that had to be viewed “in terms of generations.”
Russia should and will export gas, oil, and in the future also
coal, as well as electricity, but it is important to determine Comments

1. The world we live in today is undergoing complex andwhat the scale of such exports should be, and what Russia
should receive in exchange. profound changes. Steady economic growth, rapid progress

in science and technology, the accelerated relocation of indus-It is forecast that Russia will export hundreds of billions
of cubic meters of natural gas to Europe and Asia during the tries and the movement of production factors worldwide, have

created a dynamic international market. However, such pro-coming century; pipelines will be built, as well as transport
infrastructure for LNG deliveries; high-tension power lines cesses, widening the gap between rich and poor, underscore

the increasing imbalance in global development, and there-will be laid to Europe and to Asia. But the world as a whole
will lose, as will Russia, if Russia is used only as a supplier fore, incur two dangers; as Mr. LaRouche has stated, they

are: 1) the danger of uncontrolled conflicts and wars; 2) theof organic and mineral resources.
Russia possesses one extraordinarily valuable renewable danger of a general breakdown of the world financial and

monetary system. Those two dangers are the biggest threatsresource, without which it would be impossible to survive the
great array of crisis situations, expected in the 21st Century. to human society. So, I believe his point of view is accurate

and significant.That unique resource is Russia’s intellectual, and scientific
and technological potential, which came into existence as the 2. Thanks to its exploration and practice, the international

community has arrived at a deeper understanding that it mustresult of the historical, geographical, and linguistic conditions
of life in this multinational state, which has synthesized in its secure peace and promote development through cooperation,

which is the tendency of world growth. As for China, Foreignculture the achievements of science, technology, thought, and
spirit, of both the West and the East. Without such a synthesis Minister Mr. Li Zhaoxing stated last year: “China’s period

of strategic opportunities that we talk about is nothing but anof cultures, without the intellectual conceptualization of the
past, without a shift in the development paradigm, including international environment and evolutionary process where

world peace is maintained and common development pro-changes in the perception of spiritual and material values, all
the technical or economic measures, and all the organic and moted. It is only under this strategic premise that we can

achieve the grand goal of building a moderately prosperousmineral resources in the world will not suffice to create a
sustainable society, or even to survive the 21st Century with- society in an all-around way.”

Peace and development conform to the human being’sout big upheavals, since practically all crises are fundamen-
tally intellectual in nature. wish. Wars and armed conflicts are contradictory to the main-
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stream, disturbing and undermining these basic values. proposal, but I think this new cooperation should not exclude
the U.S.A., the only superpower today and in the future, and3. Therefore, human beings should utilize their wisdom

to restrain wars and economic crises to maintain the tendency the U.S.A should play a critical role in the reform of interna-
tional politics, economics, and currency system.of peace and development. From my view, disputes among

countries should be resolved through diplomatic methods What do you think of this view? Would you please give
some comments on it? If your comments are positive, thensuch as contact and negotiation. At the same time, we should

distinguish the resolution of bilateral disputes from the fight how could the U.S.A. play a constructive role in this regard?
4. Mr. LaRouche mentioned the necessity for the Unitedagainst terrorism. As we can see, terrorism is the most destruc-

tive factor in the 21st Century, and it should be eliminated to States to change its present destructive policies, and to support
such a development perspective.We know the upcoming mid-the core.

However, the disputes between countries could not be term election in the U.S.A. in November is an important one.
So, my question is: How much will it [the election] affectresolved simply by means of war. For example, Palestine

and Israel have not reached a peace agreement through four the prospect for a political change in the U.S.A.? And further-
more, what impact will the 2008 Presidential election haverounds of the Middle East war. So I believe the only way to

settle the conflicts is diplomatic means, which requires the on the political landscape of the U.S.A.?
5. Mr. LaRouche has talked about the role of the Shanghaidisputing parties to take calm and reasonable positions.

4. Nowadays, the ongoing economic globalization has Cooperation Organization (SCO) in Eurasian cooperation.
The SCO just celebrated its fifth anniversary in Shanghai thisincreased the level of economic interdependence on the one

hand, and aggravated by the unevenness of development on year. I believe its role and influence will continue to grow.
How to handle the relationship between SCO and thethe other hand. So, it’s time to reform the timeworn interna-

tional economic systems, and members of the international U.S.A. remains very delicate and essential to further coopera-
tion. So, what is your suggestion? Would you comment onsociety should fully cooperate to correct the unreasonable

parts of the current system. As Mr. LaRouche has mentioned this topic?
many times, a new round of the Bretton Woods Meeting
should be held, and a new international economic system
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should be established.
As a saying goes, “Reducing pressure could avoid a

crash,” so the best way to prevent a particular currency from
collapse is to avoid its being an internationally core currency.

Questions
1. Mr. LaRouche has mentioned many times on various

occasions, that a new round of the Bretton Woods Meeting
should be held to establish a fresh international currency sys-
tem. In my opinion, going back to a fixed-rate system is surely
not a feasible solution. We may enhance the function of IMF
special drawing rights, which could finally be a dominant
currency at the international monetary market.

So my question is: What is your concrete thought of this
“New Bretton Woods System”? And how could a new inter-
national economic system be established?

2. It is well known that the political bases for the Bretton
Woods system are to be found in the confluence of several
key conditions: the shared experiences of the Great Depres-
sion, the concentration of power in a small number of states,
and the presence of a dominant power willing and able to
assume a leadership role. Unfortunately, these conditions are
hardly true in today’s world.

Do you think a new international economic system could
be founded on different political bases than those of the Bret-
ton Woods system?

3. Eurasian cooperation includes Western and Central
Europe, Russia, China, India, and other nations. It is a good
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LaRouche Demands Immediate
Impeachment of Bush, Cheney

Lyndon LaRouche has called on all patriotic Americans to of impeachment.”
LaRouche added that he would hope that former Presidentjoin him in pressing for the immediate impeachment of Presi-

dent George W. Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney. Bill Clinton would agree with his assessment about the ur-
gency of a Bush-Cheney impeachment and take his own ac-LaRouche issued the call Sept. 11, in the immediate aftermath

of three developments: tion. “After what has been done to the former President, par-
ticularly with the fraudulent ABC-TV disinformation mini-1. The release on Sept. 7 of two additional chapters from

the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence report on the pre- series, blaming the Clinton Administration for 9/11, I would
think that he would see the ongoing onslaught against theIraq war intelligence failures, which Senators Jay Rockefeller

(D-W.V.) and Carl Levin (D-Mich.) correctly identified as a country, from an ever-more desperate Bush-Cheney White
House and its right-wing allies, as cause to issue a similarstinging indictment of the President and Vice President for

lying to the Congress and the American people into a needless call. I must say that Hillary Clinton’s warnings, as First Lady,
about a ‘vast right-wing conspiracy’ against the Clinton Presi-and disastrous Iraq war;

2. The airing on ABC-TV of the fraudulent mini-series, dency, ring now in my ear, as I view the recent unfolding
events.”“The Path to 9/11,” on the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, which was

part of a White House-directed propaganda assault against Among the incidents that prompted LaRouche to issue his
impeachment call was the release of the declassified versionsthe American and European populations, to soften them up

for new wars in Southwest Asia; and, of the two additional chapters from the Senate Select Intelli-
gence Committee investigation into the pre-Iraq war intelli-3. Vice President Dick Cheney’s shameless lies, during

an hour-long television interview Sept. 10, 2006, with Tim gence process. These were accompanied by statements from
Sen. Jay Rockefeller, co-chairman of the committee, and Sen.Russert on “Meet The Press.”

LaRouche declared, “The administration has lied and lied Carl Levin. The chapter refuting Administration claims on
both Saddam’s links to terrorism, and on Iraqi weapons ofand lied the United States into a senseless and disastrous war

in Iraq. We see a pattern of habitual lying on the part of mass destruction, was adopted nearly unamimously, 14-1, by
the committee. As to the chapter on the role of the Pentagon-the President and Vice President. This constitutes more than

sufficient grounds for impeachment. I consider,” LaRouche linked Iraqi National Congress in shaping policy, Senators
Olympia Snowe (R-Me.) and Chuck Hagel (R-Neb.) voted tocontinued, “that the impeachment of President Bush and Vice

President Cheney is imperative at this time. They have vio- issue the draft prepared by the Democratic Minority staff of
the committee; Snowe said this was because it was closer tolated their oath of office, and have brought nearly irreparable

harm to the United States. The new evidence presented last the truth.
The newly-issued chapters showed that top Administra-week by the Senate intelligence panel serves to underscore

just how seriously they lied the U.S. into war. tion officials, including the President, Vice President, then-
National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice, and Defense“Furthermore,” LaRouche continued, “Vice President

Cheney’s shameless lying on nationwide television on Sun- Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, repeatedly misrepresented intel-
ligence community findings, to support the Iraq invasion withday, Sept. 10, and his continuing push for a new, even more

devastating ‘preventive’ war against Iran, underscore the ur- lies that Iraq was tied to al-Qaeda and the 9/11 attacks, and
had advanced WMD programs.gency of Congress acting now to prepare a long-overdue bill
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tempted to collect intelligence on the group.”
7. “Postwar information supports prewar Intelligence

Community assessments that there was no credible informa-
tion that Iraq was complicit in the September 11 attacks orCommittee Finds No
any other al-Qa’ida strike.” No meeting in Prague between
Iraqi intelligence officer Ahmed al-Ani and Muhammed AttaSaddam-al-Qaeda Link
occurred. “Postwar debriefings of al-Ani indicate he had
never seen nor heard of Atta until after September 11, 2001,

Following are excerpts from the conclusions of the Senate when Atta’s face appeared in the news.”
8. “No postwar information indicates that Iraq intended toSelect Committee on Intelligence report dealing with allega-

tions of Iraqi links to al-Qaeda. This section of the SSCI report use al-Qa’ida or any other terrorist group to strike the United
States homeland before or during Operation Iraqi Freedom”was approved by a 14:1 vote in the Committee.
(the U.S. invasion).

9. “While document exploitation continues, additional re-1. “Saddam Hussein was distrustful of al-Qa’ida, and
viewed Islamic extremists as a threat to his regime, refusing views of documents recovered in Iraq are unlikely to provide

additional information that would contradict the Committee’sall requests from al-Qa’ida to provide material or opera-
tional support.” finding or conclusions.”

2. “Postwar findings have identified only one meeting
between representatives of al-Qa’ida and Saddam Hussein’s
regime. . . . Postwar findings have identified two occasions

Documentation. . . in which Saddam Hussein rebuffed meeting requests from
an al-Qa’ida operative. The Intelligence Community has not
found evidence of any other meetings between al-Qa’ida and
Iraq.” The one meeting identified, was a 1995 meeting be- ‘A Devastating Indictment’
tween an Iraqi Intelligence (IIS) officer and bin Laden in
Sudan; the Iraqi officer was instructed to “only listen” and not

Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) told the U.S. Senate that the Sen-to negotiate or promise anything to bin Laden, and Saddam
Hussein immediately rejected all of bin Laden’s requests. ate Select Committee on Intelligence’s partial “Phase II” re-

port “is a devastating indictment of the Bush Administration’s3. Regarding allegations that Saddam Hussein provided
CBW (chemical-biological weapons) training to al-Qaeda: unrelenting, and deceptive attempts to convince the American

people that Saddam Hussein was linked with al-Qaeda. . . .”“No postwar information has been found that indicated CBW
training occurred and the detainee who provided key prewar Twice, during his 28-minute floor statement of Sept. 8, Levin

used the term “indictment” when referring to the Bush Ad-reporting about this training recanted his claims after the
war.” The cited detainee was Ibn al-Shaykh al-Libi, who says ministration’s misuse of intelligence. Levin took the floor

after an opening statement by SSCI Ranking Member Jayhe made up false claims under abusive treatment and threats
of torture. Rockefeller (D-W.V.) who detailed how the Republican

chairman of the committee, Sen. Pat Roberts (R-Kan.) had4. “Postwar findings support the April 2002 DIA assess-
ment that there was no credible reporting on al-Qa’ida training shut down the Intelligence Committee, rather than allow an

investigation into the White House role in spreading, or or-at Salman Pak or anywhere else in Iraq. . . . [T]he DIA told
the Committee that it has no ‘credible reports that non-Iraqis ganizing fabricated intelligence.

The SSCI report that was released to the public is unclassi-were trained to conduct or support transnational terrorist oper-
ations at Salman Pak after 1991.’ ” fied, and was substantially rewritten to protect the White

House. Levin charged that a massive “coverup” is underway,5. While post-war information supports the Intelligence
Community’s assessment that al-Zarqawi, using an alias, was and that the public must see the full report:

“The intelligence assessments contained in the Intelli-in Baghdad in 2002, “Postwar information indicates that Sad-
dam Hussein attempted, unsuccessfully, to locate and capture gence Committee’s unclassified report are an indictment of

the administration’s unrelenting and misleading attempts toal-Zarqawi and that the regime did not have a relationship
with, harbor, or turn a blind eye toward Zarqawi.” Post-war link Saddam Hussein to 9/11. But portions of the report which

the intelligence community leaders have determined to keepinformation indicates that Saddam Hussein “considered al-
Zarqawi an outlaw.” from public view provide some of the most damaging evi-

dence of this administration’s falsehoods and distortions.6. “Ansar al-Islam operated in Kurdish-controlled north-
eastern Iraq, an area that Baghdad had not controlled since “. . . Among what remains classified, and therefore cov-

ered up, includes deeply disturbing information. Much of the1991. . . . Postwar information reveals that Baghdad viewed
Ansar al-Islam as a threat to the regime and that the IIS at- information redacted from the public report does not jeopar-
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Senators Jay Rockefeller (D-
W.Va.) and Carl Levin (D-
Mich.) denounced the Bush
Administration’s deceptive
claims that Saddam Hussein
was linked with al-Qaeda.

rockefeller.senate.gov

dize any intelligence source or method but serves effectively INC. . . .
“The committee also found the July 2002 decision by theto cover up certain highly offensive activities.”

Levin continued: “While the battle is waged” to declassify National Security Council directing that the renewed funding
of the INC contract—the Iraqi National Congress, the Chalabithe full report for the public, “every Senator should read the

classified version of the report.” operation—be put under Pentagon management was ill ad-
vised given the counterintelligence concerns of the CIA andThe combined Rockefeller/Levin floor statement, releas-

ing the report, has been poorly reported to the American pub- warnings of financial mismanagement from the State Depart-
ment. . . .lic, with very few quotes. To get a flavor of what occurred on

the Senate floor, we are providing some key excerpts. “The administration’s—this is key—the administration’s
repeated allegations of the past, present, and future relation-
ship between al-Qaeda and Iraq exploited the deep sense ofThe White House’s ‘Deceptive Strategy’

Senator Rockefeller opened the discussion with an an- insecurity among Americans in the immediate aftermath of
the Sept. 11 attacks, leading a large majority of Americans tonouncement of the release of the SSCI’s “Phase II” reports,

and their purpose: believe, contrary to the intelligence assessments at the time,
that Iraq had a role in the 9/11 terrorist attacks [emphasis“Fundamentally, these reports are about accountability.

They are about identifying the mistakes that led us to war and added].
“The administration sought and succeeded in creating themaking sure those mistakes never happen again, so far as we

can do so. impression that al-Qaeda and Iraq worked in concert and pre-
sented a single unified threat to the United States of America.“Let me share some important excerpts from the report

which reflect both my own views and the views of all of my The committee’s investigation revealed something com-
pletely different.Democratic colleagues on the committee.

“The committee’s investigation into pre-war intelligence “The committee found that there was no credible informa-
tion that Iraq was complicit or had foreknowledge of the Sept.on Iraq has revealed that the Bush Administration’s case for

war in Iraq was fundamentally misleading. . . . 11 attacks or any other al-Qaeda strike anywhere. The com-
mittee also found that Iraq did not provide chemical or biolog-“Most disturbingly, the administration, in its zeal to pro-

mote public opinion in the United States before toppling Sad- ical weapons training or any material or operational support
to al-Qaeda prior to the war.dam Hussein, pursued a deceptive strategy prior to the war of

using intelligence reporting that the intelligence community “Furthermore, no evidence was found of any meeting be-
tween al-Qaeda and the Iraq regime before the war, other thanwarned was uncorroborated, unreliable, and, in critical in-

stances, fabricated. . . . a single meeting that took place years earlier in 1995, in fact,
in the Sudan. That meeting was at a fairly low level, and that“Some of the false information used to support the inva-

sion of Iraq was provided by the Iraqi National Congress, the meeting did not lead to any operational cooperation at all.
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Osama was there, but the Iraqi representative was at a low “President Bush said Saddam and al-Qaeda were ‘al-
lies’—his words. And that: ‘You can’t distinguish betweenlevel. . . .

“During the buildup to war, the intelligence community al-Qaeda and Saddam when you talk about the war on terror.’
“The bipartisan report released today directly contradictswas placed under pressure to support the administration’s

position that there was a link between Iraq and al-Qaeda. that linkage which the President has consistently made in his
effort to build public support for his Iraq policy. . . .This is particularly distressing. This pressure took the form

of policymakers repetitively tasking analysts to review, to “Just two weeks ago, the President said in a press confer-
ence that Saddam Hussein ‘had relations with Zarqawi.’ Ourreconsider, to revise their analytical judgments, or simply

asking the same question again and again. Intelligence Committee report demonstrates that statement
made two weeks ago by the President was false. The commit-“The committee investigation revealed evidence that this

pre-war pressure to conform to administration policy de- tee report discloses, for the first time, the CIA’s October 2005
assessment that Saddam’s regime: ‘Did not have a relation-mands may have led to the co-option of the intelligence com-

munity. ship, harbor, or turn a blind eye towards Zarqawi and his asso-
ciates.’“The committee’s two-phased investigation has been sig-

nificantly limited, I must say, by the majority’s refusal to “The President’s statement made just two weeks ago is
flat-out false.examine issues and documents relative to our inquiry when

the issues and documents came close to the White House. “The drumbeat of misleading administration statements
alleging Saddam’s links to al-Qaeda was unrelenting in the“While a quarter of the committee’s INC report is devoted

to a lengthy examination of the CIA’s relationship with the lead-up to the Iraq war, which began in March 2003.
“On Sept. 25, 2002, the President said: “ ‘Al-Qaeda hides.INC in the early and mid-1990s, the committee majority voted

down requests by the minority to investigate the flow of intel- Saddam doesn’t, but the danger is that they work in concert.
The danger is that al-Qaeda becomes an extension of Sad-ligence information from the INC that circumvented the intel-

ligence community and went directly to the White House and dam’s madness and his hatred and his capacity to extend
weapons of mass destruction around the world.’to Pentagon policy officials in the lead-up to the war.

“Finally, the committee’s inquiry has been hampered by “On Oct. 14, 2002, the President said: ‘This is a man—
Saddam is a man that we know has had connections with al-the decision to deal with five Phase II tasks as separate inquir-

ies, which they are not, and complete the report on a piecemeal Qaeda. This is a man who, in my judgment, would like to use
al-Qaeda as a forward army.’basis rather than a unified whole. This has been distressing to

those of us in the minority. . . . It should not have taken nearly “On Jan. 30, 2003, Vice President Cheney said: ‘Sad-
dam’s regime aids and protects terrorists, including membersthree years to reach the point where we are now. . . .”
of al-Qaeda. He could decide secretly to provide weapons of
mass destruction to terrorists for use against us. And as the‘Flat-Out False’

After the above remarks, Rockefeller turned the floor over President said on Tuesday, it would just take one vial, one
canister, one crate to bring a day of horror to our nation unliketo Levin (the next ranking Democrat), who then cited state-

ments from Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, Secretary of any we have ever known.’
“On Feb. 6, 2003, Deputy Secretary of Defense Wolfow-State Condoleezza Rice, Defense Secretary Donald

Rumsfeld, former Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, itz said: ‘And, worst of all, his connections with terrorists
which go back decades and which started some ten years agoand former Secretary of State Colin Powell, in which they

made public claims about Iraq’s WMD, and ties to al-Qaeda with al-Qaeda are growing every day.’
“What . . . the President and other administration officialslong after intelligence community reports had said the infor-

mation was false. In fact, Levin charged, with great irony, the did not say was what the intelligence community was saying
about this crucial issue because it would have underminedPresident is still insisting that Iraq and al-Qaeda were linked

before 9/11. their march to war and it would have refuted their main argu-
ment for attacking Iraq: that Iraq was linked to the terroristsAfter his opening statement that the SCCI report is a “dev-

astating indictment” of the Bush Administration, Levin said: who attacked us on 9/11. . . .”
“The President said Wednesday, just this week, that, ‘One
of the hardest parts of my job is to connect Iraq to the war Cheney ‘Didn’t Stop There’

Levin provided the most damning evidence againston terror.’
“Well, that shouldn’t surprise anybody. The President’s Cheney:

“The misleading statements by administration officialsdecision to ignore intelligence community assessments prior
to the Iraq war and to make repeated public statements that didn’t stop there. The Intelligence Committee report recounts

the story of the alleged meeting between Mohammed Attagave the misleading impression that Saddam Hussein’s re-
gime was connected to the terrorists who attacked us on 9/11, and the Iraqi intelligence officer in Prague. In the Fall of

2001, the Czech intelligence service provided the CIA withcost him any credibility he may have had on this issue.
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reporting based on a single source who stated that Atta met that the most reliable reporting cast doubt on the possibility of
a meeting between Atta and the Iraqi intelligence officer, Vicewith an Iraqi intelligence officer in Prague in April of 2001.

“On Dec. 9, 2001, Vice President Cheney was asked about President Cheney was still citing as this having possibly oc-
curred.the report on ‘Meet the Press.’ The Vice President said: ‘It

has been pretty well confirmed that he—the 9/11 hijacker “On Jan. 14, 2004, a full year after the CIA expressed
serious doubts about the meeting and the fact that not a shredMohammed Atta—did go to Prague and he did meet with a

senior official with the Iraqi intelligence service in Czechoslo- of evidence had been found to support the claim of a meeting,
the Vice President told the Rocky Mountain News that thevakia [the Czech Republic—ed.] last April, several months

before the attack.’ Atta meeting was ‘the one that possibly tied the two together
to 9/11.’“On March 24, 2002, the Vice President told ‘Meet the

Press’: ‘We discovered, and it has since been public, the alle- “Six months later, on June 17, 2004, the Vice President
was asked whether Iraq was involved in 9/11. The Vice Presi-gation that one of the lead hijackers, Mohammed Atta, had,

in fact, met with Iraqi intelligence in Prague.’ dent said, ‘We don’t know. . . . We had one report, this was
the famous report on the Czech intelligence service, and“But the Intelligence Committee report released today

cites a June 2002 CIA paper that said: ‘Reporting is contradic- we’ve never been able to confirm it or knock it down. We just
don’t know.’tory on hijacker Mohammed Atta’s alleged trip to Prague and

meeting with an Iraqi intelligence officer and we have not “The Vice President may not have ‘known,’ but the intelli-
gence community sure as heck did not believe, and did notverified his travels.’

“The Intelligence Committee report released today de- believe for a long time before the Vice President’s statement,
that the meeting took place [emphasis added].classifies, for the first time, a July 2002 Defense Intelligence

Agency paper that said: ‘Mohammed Atta reportedly was “The intelligence assessments contained in the Intelli-
gence Committee’s unclassified report are an indictment ofidentified by an asset, not an officer, of a Czech service, only

after Atta’s picture was widely circulated in the media after the administration’s unrelenting and misleading attempts to
link Saddam Hussein to 9/11. But portions of the report whichthe attacks, approximately five months after the alleged meet-

ing occurred.’ the intelligence community leaders have determined to keep
from public view provide some of the most damaging evi-“And that: ‘There is no photographic, immigration, or

other documentary evidence indicating that Atta was in the dence of this administration’s falsehoods and distortions.”
Czech Republic during the time frame of the meeting.’

“Two months later, in September 2002, the CIA published LaRouche: The Evidence Is There
Senator Levin concludes with the revelation that, in anits assessment that ‘evidence casts doubt’ on the possibility

that the meeting had occurred and that: ‘The CIA and FBI interview with the SSCI on July 26, 2006, former CIA direc-
tor George Tenet confessed that “it was wrong” for him tohave reviewed the reporting available so far and they are

unable to confirm that Atta met al-Ani in Prague.’ succumb to White House pressure to issue a statement—
which he did on Oct. 8, 2002—backing up Bush’s lunatic“None of those assessments stopped the Vice President

from continuing to suggest that the report of the meeting statement of Oct. 7, 2002 asserting an al-Qaeda-Saddam
Hussein link.was evidence that Saddam’s regime was linked to the 9/

11 attack. Thus, the SSCI report is able to establish that deliberate
manipulation—including soliciting (if not ordering) a false“On Sept. 8, 2002, in a ‘Meet the Press’ interview, the

Vice President said that the CIA considered the report of statement by Tenet—was used just before the Congressional
vote authorizing force in Iraq.the meeting credible, although again, that same month, the

CIA said there was evidence that cast doubt on it having oc- As LaRouche said at hisSept. 6 webcast—just days before
the SSCI report came out—the evidence is already there tocurred.

“In January 2003, the CIA published an assessment stat- impeach Cheney and Bush. It should be done now.
ing that: ‘A CIA and FBI review of intelligence and open-
source reporting leads us to question the information provided
by the Czech service source who claimed that Atta met al-Ani’ WEEKLY INTERNET
[emphasis added]. AUDIO TALK SHOW

“The January 2003 paper stated that the CIA was ‘increas-
ingly skeptical’—increasingly skeptical—‘that Atta trav- The LaRouche Show
elled to Prague in 2001 or met with the IIS officer al-Ani,’

EVERY SATURDAYand that, ‘the most reliable reporting to date casts doubt on
this possibility.’ 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time

“But the Vice President was undeterred by the CIA’s http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
skepticism. On Sept. 14, 2003, eight months after the CIA said
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Investigation

Behind the ABC 9/11 Docudrama

The Axis of YWAM
by Anton Chaitkin

“Youth With A Mission,” the global religious group that “But think what it would mean to the world if Hitler sur-
rendered to the control of God. Or Mussolini. Or any dictator.cooked up the hoax “The Path to 9/11,” a docudrama aired on

ABC Sept. 10-11, is, underneath its public cover, the organi- Through such a man God could control a nation overnight
and solve every last, bewildering problem.”zation created in the 1920s-1930s by the notorious pro-Nazi

Frank Buchman. Above cover, it was known during and after Buchman gave the New York interview having just re-
turned from meetings of his “Oxford Group” in England; andWorld War II as Moral Rearmament, and also as the National

Prayer Breakfast Movement or “The Fellowship” or “The from the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin, where he had been
the guest of SS leader Heinrich Himmler. (Buchman had goneFamily.”1

This imperial agency was crafted by the British and Dutch to Nazi rallies at Nuremberg with Himmler, whom Buchman
claimed to be training in religion.)royal and financier faction that backed fascism and sought a

world government in tandem with Hitler. After the death of “Dr. Buchman,” wrote the World Telegram reporter, “lis-
tens quietly to ‘God’s plans’ for a half hour or so every day,President Franklin Roosevelt, the Buchman initiative was

based at Caux, Switzerland, on Lake Geneva, and was in- usually before breakfast. . . .
“The world needs the dictatorship of the living spirit ofserted into Washington in aid of its sponsors’ drive for power

over U.S. policy. God. . . . God is a perpetual broadcasting station. . . . What
we need is a supernatural network of live wires across theThe Youth With A Mission (YWAM—pronounced

“why-wham”) arm of this movement was set up in the 1960s world to every last man, in every last place, in every last
situation. . . .and 1970s by a sort of carnival snake-charmer named Loren

Cunningham. His son David Cunningham led a YWAM sub- “Human problems aren’t economic. . . . They could be
unit (The Film Institute) for a rightist “revolution” in Holly-
wood, and was the director of ABC’s “Path to 9/11.”

Founder Frank Buchman described his agenda in an inter-
view with a New York newspaper, the World Telegram, pub-
lished on Aug. 26, 1936 under the headline, “Hitler Or Any
Fascist Leader Controlled By God Could Cure All Ills Of
World, Buchman Believes”:

“I thank Heaven for a man like Adolf Hitler, who built a
front line of defense against the anti-Christ of Communism,”
[Buchman] said today in his book-lined office in the annex of
Calvary Church, Fourth Ave. and 21st St.

“My barber in London told me Hitler saved Europe from
Communism. That’s how he felt. Of course, I don’t condone
everything the Nazis do. Anti-Semitism? Bad, naturally. I
suppose Hitler sees a Karl Marx in every Jew.

The late Frank
Buchman, Hitler-
lover and founder1. For more on Buchman and the Moral Rearmament movement, See Lau-

rence Hecht, “H.G. Wells and Bertrand Russell: The ‘No-Soul’ Gang Behind of the movement
which spawnedReverend Moon’s Gnostic Sex Cult,” EIR, Dec. 20, 2002. For “The Fellow-

ship,” see also Tony Papert, “Mannikin: The Making of Tom DeLay,” in Youth With A
Mission.Children of Satan II: The Beast-Men (LaRouche in 2004, January 2004).
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Buchman “lets it all hang out” in this article in the New York World Telegram of Aug. 26, 1936.

solved within a God-controlled democracy, or perhaps I formerly owned by the Fuggers, a feudal-nobility banking
family whose undead 20th-Century members sponsoredshould say a theocracy, and they could be solved through a

God-controlled Fascist dictatorship.” Frank Buchman’s Swiss and German intrigues.2 Youth With
A Mission stuffed 1,000 young followers into this Hurlach
castle operational base, for a recruiting assault on the 1972The Delphic Oracle As Cheap Comedy

Loren Cunningham and other Youth With A Mission Munich Olympics, a rerun of Buchman’s 1936 glory days
in Berlin.leaders, like the Buchman followers running The Fellowship/

National Prayer Breakfast, and such Buchmanite-trained
charlatans as televangelist Pat Robertson, shamelessly say The New Order Makes Breakfast

The National Prayer Breakfast, immediate predecessor ofthat their schemes come from God. The daily “quiet time” is
a Buchman-signature boast. Buchman would supposedly sit Youth With A Mission within the Buchman initiative, had

its origin in the same Manhattan building, Calvary Church,with paper and pencil, mind empty, to take God’s dictation.
For example, in his 1984 book, Is That Really You, God?, where Frank Buchman gave his notorious 1936 newspaper in-

terview.Loren Cunningham wrote that in 1967, while “I was in bed in
California . . . a thought came into my mind: ‘You are to have That Episcopal church was the American headquarters

for Buchman’s “Oxford Group” as it was then known, anda . . . School of Evangelism.’ I wondered if this were from
God. . . . Then another thought suddenly cut through, ‘Your the Calvary rector, Rev. Sam Shoemaker, was the national

spokesman for Buchman. When Buchman was hit with in-school is to be in Switzerland.’ Switzerland! ‘Is this you,
God?’ I asked in my mind.” A few days later, a family friend creasing criticism for his praise of fascism as God’s instru-

ment, he changed the name of the movement to Moral Rear-met him for breakfast and said, “Loren, I have a message for
you. The Lord has been planting the idea in my mind that mament, and his nervous American representatives rushed to

get a Buchmanite para-church agency attached to the govern-someone should start a school in Switzerland. Last night He
told me you are to be the one. . . .” He continued “that the ment in Washington.

The principal agents in this venture3 were:school was to have an international student body and visiting
teachers. . . . ‘Loren, I’m just a channel to pass this message Longtime Buchman spokesman Rev. Sam Shoemaker;
on to you.’. . . We landed in Geneva in April [1967] . . . We
made arrangements for a facility in a town outside Lausanne

2. See, in the Frank Buchman papers at the Library of Congress, late 1950sand returned to the States. . . .”
letters from Buchman to the fascist U.S. general Edwin A. Walker.

Thus, allegedly, was born YWAM’s “Discipleship Train-
3. See the Buchman/Moral Rearmament papers, Library of Congress; the

ing School” world headquarters in Lausanne, Switzerland. Fellowship Foundation papers, Billy Graham Center archives, Wheaton Col-
From the Swiss base, YWAM moved across the border lege, Wheaton, Illinois; Norman Grubb, Modern Viking: The Story of Abra-

ham Vereide, Pioneer in Christian Leadership (Zondervan, 1961).into Bavaria, Germany. YWAM bought a castle at Hurlach,
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Buchman hobnobbed with the
Oxford Group in England, and
with SS leader Heinrich Himmler
in Germany.

Mrs. Marian Johnson, a high-society American and fa-
natical Anglophile, intimate on a family basis with the British
Ambassador to Washington (1938-40), Lord Lothian, head
of the financiers’ “Round Table” faction promoting Hitler;
Mrs. Johnson oversaw much of the fundraising for the Buch-
man movement;

Abraham Vereide, a Norwegian immigrant and Buch-
man apostle specializing in capturing the minds of the wealthy
and the powerful. He claimed to have converted the former
Nazi SS officer, Netherlands’ Prince Bernhard, to Christ, and
he and Frank Buchman together secured official Dutch Royal
Family sponsorship for the Prayer Breakfast movement;

Col. Sir Vivian Gabriel, a British intelligence officer
serving as Air Attaché with the British Embassy, who opened
doors for Vereide and the others inside Washington;

EIRNS/Anton Chaitkin
H. Alexander Smith, the main American lieutenant of

The house at 133 C Street S.E., the 1980s YWAM headquarters inFrank Buchman, and father-in-law of Reverend Shoemaker.
Washington, was then and is now the residence for Congressmen

Smith later represented New Jersey in the U.S. Senate, and hosted by the Nazi Buchmanite movement known as The
cemented the Prayer Breakfast, under covert “Fellowship” Fellowship.
leadership, into place as a private institution in the U.S. Con-
gress. On June 2, 1941, a year after the Nazi conquest of
France, Smith drafted for the Foreign Policy Association a
proposal that Hitler should be allowed to rule over and reform was brought before the public in the March 2003 issue of

Harper’s magazine (article entitled “Jesus Plus Nothing”).Europe—the so-called New Order—while the United States
and Britain should jointly rule the rest of the world. Reporter Jeffrey Sharlet infiltrated The Fellowship. He

quoted the leader, Vereide’s successor Douglas Coe, and the
group’s private memos: “Coe listed other men who hadThe Hitler-Haunted House on C Street

The existence of a covert Hitlerite organization (called changed the world through the strength of the covenants they
had forged with their brothers: Look at Hitler, he said. Lenin,simply “The Fellowship,” or “The Family”) wielding consid-

erable power through the 1980s’ Conservative Revolution, Ho Chi Minh, Bin Laden. . . . A document called Thoughts
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Youth With A Mission, was headed
by Ron Boehme (pronounced “Bay-
mie”). The program in the 1980s was
precisely that described in the 2003
Harper’s article, capturing control of
Congress and government, using
Buchman’s pagan-oracle “talks with
God,” etc.

As it happens, this same Ron
Boehme, now a YWAM leader in
Washington State, is as of the time
of this writing, a candidate for state
legislature (26th District, Kitsap
County) in the Republican primary
to be held Sept. 19.

Interviewed by a local publica-
tion, candidate Boehme, boasting of
his former importance, spoke some-

FEMA News Photo/Andrea Booher what openly about the arrangements
Ground Zero on Sept. 13, 2001. The ABC TV “docudrama” was a fraudulent portrayal of the over the past quarter century at 133
events leading up to 9/11, directed by YWAM activist David Cunningham. C Street S.E., Washington.

Speaking of himself in the third
person, he said “Ron joined Youth

With A Mission—one of the world’s largest youth/serviceon a Core Group explains that Communists use cells as their
basic structure. The mafia operates like this, and the basic unit organizations. YWAM has 11,000 full-time staff and 25,000

short-term workers that serve in 140 nations around the world.of the Marine Corps is the four man squad. Hitler, Lenin, and
many others understood the power of a small core of people. . . . Ron has founded Youth With A Mission centers in Wash-

ington D.C., Virginia, and the state of Washington. . . . He. . . [Coe called for] ‘total unity. Two, or three, become one.
. . . It’s called a covenant. Two, or three, agree? They can do served in Washington, D.C. during the Reagan Revolution,

and started a center on Capitol Hill in 1980 that continues toanything. A covenant is . . . powerful. Can you think of any-
one who made a covenant with his friends? . . . Hitler. Yes,’ this day and houses 2% of the U.S. Congress (its first resident

being Congressman Steve Largent).”4Doug said. ‘Yes, Hitler made a covenant. The Mafia makes a
covenant. It is such a very powerful thing. Two, or three,
agree.’ ” Reporting to London

The international chairman of Youth With A Mission isThe repeated message, that barbaric and evil power be-
comes good when Jesus controls it, was delivered to the resi- now Lynn Green, who is also the head of YWAM in England.

On Aug. 7, as the group’s hoax 9/11 docudrama was gettingdents, a captive audience of the cult, “at the Family’s four-
story, red brick Washington town house, . . . at 133 C Street set to air on ABC, director David Cunningham spoke about

the project at a meeting at YWAM’s International Chairman’sS.E.,” just around the corner from the Congressional office
buildings. At the time of the Harper’s article, “Eight con- headquarters in Harpenden, England.

Now that the blow has been struck, and 13 million Ameri-gressmen, including Senator Ensign and seven representa-
tives lived there. . . .” cans saw the Clinton Administration portrayed on the pro-

gram as responsible for the 9/11 attack, jubilant YWAMIn 1985, Congressman Tom DeLay (R-Tex.), then in his
first term, was a terrible drunk, his life crashing. The Fellow- Chairman Lynn Green is preparing his own report. On Oct.

5, Green will be the featured speaker at the 2006 “City Prayership/Prayer Breakfast organization took him under its protec-
tion and brainwashing regime, as it did with key personnel in Breakfast.” This is the inner core of the Buchman/Fellowship/

Prayer Breakfast initiative: leading private bankers from thethe military and elsewhere, a network of far-right intrigue
throughout government. City of London financial district, and their allies within the

British government and military establishment, a faction us-But in the 1980s, the Fellowship was unknown to the
public. What then was the official name of the organization ing theocratic intrigues for fascism, permanent war, and

world empire.running this nightmare on C Street? It was Youth With A
Mission.

Next week: “The Ugly Truth About John Train.”EIR’s interviews with former YWAM staff members have
allowed us a glimpse at the internal operation of the group.
The 133 C Street house, the Washington headquarters for 4. www.pajamajihad.org/2006/06/personality-project-ron-boehme.html
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Allied authorities to travel to Switzerland to meet theirYWAM Celebrates opposite numbers from Europe and other continents. The
message of forgiveness and reconciliation taught by Buch-Founder Frank Buchman
man . . . affected them deeply. . . .

Among the visitors the next year was Dr. Konrad Ade-
In 1990, Youth With A Mission created an organizational nauer, the future German chancellor, who invited MRA
sub-entity called the International Reconciliation Coali- teams to bring the message of forgiveness to Germany
tion, a psychological profiling initiative aimed mostly at through travelling musical shows. . . .
“indigenous people” in the former colonial sector, an ini- Meanwhile, the French Prime Minister, Robert Schu-
tiative modelled on Frank Buchman’s operations in man, had heard that . . . remarkable changes of heart were
Caux, Switzerland. taking place among industrial leaders in the north of his

The article excerpted below was written May 12, 2003, country, where tensions had led to talk of civil war. He
and is posted on the Youth With A Mission website. It is traced the changes back to this Centre for the Reconcilia-
a story with wildly inflated claims of the importance of tion of the Nations. So in 1948 Schuman, who like Adenau-
Buchman, the notorious pro-Nazi religious faker, in the er was a devout believer, arranged to meet with Buchman.
creation of what became the European Union. The Frenchman confided in Buchman that he was discour-

aged, and was considering retirement. Yet, something told
‘Something To Celebrate’ him his life task still lay ahead, that of reconciling France

As everybody knows, last Friday (May 9) was Europe and Germany.
Day, occasioning wild celebrations all across the European “But which Germans can I trust?” he asked his new
Union with bonfires, fireworks and all-night dancing. friend. Buchman encouraged both Schuman and Adenauer

Well, hardly. I doubt if even a couple of civil servants (who had once called the Frenchman a “lying Alsatian”)
in their Brussels offices lit sparklers during their lunch- to trust each other.
hour. There hasn’t been a lot of celebrating in Brussels This trust culminated in a bold plan, proposed by Schu-
since Europe’s “shock and awe” united-front performance man, to integrate the coal and steel industries of France
during Gulf War Two. (Did you miss that too?) and Germany, and of any other European country who

So what exactly then does Europe Day commemorate? wished to join. Since these industries would be the motor
As a matter of fact, there is a wonderful story of for- of any potential military machine, future war between the

giveness and reconciliation behind Europe Day, one that nations would be rendered permanently impossible.
we do well to pause and reflect on. Perhaps you’ve heard Adenauer interrupted a Federal cabinet meeting the
me tell this before, but it’s worth telling annually around same day to announce the plan: “All my life I have fought
May 9. to reconcile France and Germany. Today Robert Schu-

We pick up the story towards the end of the Second man’s generous initiative fulfills all my hopes. This French
World War, when ninety-five Swiss Christian families proposal is in every way historic: it restores my country’s
pooled their life-savings to purchase a derelict hotel high in dignity and is the cornerstone for uniting Europe.”
the mountains above Montreux overlooking Lake Geneva. A few weeks later, Schuman decorated Buchman as a
Their vision was to open a Centre for the Reconciliation Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, in recognition of his
of the Nations, a refuge of hope. Over the next few years, role in helping “to create the climate in which the new
thousands of politicians and other leaders from across Eu- relationship between France and Germany had been ren-
rope and the world would come through its doors. dered possible.”

Behind this vision, and the movement known as Moral This Schuman Plan, presented on May 9, 1950, gave
Re-Armament (MRA), was a man named Frank Buchman. birth to the European Coal and Steel Community, ECSC,
An evangelist with global impact, Buchman was acutely the first major step toward the formation of the European
aware of the need of reconciliation between the nations Economic Community, which has grown to become to-
of Europe, and indeed the whole world. He knew that if day’s European Union. The anniversary of this event is
Germany was not embraced by Christian forgiveness and now known as Europe Day, celebrated annually through-
reconciliation, godless forces of anarchy or communism out the European Union.
would fill the post-war vacuum. Now, that’s something worth celebrating, don’t you

To one of the summer conferences immediately after think?
the war, he had invited . . . French [resistance fighters] . Till next week,
. . . [and] Germans . . . [who were] among the first of over Jeff Fountain
3,000 leading citizens given special permission by the YWAM Europe
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Senate Panel Passes partly because of Feingold’s opposi- provisions undermine the time-tested
principle that the executive closest toSpecter Wiretap Bill tion. Feingold had mocked the plan as

equivalent to Bush saying: “I’ll agreeOn Sept. 13, the Senate Judiciary the disaster, a mayor or governor, has
responsibility to handle it, and otherCommittee voted 10 to 8 along parti- to let the court decide if I’m breaking

the law if you pass a law first that sayssan lines for a bill sponsored by com- assets are deployed in support of that
executive. However, the provisions inmittee chairman Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) I’m not breaking the law.” The main

factor behind Specter’s withdrawal ofthat would give the Foreign Intelli- the House and Senate bills would
make it more likely that the Presidentgence Surveillance Act Court the ju- the bill was that three Republicans,

Senators Larry Craig (Id.), John Su-risdiction to decide whether or not the would be in charge by virtue of his
control of the military. They also noteNational Security Agency domestic nunu (N.H.), and Lisa Murkowski

(Ak.), none of whom is a member ofwiretapping program is Constitu- that no hearings have been held on ei-
ther the House or Senate provisions.tional, but doesn’t require the Presi- the committee, signed a letter with

Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) and otherdent to submit the program to the court “It does not make sense to give the
President more authority to invoke thefor review. Specter went ahead with Democrats, demanding further hear-

ings before a vote.the bill, however, on the basis of a Insurrection Act and to call martial law
without understanding the conse-promise from President Bush that he

would do that. quences of any change.”
The committee otherwise rejected, Bond, Leahy Warn Againstalong partisan lines, all Democratic

amendments, all of which sought to Martial Law Provision Hearings Becomeincrease Congressional oversight in Senators Kit Bond (R-Mo.) and Pat-
rick Leahy (D-Vt.), co-chairmen of theother ways. As Sen. Russ Feingold (D- Debate on Rumsfeld

Senate Democrats turned the debateWisc.) noted early during the commit- Senate National Guard Caucus, wrote
to the chairmen and ranking memberstee debate, “None of us have enough on the defense appropriations bill,

which the Senate had not completedinformation to legislate on this.” of the Armed Services Committees of
both houses urging them to reject pro-The committee also acted on three prior to the Summer recess, into a de-

bate on the competence of Secretaryother bills related to the NSA surveil- visions in the defense authorization
bill that would make it easier for thelance program. The committee passed, of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. On

Sept. 6, Senate Minority Leader Harryon a 10-8 vote, a bill sponsored by Sen. President to declare martial law. The
provisions at issue amend current lawMike Dewine (R-Ohio) that would au- Reid (D-Nev.) sponsored an amend-

ment that called on President Bush “tothorize the President to establish a ter- so that the President can call up the
National Guard or reserve forces to re-rorist surveillance program if it meets change course in Iraq to provide a

strategy for success.” An indication ofcertain criteria. The committee re- spond to a natural disaster.
Bond and Leahy said that addingjected, on a split 9-9 vote, a bill by Sen. such a strategy would be the replace-

ment of Rumsfeld as Secretary of De-Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) that would such a specification makes it easier for
the President to declare martial law,give standing to anybody who feared fense.

Reid said that the amendment wasthat his telephone calls were being “which goes against one of the central
tenets of our society.” They write thatmonitored. “bigger than Donald Rumsfeld”:

“This is about changing course in IraqFinally, the committee passed, 10 the President already has authority to
use the military to restore civil orderto 8, a bill co-sponsored by Specter and the President demonstrating to the

American people he understandsand Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) under the Insurrection Act, an author-
ity which has only been used sparinglythat reinforces FISA as the exclusive America cannot stay the course when

the present course is taking our coun-authority over NSA wiretapping, after in American history. The proposed
legislation, however, “changes therejecting, by an 8 to 10 vote, an amend- try in the wrong direction.”

The Democrats’ determination toment by Sen. Jon Kyl (R-Ariz.) that presumption against invoking martial
law to a presumption for the domesticwould’ve gutted that provision of debate Rumsfeld’s tenure followed a

series of speeches he made in August,Feinstein’s bill. use of the military in our states and
communities.”A week earlier, Specter had pulled comparing those who disagree with

the Bush Administration’s policy tohis bill from committee consideration Bond and Leahy also warn that the
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the appeasers of Adolf Hitler and Na- Kucinich seized on an article that Murtha also reported that while the
Army is meeting its recruiting and re-zism during World War II. “These as- appeared in the Washington Post, that

morning, on a report by a Marinesertions were offensive and indicative tention goals, the measures it is taking
to do so may be resulting in a lowerof a Secretary of Defense who has lost Corps intelligence officer who con-

cluded that the prospects for securinghis way, who is not capable of oversee- quality force. He says that company
commanders are reporting that disci-ing America’s defense or certainly a Iraq’s Anbar province “are dim and

that there is almost nothing the U.S.new direction in Iraq; who is more plinary actions resulting from drug
and alcohol abuse have skyrocketed inconcerned, it seems, with the Bush Ad- military can do to improve the political

and social situation there.” Kucinichministration’s political fortunes than the past year. “To suggest that the
Global War on Terror will last forthe safety and security of the American grilled Undersecretary of Defense

Eric Edelman on the significance ofpeople, and who must be replaced,” years, yet fail to even acknowledge—
let alone take steps to address—theReid said. the report, but grew increasingly frus-

trated because Edelman would notReid’s amendment was ultimately Army’s readiness, equipment, and
personnel shortfalls, is viewed asruled “non-germane” with respect to quote from the report because it is clas-

sified. “Wouldn’t it be of interest to thethe appropriations bill, on a point of short-sighted at best. At worst, the fu-
ture security and deterrent power oforder made by Sen. Ted Stevens (R- parents of American soldiers who are

being sent to fight that they wouldAk.), the chairman of the Defense Ap- the United States is dangerously at
risk,” Murtha concluded.propriations Subcommittee, but not know that a report existed that said that

a province was beyond repair and thebefore it touched off lengthy and often In conjunction with the report,
Murtha also introduced a resolution inpassionate statements from both sides thing couldn’t be won militarily?”

Kucinich demanded. Edelman repliedof the aisle. the House, calling for Rumsfeld’s res-
ignation “for the good of the country,”that “We’ve taken it very seriously,”

but described it as a “snapshot in time” and to “restore credibility both at home
and abroad.”that does not represent the entirePentagon Officials country. The resolution says: “The first step
in restoring that credibility must be toGrilled on Iraq

Rep. Chris Shays (R-Conn.), the chair- demonstrate accountability for the
mistakes that have been made in prose-man of the National Security Subcom- Murtha Slams Rumsfeldmittee of the House Government Re- cuting the wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq”; to “reconstitute our militaryform Committee, began three days of On Military Readiness

On Sept. 13, Rep. John Murtha (D-Pa.)hearings on security in Iraq, focussed readiness, and refocus on the threats to
national security posed by diffuse andon the question of when U.S. troops released a report documenting the col-

lapse of Army readiness. Army bri-can be withdrawn. Both Shays, who, proliferating terrorist cells as well as
belligerent states.”last month, began to call for a with- gades are turning around between de-

ployments in less than a year, and aredrawal timetable, and Rep. Dennis The resolution blames Rumsfeld
for the failure to capture Osama binKucinich (D-Ohio), the ranking Dem- unable to fully retrain because they

lack the equipment, especially ar-ocrat on the panel, agreed, in their Laden during the battle for Tora Bora
in December 2001, by failing to com-questioning of the witnesses, that con- mored vehicles and trucks, which have

been worn out in Iraq and Afghanistan,ditions in Iraq have only been getting mit sufficient troops; failure to ensure
adequate body armor and protectiveworse, and that U.S. policy in Iraq is causing them to be redeployed at less

than full combat readiness. “In effect,”part of the reason. Shays said he was gear for troops in Iraq; failure to antici-
pate the troop strength required; fail-in Iraq in April of 2003, and “If we had Murtha says, “the Army has become a

‘hand-to-mouth’ organization. Its in-made progress at that point, I think we ure of training and supervision, which
led to abuses at Abu Ghraib; failureprobably wouldn’t be there in any ability to get ahead of the deployment

and training curves is rooted in the Ad-great number, today.” He cited, among to address flagging readiness of U.S.
ground forces; and failure to ensureother things, the disbanding of the ministration’s miscalculations and

blind optimism about troop and indus-Iraqi army and police after the fall of adequate accounting of billions of dol-
lars of Coalition Provisional Author-Baghdad, a decision which, he said, trial surge requirements for the U.S.

occupation of Iraq.”“to this day boggles my mind.” ity expenditures.
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Iran: Turning the Tables
On the War Party
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

Those neo-cons in Washington who are itching to let the ment, in the course of negotiations, but not as a precondition
to the same.bombs fly on Iran, have been hit with two important docu-

ments, which effectively expose the campaign of lies and The message coming out of the talks, was clear: The mat-
ter can and should be solved diplomatically, without recoursemanipulation mounted to justify belligerent action against the

Persian Gulf nation. The two documents are the reply, by the to violence. IAEA head Mohamed ElBaradei, who was
briefed by Larijani on the talks, presented a report to theIranian government, to the incentives offer, made by the so-

called 5+1 group—the five permanent members of the UN IAEA governors board on Sept. 11, in which he stressed that
“negotiation is the best option to find a durable solution.” HeSecurity Council, plus Germany—and a letter by the Interna-

tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to Congressman Peter expressed his hope that Larijani and Solana, in their next
round of talks, would reach an “agreement to go back to theHoekstra, refuting claims made by a report of the House Per-

manent Select Committee on Intelligence, about Iran’s nu- negotiation table.” The Iranian representative at the IAEA
also reported to the board of governors meeting, stressingclear program. The two documents provide powerful ammu-

nition for those seeking to prevent a new war in the region, Iran’s willingness to open full negotiations, a position re-
peated by President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.and to settle the conflict over Iran’s nuclear program, through

rational negotiations. Predictably, U.S. Ambassador to the IAEA Gregory
Schulte pushed for referring the affair to the UN SecurityIran issued its formal reply to the 5+1 incentives package

on Aug. 22, but it was made public only on Sept. 12, on the Council, where U.S. Ambassador John Bolton is ready to
present a resolution for sanctions. But Solana put on theisis website. It appeared on the Internet just days after Ali

Larijani, head of Iran’s Supreme National Security Council brakes, stating that as long as talks took place with Larijani,
there was no perspective for sanctions. Russian Foreign Min-and chief negotiator on the issue, had held meetings over two

days with European Union (EU) foreign policy chief Javier ister Sergei Lavrov declared, “It is irrational to talk to Iran in
the language of ultimatums.” Days later, Lavrov said sanc-Solana, representing the 5+1. The talks, in Vienna, focussed

on the offer and the Iranians’ reply; although no details were tions should be seen as a last resort—as should the use of the
veto at the Security Council, hinting that Moscow might havereleased, both sides expressed their satisfaction with the talks,

which clarified the “ambiguities” (Solana) and “misunder- recourse to its veto power. Lavrov emphasized that he hoped
contacts between Solana and Larijani would “produce a resultstandings” (Larijani) related to the issue.

At the same time, an unnamed EU diplomat was quoted that will make it possible to resume negotiations.”
saying that Larijani had offered a two-month suspension of
uranium enrichment. The report was promptly denied in Teh- Tehran Replies

The document issued by Iran is sound, and undercuts theran. Then the document appeared on the Internet, indeed
showing that Iran would be ready to suspend uranium enrich- propaganda line that Iran is merely trying to “buy time,” or
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clear program of a State, and this serves as pretext for denial,
discreetness in the program would naturally ensue; as the
other side may never be willing to concede its confidence
and trust. Conversely, a legal and fair approach, entailing
unimpeded access to peaceful nuclear technology, would
prompt transparency and full monitoring.”

Iran states that it has no intention of hindering inspections.
It developed its program in “independence and self-reliance,”
at times discreetly, because of the hostile attitude of others.

The document reiterates the point that Iran has a right to
develop the full nuclear fuel cycle. “Nuclear fuel is destined
as a strategic commodity in the future of world energy. As
major European countries continue production of this com-
modity through heavy investments and large subsidies, Iran
too expects that its substantial investments will lead to pro-

Hessam Amandeh
duction so that it would not have to depend on exclusive

Ali Larijani, Iran’s chief negotiator on the nuclear issue, met with suppliers. . . . Self-reliance, however, does not exclude coop-
European Union foreign policy chief Javier Solana Sept. 9-10, and

eration and partnership. Iran’s nuclear program is entirelyboth sides reported progress in negotiations. Shortly thereafter,
open to joint investment, operation, development, and pro-Iran made public its formal reply to the proposals of the UN

Permanent Five plus Germany. duction. As the President has declared, the Islamic Republic
[I.R.] of Iran is prepared to implement its nuclear program
through consortium with other countries.”

Iran has a nuclear program for the next 20 years, of whichhoodwink the West, etc. Given that the press coverage has
reduced the document to a few points, deliberately excluding details are given. Due to sanctions in the past, Iran demands

the right to have the full cycle.other crucial points, it is important to review the text in some
detail. The main points made in the document are the fol- Regarding the June proposal of the 5+1, Iran reiterates its

rights according to the NPT, and declares its readiness forlowing:
Iran has to be dealt with as an equal. Its membership in “negotiations as a new beginning to reach a ‘comprehensive

agreement’ with Iran. ” It sees the 5+1 proposals as havingthe IAEA and the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) have to be
taken seriously; “To deny rights and privileges is to defy constructive ideas but also ambiguities. Iran is “prepared for

removing concerns of the two sides through negotiations andreasons for membership. No government can assume rights
to herself while depriving others of the same. And no govern- receiving clarifications on the nature, extent, approach, level,

duration, and depth of issues in the offer such as real andment can presume responsibilities for others while relieving
herself from the same.” I.e., no double standards. practical cooperation in development of Iran’s peaceful nu-

clear program, including light and heavy water reactors, andThe document states that Iran opposes all weapons of
mass destruction and has no intention to develop them. If exercise of Iran’s right to achieve nuclear energy inclusive of

the fuel cycle and continuation of research and developmentfunds allocated for these systems were allocated differently,
the “causes of insecurity, instability and injustice” could be in uranium enrichment.”
removed and replaced by “peace and security, justice, peace-
ful coexistence and welfare. . . .” Offer of Regional Cooperation

The most important aspect of the document relates to whatWhen presented the 5+1 offer, Iran took an “engagement
approach,” and deployed expert teams to work on it. Iran-EU Iran could contribute to stabilizing the explosive Southwest

Asia region, in the event that a reasonable agreement werecontacts proceeded, and “No precondition or ultimatum was
raised by either side during this period.” Then, as things were found regarding its nuclear program. It states: Iran “is ready

for long-term cooperation in security, economic and politicalmoving ahead, the Security Council resolution was pushed
through, which meant a resumption of the “confrontational and energy areas in order to achieve ‘sustainable security in

the region’ and ‘long-term energy security.’ ” The “region”and threatening approach . . . just as the region faced a crisis.”
This undermined confidence, and placed the entire NPT re- referred to here includes Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Pales-

tine, and Israel. The document reiterates the idea, saying, forgime in jeopardy. “To resolve the issue at hand in a sustainable
manner, there would be no alternative except to recognize example, that Iran sees in the proposal the possibility for

solving everything through negotiations, and also “to promoteand remove the underlying roots and causes that have led the
two sides to the current complicated position. When right peace and security in the region and scientific, technological

and economic progress in Iran.”versus trust forms the basic approach in considering the nu-
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Iran “accepts the core idea of the proposal,” believing start of negotiations, ‘to create the right conditions for the
negotiations.’. . . The remaining issue is suspension of Iran’sall problems can be solved through negotiations and mutual

confidence. However, “Clear evidence and experience gives dossier in the Security Council during the negotiation period
by the other party, and suspension of enrichment activitiesreason to Iran to remain seriously skeptical towards sincerity

of at least some members of the 5+1 in their declared intention by Iran through negotiations. I.R. Iran essentially agrees
with consideration of some principles and conditions forto establish comprehensive relations and cooperative ex-

changes. Iran believes, therefore, that these governments further assurances of productive negotiations and considers
that as a correct step.”should come forward with assurances, commitments, and in-

dications that demonstrate revision in past behavior and ab- Iran says the issue must not be sent to the Security
Council. “I.R. Iran fundamentally rejects the use of the Secu-sence of intentions to contain Iran or seek a pretext for hostile

actions in advance of the negotiations.” This means Iran wants rity Council resolution as a pressure tool to push forward
the P5+1 proposal, and considers this practice as distortionsecurity guarantees that it won’t be nuked or otherwise at-

tacked. and negation of the initial intent, and would not concede to
it. Any progress in this course, would only be possible byFor the negotiations to be fruitful, Iran says the “extent

and limitations on the authority of each negotiator should separation of these two issues, namely disengagement of
any negotiations from unjustified resolution of the Securitybe defined and declared formally” to be clear on what is

being negotiated. Iran criticized the 5+1 proposal for the Council.” Iran states it is ready to discuss the issue.
Iran wants the guarantees that are in the NPT, and infollowing: It “lacks any reference to irreversible and irrevo-

cable guarantees which should be attached to the undertak- turn would consider implementing the additional protocol.
Furthermore, “Iran is ready to illustrate its goodwill if itings. Such guarantees are particularly essential on access to

advanced nuclear technology and equipment, erection and received responsible and logical behavior from the other
party, to guarantee in an appropriate manner, that it wouldcommissioning of nuclear power reactors, nuclear fuel sup-

ply, and transfer of know-how and technology. For Iran, it not abandon its membership in IAEA and NPT, and through
this way, commits itself even to the future aspect of confi-should become clear that the undertakings of our counter-

parts would become permanent, with no right or possibility dence building.”
Security is a key issue: confidence building for Iranto their termination or limitation, in the context of export

controls, NSG [Nuclear Suppliers Group], domestic laws means considering the following: “A) The other party’s com-
mitment to seriously follow up the fulfillment of the nuclearand regulations, and the procedures of the IAEA and the

United Nations.” free zone in the Middle East, particularly the commitment to
disarm the Zionist regime from weapons of mass destructionThe two main processes involved are “Iran’s interaction

and collaboration with the IAEA,” and “The process of (WMD) and in particular nuclear arms. B) The other party’s
commitment to convince the countries of the region (Middlenegotiations between Iran and its counterparts.” Here, ambi-

guities have to be clarified. East) who are not yet signatories to NPT, or are not yet
implementing the Additional Protocol, to accept NPT mem-Iran posits three fundamental principles for the talks:

“First The Islamic Republic of Iran has the right to pursue bership, and to implement the Additional Protocol. C) The
commitment and guarantee of the negotiating partners toits intended peaceful nuclear Program, including all its activ-

ities on the fuel cycle with peaceful purposes, within the prevent and protest all hostile and restrictive acts against
I.R. Iran including any scientific, technical, political, eco-framework of NPT and under Agency safeguards. Second:

The Islamic Republic of Iran, as an NPT party and an IAEA nomic, and commercial embargo and any kind of military
aggression or threat.”member, is obligated to comply with all its commitments

under its bilateral agreement with the Agency and to prepare A change in policies is required vis-à-vis Iran—i.e.,
embargoes and sanctions must be lifted. “Fortunately, Iranconducive conditions for the IAEA to perform its responsi-

bilities vis-à-vis Iran’s activities. Third: As an IAEA mem- has active and extensive relations with China and Russia.
There are also trade and diplomatic relations with majorber, Iran has the right to receive active support in areas of

science, technology, investment, and trade from developed European countries which have experienced some restric-
tions in some cases. The available data indicates that thecountries in the nuclear field, in accordance with the NPT

provisions and its regulations. Conversely, all interlocutors majority of the P5+1 do not have inclinations for political
use of trade and economic means, and in their general poli-with capabilities in nuclear technology are obligated to re-

move all impediments in peaceful nuclear cooperation with cies, there is no priority set for deprivation or restriction
policies against Iran. Although some states, not only unac-Iran in implementation of their commitments.”

Regarding the issue of enrichment, Iran says: “The pro- ceptably exploit restrictive policies against Iran, but also
abuse their technical and trade leverage to force other gov-posers of the package, having considered some commitments

and measures to be undertaken by both sides before the ernments and third country companies to participate in these
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anti-trade practices despite their own national policies. Secondly, the Staff Report says that “Iran had covertly
produced the short-lived radioactive element polonium-210Therefore at least the main part of the proposed issue in this

section is not essentially a case between Iran and the other (Po-210), a substance with two known uses: a neutron source
for a nuclear weapon and satellite batteries.” The IAEA retortsparty, but it is a case for the other party to settle amongst

themselves.” that the use of the word “covertly” is “misleading because the
productions of Po-210 is not required to be reported by IranRegional security is discussed in more detail: “The I.R.

Iran is ready for a comprehensive and long-term cooperation to the IAEA.”
Thirdly, there is the outright lie, and vicious insinuationagreement to achieve ‘sustainable development and security

in the region,’ based on fair terms and conditions, attending that the IAEA is complicit in covering up illegal nuclear work!
The “IAEA Secretariat takes strong exception to the incorrectto the rights of all countries, and would contribute to the

highest extent possible to participate in effective security and misleading assertion in the Staff Report’s second full
paragraph of page 13 that the Director General of the IAEAarrangements in an all-inclusive model, with all its potential

as a responsible state, an active member of the international decided to ‘remove’ Mr. Charlier, a senior safeguards inspec-
tor of the IAEA, ‘for allegedly raising concerns about Iraniancommunity, having an effective regional role” (emphasis

added). “On this basis, I.R. Iran is ready to have an active deception regarding its nuclear program and concluding that
the purpose of Iran’s nuclear programme is to construct weap-role in a cooperation arrangement for ‘sustainable energy

security’ to have extensive cooperation and partnership ons.’ In addition, the report contains an outrageous and dis-
honest suggestion that such removal might have been for ‘notwith the European countries and other countries of the

region.” having adhered to an unstated IAEA policy barring IAEA
officials from telling the whole truth about the Iranian nu-
clear program.’ ”IAEA Strikes Back

As the neo-con warmongers’ camp continued to harp on In point of fact, the IAEA explains, according to the
safeguards agreement between states and the IAEA, mem-the need to rapidly refer the matter to the UN Security Coun-

cil—i.e. to move for sanctions immediately, wise words of ber-states have “the right to object to the designation of any
safeguards inspector, and to request the withdrawal of thecaution came from UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, who,

following a tour of the turbulent region, reported that govern- designation of an inspector, at any time.” This is what hap-
pened. The IAEA goes on to note that Iran has acceptedment leaders he had met, feared that the Iran crisis could

escalate from sanctions to war, as the case of Iraq showed. over 200 such inspectors, which is what most states also
have done.Annan warned against this.

The case for imposing sanctions on Iran could only be The last point made by the IAEA, is that it regrets that the
Staff Report ignored a statement in a UN Security Councilmade if Iran were violating the NPT and other IAEA regula-

tions. Thus, putting the truth on the table is crucial. Herein resolution (1696), which “commends and encourages the
Director General of the IAEA and its secretariat for theirlies the significance of the second document to be considered,

which is the IAEA’s response to the Staff Report of the Sub- ongoing professional and impartial efforts to resolve all
remaining outstanding issues in Iran within the frameworkcommittee on Intelligence Policy, of the U.S. House Commit-

tee on Intelligence, dated Aug. 23, 2006. That the interna- of the Agency.” The letter concludes that the IAEA remains
“ready to assist your Committee in correcting the erroneoustional agency issued a public response to a staff report of a

Congressional subcommittee is unusual in itself. The IAEA and misleading information contained in the report.”
letter, dated Sept. 12 (right after the Solana-Larijani talks, and
the same day the Iranian reply was published), says that the No Iraq Replay

Clearly, forces in the UN, especially Russia and China,Staff Report “contains some erroneous, misleading and un-
substantiated information.” And the specific cases of such lies are fully aware of the danger that the attempt to produce fabri-

cated “intelligence” or, more bluntly, lies, regarding Iran’sare listed and systematically refuted.
First, the Staff Report states, in a caption under a picture alleged nuclear weapons ambitions, could be used, as in the

case of Iraq, to hoodwink political bodies to accept war. Otherof the Natanz nuclear site in Iran, “Iran is currently enriching
uranium to weapons grade using a 164-machine centrifuge forces in the UN—to wit, the IAEA and its Director General

ElBaradei—have learned the lessons of the Iraq War, andcascade.” The IAEA states that the work conducted there,
“including the 3.6% enrichment level that had been are committed to preventing a repeat of that crime. Thus the

unusually strong response to the staff report.achieved,” had been communicated to the IAEA in April.
Furthermore, “The description of this enrichment level as It should come as no surprise that the person who drafted

that report was Fredrick Fleitz, identified by the Washington‘weapons grade’ is incorrect, since the term ‘weapons-grade’
is commonly used to refer to uranium enriched to the order of Post on Sept. 14, as a former CIA officer who was a special

assistant to John Bolton.90% or more in the isotope of uranium-235.”
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CONGRESS WILL HAVE TO ACT

Ford Is RepeatingDelphi’s
Destruction AsAuto Sales Fall
by Paul Gallagher

With the announcement by the United Auto Workers to its before the mid-September announcements, and their retire-
ment buyouts had already removed over 60,000 productionlocals on Sept. 14, of a massive retirement buyout by Ford

Motor Co. across its entire North American production work- workers from the industry this year. Ford may eliminate an-
other 35,000 by this workforce-wide buyout, and is also goingforce, and with a late-August plunge in U.S. auto sales across

the board, the auto industry’s collapse in the United States is to fire 10,000 more salaried employees, including engineers
and designers. It is triggering lay-off announcements and pro-picking up speed. If Ford’s buyout washes out of the industry

the now-targetted 30,000-35,000 of the company’s 80,000 duction cuts by Visteon and other suppliers, by its own an-
nounced production cuts of 11% in the third quarter and 21%production employees, along with additional mass firings and

plant closings announced Sept. 15, Ford will have done a in the forth. GM has announced a 12% fourth-quarter produc-
tion cut. Chrysler is next into the tank: It has a huge 93 days-“second Delphi Corp.,” shrinking and globalizing itself to the

point where it is a U.S.-headquartered firm with 85% of its worth national inventory of unsold cars and trucks.
The immediate cause of the drastic auto shrinkage—andworkforce overseas. And the overall U.S. auto industrial sec-

tor would be shrinking by close to 15% a year by the end the one which cuts off any way out other than the “new pro-
duction mission” LaRouche proposes—is the global phenom-of 2006.

Up against elections with most of remaining U.S. industry enon of sinking sales. Although developing-country markets
have rising sales, they do not begin to overcome the auto“getting killed” by globalization, and with the auto industry

and housing sector forming the leading edge of a rapidly sink- industry’s international predicament: Japan auto sales down
9% so far in 2006; Europe auto sales down 3% for the year toing economy, Congress must be forced to act. This is an issue

of the entire lower- and middle-income 80% of the U.S. popu- date; United States auto sales down nearly 5% for the first
eight months of the year. This is the marker of globalizationlation; as Lyndon LaRouche set out the Democrats’ situation

in his Sept. 6 broadcast, if they do not act in September and in its extreme: falling real wages worldwide. And the fall is
accelerating. In the United States, as even sharp-eyed industryOctober on behalf of this “lower 80%,” they will forfeit the

economy and the elections. LaRouche’s Economic Recovery predator Wilbur Ross has recently noted, the housing bubble
collapse is directly cutting auto sales as well, taking the illu-Act of 2006, to retool the closed and closing auto plants for

an economic infrastructure mission, is the effective Congres- sion of disposable income out of the household budget, cut-
ting construction activity and therefore truck sales, etc.sional intervention in the crisis.

The industrial analysis firm Global Insight, Inc., in an auto
industry report and webcast on Sept. 7, said that the “U.S.Globalization In Extremis

Delphi, General Motors, and Ford—including its largely auto sales market has downshifted in August,” reaching a very
poor and unexpected SAAR (annual sales rate) of 16 million,re-absorbed Visteon Corp. supplier—alone had already

marked 60 plants in North America for closure or sell-off and bringing the SAAR for the year to date down to just
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over 16 million. Furthermore, the firm’s analysts reported in mass buyout offer on Sept. 15. Ford had already announced
in January 2006, the shutdown of seven plants by 2008, andworried tones, “the pace of sales weakened considerably in

the closing weeks of August,” and “all [makers’] production has since named six of them, two of which have been shut
down during this year. Now seven more plant closings, whichschedules are in jeopardy.”

Global Insight now estimates/forecasts a total production were supposed to be out in the 2012 time-frame, have been
made immediate. But only two of the new shutdowns werecut, by all automakers combined in North America, of 4.6%

in the third quarter, and 6.5% in the fourth quarter. Total identified: the Ford metal-stamping plant in Maumee, Ohio,
and the engine plant in Essex, Ontario. The shutdown of theauto production (assembly and engine) in North America

has fallen from 16 million units in 2003, in steps, down to Norfolk, Virginia truck plant, already announced, was moved
up from 2008 to 2007.15.44 million projected this year, and that could fall further;

of that falling North American production, assembly in Mex- Ford appears to be holding back naming the additional
five shut-down plants—Ford truck assembly plants in Ken-ico and by foreign automakers in the United States, has risen

from 4.1 million in 2003 to 5.1 million in 2006. Capacity tucky, Michigan, and Ontario, stamping plants in Michigan
and elsewhere are rumored—to “whip-saw” the union localsutilization by the Big Three automakers has fallen in 2006

to 77% (in the third quarter, to 74%) despite closures of at those plants into renegotiating their contracts to attempt to
keep work. Two locals in Michigan have already done soseven assembly, engine, and transmission plants in 2005 and

2006; that is, one-quarter of the remaining total capacity is during September.
For the UAW locals, seeing clearly that these plants arestill unused.

These analysts blame all this on oil/gas prices and “higher on the chopping block, the mass buyout plan became a desper-
ation objective, an alternative to more than 30,000 layoffs.interest rates,” and simply assume that production will start

rising again after 2007. But their surprise at the rate of fall The buyouts provide workers near retirement with $35,000
bonuses to quit now, and offer up to $140,000 to less seniorwas palpable. And in fact, while auto sales were taking their

nosedive in August, interest rates and gas prices were falling; workers to leave the industry—losing retirement health bene-
fits and giving up part of their pensions—just as in thethey have continued to fall during September, but industry

analysts and parts-industry sources now see total auto sales Delphi case.
But the buyout plan just as surely means drastic shrinkagefalling again in September. The fundamental problem is fall-

ing household real incomes, against huge burdens of house- and shutdown. The only actual alternative, is the one
LaRouche has put before Congress in the Economic Recoveryhold debt, as the housing and other bubbles collapse.
Act of 2006. Before the U.S. auto collapse becomes irrevers-
ible, Congress will have to act.Ford’s Shrinkage Planners

The sales plunge and the potential prospect of GM’s
linkup with Nissan and Renault in an international auto cartel,
seemed to drive Ford’s management into panic—although
the much-touted GM/Nissan supercompany would, in fact, Chrysler LaysOff 6,000bring together three firms, all of whose sales are sliding.

As in the Delphi case of industrial self-destruction, an InDetroit—‘Temporarily’
investment bank appears to be at the center of planning the
rapid shrinkage of Ford in North America. With Delphi, it

The layoff of nearly 6,000 United Auto Workers atwas synarchist banker Felix Rohatyn who designed the “glob-
Chrysler plants in metro Detroit is being billed as “tem-alization by bankruptcy” plan. With Ford, it is Treasury Secre-
porary.” Some layoffs will last through at least Oct.tary Henry Paulson’s Goldman Sachs, which has had a power-
19. Whether the workers are brought back, purportedlyful position on Ford’s board ever since the death of founder
depends on demand for the vehicles.Henry Ford.

Nearly 2,800 workers who produce the Jeep GrandAs soon as it announced big second-quarter losses, Ford
Cherokee and Jeep Commander at Chrysler’s Jeffersonhired Goldman Sachs banker Kenneth Leet to work directly
North Assembly Plant received layoff notices Sept. 14.with Chairman and CEO Henry Ford III, to design a “restruc-
“Whether it lasts longer [than Oct. 19] would dependturing.” Then, according to several accounts, one of Gold-
on whether there is demand for more of the Jeeps mademan’s two representatives on the Ford board, John Thornton,
at the Conner Avenue plant,” the Detroit Free Presshooked up with former Congressman Dick Gephardt (who
reported Sept. 15.now consults for Goldman Sachs, among other things), to

The same day AP reported that DCX forecastsreplace Bill Ford with a new CEO, Alan Mulally from Boe-
a $1.52 billion loss for Chrysler Group in the thirding—where he was no stranger to large-scale layoffs and
quarter.outsourcing over the past five years.

It was Mulally who announced the firings, shutdowns and
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The U.S. Electric Grid Is
Reaching the End Game
by Marsha Freeman

This Summer, three decades of underinvestment and looting Regulatory Policies Act, which promoted “conservation,”
and poured billions of wasted Federal dollars into the develop-of the U.S. electrical industry grid system came home to roost.

A week-long blackout in New York City, calls for “voluntary” ment of small non-utility power generators, using “non-tradi-
tional” sources of power, such as biofuels, solar, and windconservation, the shutting off of power to large industrial

enterprises, and lowering of voltages across the nation, were energy. This insane turning back the clock to pre-industrial
19th Century methods was reinforced by attacks on nuclearall evidence of the wreckage that has been made of this most

critical infrastructure. power, reversing the policy of massive additions of new nu-
clear plants then underway. The 1978 law required the tradi-For the past three decades, financial warfare, and attacks

by anti-technology fanatics and free-market ideologues, have tional utility companies to purchase power from these expen-
sive “alternative” power sources.created the “perfect storm” that has left the U.S. electric grid

in a condition of increasing instability. The restructuring of The utility companies objected to this potential anarchic
use of the transmission grid, and refused to provide thesethe electric utility industry, begun during the mid-1970s Car-

ter Administration, has changed the rules of the road that had non-utility generators access to their systems. So, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, which had been establishedcreated an electric generation and delivery system that was

the envy of the world. to restructure the industry, promulgated a superceding Fed-
eral rule forcing “open access” for these new non-utility gen-This wreckage was accomplished by changing the

axioms. From the time of President Franklin Roosevelt’s reg- erators to the transmission system.
This “open access” rule was the foot in the door for theulation of the industry in 1935, the intention of the engineers

who designed the electric grid was to deliver reliable, eco- chaos and congestion in the transmission system that exists
today. One of the huge electric industry conglomerates,nomical electricity, to every farm, family, and factory in the

United States. Now this extraordinarily complex and fragile American Electric Power, is an instructive case in point.
On Dec. 20, 1906, a certificate of incorporation was filedsystem has been degraded into a hodgepodge of hundreds of

competing interests, run not by engineers, but by financiers in Albany, New York for the American Gas and Electric Com-
pany. Over the ensuing 30 years, the company began electric,and lawyers, where states are increasingly losing regulatory

oversight, and reliability has taken a backseat to shareholder gas, water, steam, transit, and even ice services, in New Jer-
sey, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio,values.
Indiana, Michigan, and Illinois.

In 1928, the Federal Trade Commission launched a com-Wheeling Power
The first sector of the electric utility industry to be deregu- prehensive inquiry into the entire electric power industry,

as abuses mounted, from financial pyramid schemes and thelated was the network of high-voltage transmission wires,
which were designed to make bulk power transfers, over rela- stock market speculation of the “Roaring Twenties.” The in-

vestigations culminated in the 1935 passage of Presidenttively short distances, from large power-generating plants to
the cities and towns where the power was needed. They were Franklin Roosevelt’s Public Utility Holding Company Act,

which forced the breakup of many holding companies, andbuilt by the utility company that had built the power plant,
and as the grid grew, local lines were connected to other several of American Electric Power’s holdings were divested.

Other legislation made it incumbent upon utilities to provideutilties’ power lines to be available in case of emergencies.
During the 1977 blackout in New York, for example, power universal service, and gave the states overall regulatory over-

sight. While what became American Electric Power stillwas transferred in from the Tennessee Valley Authority sys-
tem in the Southeast, to restabilize the grid. maintained operations stretching from Virginia to Michigan,

each state regulated its utility companies, defined the levelAfter the mid-1970s Middle East War and orchestrated
“oil crisis,” which quadrupled prices, the Carter Administra- of reliability to be maintained, and, in return, assured each

company a modest return on investment.tion proposed, and Congress passed, the 1978 Public Utility
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AEP built the first high-voltage transmission line, be- not designed to handle rapidly-changing bulk, so-called
“economy” power transfers. On the three-year anniversarytween Muncie and Marion in Indiana in 1911, the first long-

distance line, transmitting electricity from a coal mine mouth of the “Great 2003 Blackout,” NERC vice president Donald
Cook explained, “There’s no question that the grid is beingplant, and the first commercial nuclear power plant on Lake

Michigan, at the two-unit Donald Cook station, in the early used now in ways for which it wasn’t really designed. It was
built to connect neighbor to neighbor, over the last several1970s. The wheeling of power, which is the transfer of elec-

tricity from one supplier over the transmission lines of another decades. It was not designed to move large blocks of power
from one region to another.”system, to where it was needed by a third customer, was used

by regulated utilities to increase the reliability of regional The Federally built Tennessee Valley Authority system
is illustrative. TVA built, owns, and operates 17,000 milesgrids, in case of an unscheduled shutdown of large generating

units, such as from storms or other acts of nature. of transmission lines, to service its customers over an area
including all or parts of seven Southeastern states. FERC hasBut deregulation was marching on.

In 1992, the National Energy Policy Act created another been trying to force the TVA to join a Federally regulated
Regional Transmission Organization, which would require itclass of non-regulated electricity producers, known as exempt

wholesale generators. This broadened the authority of FERC to cede control of its transmission grid, and force it to build
new transmission capacity (for which its customers wouldto wrest control of the industry from the utility companies and

the states. As has often been noted, FERC has never met a have to pay), not to service its own ratepayers, but to allow
“economy” wheeling over its wires. So far, the TVA hasutility merger it didn’t like. More and more companies were

exempted from the restrictions of the Public Utility Holding refused.
It is often stated that the solution to this congestion is toCompany Act, as mega-monoplies were formed to wheel, not

just electrical power, but newly concentrated economic and build new power lines. But while more capacity is certainly
needed, that in itself, will not solve the problem.market power.

In 1995, FERC proposed another rule to mandate open
access, this time by any producer, to the transmission net- Blackout Blowback

Following the August 2003 blackout, which left 50 mil-work. Under Order 888, implmented the following year, the
wheeling of electricity, through multiple transmission sys- lion people from the Midwest to the East Coast in the dark,

multiple Congressional hearings and a Federal investigationtems, over any distance by any generator, was fair game. The
Order “unbundled,” or segregated, electrical energy genera- were conducted to examine the problem and propose solu-

tions. The Department of Energy was tasked with identifyingtion from the transmission systems the generators had built.
For the first time, “economy transfers” were enabled. The the cause. Its final report blamed everything possible—in-

cluding operators and fallen trees—except deregulation.transmission grid would be used to enforce “competition.”
If a utility, such as the far-flung AEP, could buy power But the Congress mandated that the Department produce a

report, the National Electric Transmission Congestion Study,halfway across the country that was even marginally cheaper
than what it could produce locally, it could wheel that power which it released in August 2006. The report duly noted what

everyone already knew—that areas of Critical Congestionhundreds, or thousands of miles to its customers. Even the
largest utility holding company today, Exelon, owns only included the New York City and Connecticut service areas,

with Congestion Areas of Concern all the way from Newabout 5% of the nation’s electric generating capacity, with
AEP coming in third. But it is not the size of the concentration York through Northern Virginia. The Los Angeles area was

noted as a Critical Congestion area, with parts of the Westof electrical power capacity that is creating the chaos; it is
the “free market” concentration of economic power, which Coast, from Seattle to San Diego, in the Areas of Concern

category. But it is not in these regions that profit-conscious,allows a handful of companies to maximize profits by buying
up power lines, looting infrastructure through disinvestment, and even foreign-owned companies, are proposing to build

new power lines, or the new local generating plants that wouldand setting prices to maximize profits.
At the same time that FERC was tearing apart the 50-year- obviate the need for long-distance transmission lines. Why?

Thanks to 30 years of irrational “environmentalist” brain-old regulatory compact between producers and consumers
for providing reliable power, states were being convinced by washing of sections of the U.S. population, particularly in

“liberal” large urban regions such as New York and Califor-pirates waiting in the wings—most aggressively, Enron—
that electric bills to their citizens could be lowered by forcing nia, it is almost impossible to build new generating capacity—

much less nuclear power plants—where the greatest needsincumbent utilities to divest themselves of their generating
capacity, and sell their assets off to unregulated holding com- are. Therefore, these regions, which do not generate enough

power locally, are forced to import power from other utilities.panies, which would buy power for them through a “spot
market in electrons.” Thanks to the efforts of the same so-called environmentalists,

these cities have not even been able to build enough powerAs the North American Electric Reliability Council
(NERC) warned a decade ago, the transmission system was lines to bring in the electricity from elsewhere.
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under consideration by utilities are in the
TABLE 1

semi-rural Southeast, where there is politi-What’s Wrong With This Picture?
cal support for new plants, and buildingCapacity Additions by Energy Source
more high-voltage transmission lines to

(Megawatts)
carry the power is unlikely to be held up

Energy Source 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 for 15 years by “environmental” court chal-
lenges. Some of that new nuclear-gener-

Coal 573 450 2,064 1,879 8,122
ated power from the Southeast will be used

Petroleum 432 441 186 — 8
locally, for growing demand, and some will

Natural Gas 15,216 12,499 16,013 9,895 5,451
be wheeled to the energy-short regions of

Dual Fired 4,916 1,924 5,236 2,649 1,860
the mid-Atlantic and Northeast, which re-

Other Gases 159 — 340 580 —
fuse to build their own capacity. Compa-

Nuclear — — — — —
nies that have been buying up transmission

Hydroelectric Conventional 32 8 3 4 —
capacity will make a bundle, in the process.

Other Renewables 2,519 294 126 147 1
Investment in new transmission capac-

Pumped Storage — — — — —
ity overall has left the grid system vulnera-

Other — — — — —
ble to even small instabilities. The industry

Total 23,846 15,616 23,967 15,153 15,441
estimates that $100 billion is needed in new

Electric Power Annual with data for 2004 transmission capacity and upgrades, as
Report Released: November 2005 quickly as possible. The 2003 blackout didNext Release Date: November 2006

spur some increase in investment industry-Source: DOE.

wide, from $3.5 billion per year to $6 bil-Adding new electric generating capacity over the past 30 years, has been determined
lion in 2006. But profit-minded companiesmore by economic “free market” fads, than rational planning. For the past two

decades, natural gas was the fuel source of choice, largely because it was cheaper than are only willing to invest funds where there
alternatives. Then, when natural gas prices tripled, utilities turned back to coal. No is a profit to be made, namely to carry their
new nuclear power plants are listed for the next few years. “economy transfers,” regardless of how

that destabilizes the grid system overall.
In a July 2006 article, three former

electric utility executives, who formed the organization,Under the no-holds-barred market of deregulation, this
“elsewhere” has moved further and further away from the Power Engineers Supporting Truth (PEST), out of disgust

with the refusal of the government to pinpoint deregulationlarge cities, with their large power requirements, to areas of
the country where power can be produced more cheaply, and as the cause of the massive grid failure, after the 2003

New York blackout, stated that the “core issue is an almostnew plants can be built with the minimum amount of local
political opposition and legal interference. fundamentalist reliance on markets to solve even the most

scientifically complex problems. . . [P]olicy makers continueFor example, PJM is a regional transmission interconnec-
tion, which coordinates the operation of the transmission grid to act as if some adjustment in market protocols is all that

is required, and steadfastly refuse to acknowledge the accu-that now includes Delaware, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky,
Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, mulating mass of evidence that deregulation . . . is itself the

problem. Social scientists call this kind of denial, cogni-Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and the
District of Columbia. It oversees 56,070 miles of transmission tive dissonance.”

The engineers, who have among them, more than fivelines, and plans regional transmission expansion to maintain
grid reliability and relieve congestion. decades of experience in the electrical utility industry, insist

that “new transmission lines will not by themselves improveIn March, PJM identified transmission constraints in its
region, which were standing in the way of “bringing resources reliability. They may increase transfer capacities, and hence

improve commercial use of the grid,” but will not necessarilyto a broader market.” PJM identified two transmission paths
requiring significant investment: a high-voltage line from the improve performance of the system. “Reliability standards

have already been reduced to accommodate greater use of thecoal fields of West Virginia to Baltimore and Washington,
D.C. and another, extending from West Virginia to Philadel- grid for commercial transactions,” they warned (Figure 1).

There has been a huge penalty for this disruption of thephia, New Jersey, and Delaware. However, these lines, hun-
dreds of miles long, would not be necessary, if the mandate functioning of the electric grid. PEST estimates that the

2003 blackout incurred economic losses in excess of $5existed to build new nuclear plants where the capacity would
be near the load centers (Table 1). billion. The California blackouts cost in excess of $1 billion

each. The national impact of declining reliability and quality,While Virginia and Maryland utilities are considering
such new builds, most of the nuclear power plants that are they estimate, is in excess of $50 billion.
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FIGURE 1

Increase in Transmission Congestion Since Deregulation, 1997-2004

Since the opening of the
transmission grid to
“competition,” reports of
instances of congestion have
increased from a little more than
50 to nearly 300, during the peak
Summer season. Level 2
Transmission Loading Relief
Reports (shown here), which are
given to the North American
Electric Reliability Council,
indicate that any further increases
in transmission on a line would
violate security limits, and any
designation higher than Level 2
requires that transmission
shipments be curtailed.

Source: NERC.

Where To Go From Here 200,000 people. In San Francisco, a failed cable in December
2003 created an outage for 100,000 residents. “We’ve beenWhen the California energy crisis of 2000-2001 was rag-

ing, distraught state legislators and the embattled Gov. Gray using equipment far beyond its original intended life because
we’ve been concerned with the cost of replacement and theDavis searched for a solution. Although they knew what that

solution was, they protested that it would be impossible to need to keep utility rates down,” remarked Dean Oskvig, pres-
ident of Black & Veatch, an engineering firm based in St.put the toothpaste of deregulation back in the tube. Lyndon

LaRouche and EIR proposed that that was exactly what Louis, last month.
Industry-wide, there is agreement that weaknesses dueneeded to be done.

On Monday, July 17, 2006, in the midst of an intense to the age of the underground distribution cable have been
exacerbated by the way the system is run in today’s deregu-Summer heat wave, one of Con Edison’s 22 primary feeder

lines failed, below the streets of the City of New York. Over lated world. To “save money,” the industry has turned to a
policy of “run to failure,” where a company waits for a failurethe next several hours, five more feeder lines were lost. Volt-

age was reduced 8% to limit the instability, and the utility was before replacing aged power lines and other equipment. Black
& Veatch reports that although utilities currently spend morefaced with 25,000 customers—about 100,000 people—in the

heat and dark. It took until midnight July 23—seven days than $18 billion on local distribution systems, most of that is
to string new wire to new housing developments (which willlater—to restore 20,000 of the affected customers, according

to Con Edison. likely come to an end soon, along with the housing boom),
and that an additional $8-10 billion per year is needed toThe New York City blackout was the result not of a

Summer heatwave, but of the decades of underinvestment in replace obsolete and corroded equipment.
On top of this disinvestment policy, local distribution sys-the infrastructure that distributes electric power from central

feeder lines, through transformers, to the wires that deliver tems, like the transmission system, are being stretched beyond
their design limits. In addition to chronological age, overheat-power to each home, school, factory, office building, small

business, and hospital. Some of Con Edison’s underground ing of equipment that is caused by heavy electricity use and
is repeatedly stressed will age faster, and is more likely toinfrastructure goes back almost as far as Thomas Edison’s

first central generating station and underground cable, on fail suddenly.
In 1986, Con Edison began a program to replace all of itsPearl Street in lower Manhattan, in 1882. It was a length of

59-year-old cable whose failure was a factor in the July older cable with a newer design. It is spending about $25
million per year, and at that rate, the utility will not finish untilblackout.

A couple of years ago in Philadelphia, workers for PECO 2024. By that time, some of its replacement cable will be
38 years old. Con Edison delivers electricity to 3.2 millionEnergy found that some underground utility cable still in ser-

vice dated to 1899. In July 1999, the failure of outdated cable customers, through 95,000 miles of underground cable, and
33,000 miles of overhead wires. Estimates are that about 27%was blamed for power outages in Manhattan affecting
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of its underground cable needs to be replaced. Why is it taking dollars out of the pockets of electricity consumers throughout
the West Coast.decades to replace old cable?

According to media reports, recently Southern California Today, unregulated utility companies do not plow a large
portion of their profits back into improving infrastructure, butEdison sought approval from the state Public Utilities Com-

mission to replace 800 miles of aging underground cable, instead pay out higher dividends to stockholders. If even a
regulated company has any hope of raising hundreds of mil-after concluding that cable failures were the leading cause of

outages that could be prevented. But “consumer advocates” lions of dollars on Wall Street to finance growth, it must prove
itself creditworthy, by cutting costs and showing it can abideopposed the utility’s request to recoup the $145 million cost

of replacement, on the grounds that the utility’s records were by shareholder values.
Individual companies no longer cooperate to ensure thenot adequate to ensure the worst cables would be replaced

first. The utility will proceed and spend $250 million more overall reliability of the electric grid. They compete to build
power plants and transmission lines based on their return onthan is recouped in customers’ bills anyway, because they

“don’t want to get too far behind.” Apparently the share- investment, not on the physical requirements of a regional
system. They make themselves “competitive” to undercut theholder-driven “consumer advocates” never added up the eco-

nomic, and sometimes, life-threatening costs, of the alterna- competition by cutting maintenance costs and getting rid of
as many employees as they can.tive—blackouts.

Before deregulation, companies like Con Edison would For two decades, industry officials and NERC have
warned that restructuring the electricity system would de-make investments in infrastructure that were deemed neces-

sary, to maintain a level of service and reliability that met stroy it. An understanding of that danger provoked Dr. Anjan
Bose, former Dean of Engineering at Washington State Uni-industry-wide standards, assured that state regulators would

allow them to recover the costs, and maintain their financial versity, to comment, citing the advancement of power sys-
tems expertise in China and India that “the next time ahealth. Today, many states have no authority to either order

investments or compensate companies that make them, leav- grandstanding politician in North America compares our
grid to that of the Third World, he may actually mean it asing Wall Street and the “free market” to decide who shall have

reliable electric power. a compliment.”
There is no way to “fix” the system, as Congress hasBetween 1990 and the year 2000, utility employment in

power generation dropped from 350,000 to 280,000, as utilit- tried to do, by piling on more and more Federal regulations,
to try to patch up the gaping holes in the broken systemies looked for ways to slash costs, to be “competitive.” Over

the same decade, employment in transmission and distribu- that now exists. The only remedy is to return the intention
of the industry to one of providing universally reliabletion went from 196,000 to 156,000, in a system that is growing

more complex by the day. Today, the average age of a power service, by putting the toothpaste of deregulation back in
the tube.lineman is 50 years.

“Quick profit,” deregulation, shareholder values, environ- The nearly two dozen states that have restructured their
local industry, forcing utilities to sell their generation assetsmentalism, have all run their course, and nearly taken down

the electricity grid. It is time to change the axioms. to conglomerate holding companies, in order to “compete,”
must return responsibility and oversight for electric genera-
tion and disribution to the state utility commissions. TheseTransmitting Power, or Just Profits?

Yes, there need to be more power plants built, to make up public servants should decide what should be built, and
where, on the basis of providing for the general welfare,for the deficits in electric-generating capacity in many parts

of the country. It is also the case that entire regions, in particu- not the profit profiles of companies headquartered a half-
continent away.lar the West and East Coasts, have so much congestion on

their transmission lines, that they cannot import the power The now-congested and unstable long-distance high-
voltage transmission systems that criss-cross the nation mustthey need. And as seen in New York City this past July,

breakdowns in 100-year-old underground local distribution be used for the purpose for which they were intended: to
enable bulk power transfer in case of emergency, not tosystems are now leaving tens of thousands of people in the

dark, and must be replaced. wheel power from one end of the country to the other so a
company can import cheaper power, charge a few centsBut it is foolhardy to think that the needed investments

will be made under the present regime. Today, thanks to dere- less, and beat out the competition. Responsibility for the
transmission system should be taken out of the hands of thegulation, a company can earn more profits by not building

anything, and instead charging more for what they already Federal deregulators, and returned to the regional reliability
councils that formulated the rules of the road to keep theproduce, by creating shortages. This strategy was imple-

mented to perfection six years ago by Enron and other power system robust.
There are no shortcuts. Decisive action is needed topirates in California, which withheld power to raise prices

through the roof, allowing them to steal tens of billions of reverse the past thirty years of failed policies.
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Drive Your Car and Starve!
U.S. Corn Belt Shifts to Ethanol
by Marcia Merry Baker

There are drastic agriculture shifts associated with the rising addition, there are another 60 in the talking stage.
These distilleries are concentrated in the Corn Belt count-biofuels bubble, in particular corn for ethanol, as the accom-

panying figures show. The gasoline used by one SUV with a ies, shown in Figure 2. At the center of it all is Iowa, the
nation’s top corn growing state. If and when all 55 bio-refin-25-gallon tank, for one year, is equivalent to the grain needed

to sustain one person for one year, estimates Lester Brown, eries now planned or operating are up and running, the entire
annual corn crop of Iowa could be utilized for ethanol, insteadthe founder and spokesman for Worldwatch Institute. Not to

worry, says this green globalist outfit, based in Washington, of for livestock feed or food, according to the calculations of
Iowa State University economist Bob Wisner.D.C. Brown recommends that we radically reduce population

and switch to low-tech wind power! Although Brown is dead The immediate effect of such a tradeoff of ethanol for
fuel, not food, is that U.S. exports must be cut, according towrong on the “solution,” it is true that there is a food-fuel

tradeoff. forecasts by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Figure 3,
the “USDA Baseline Projections to 2015,” shows that cornAs of the 2006 current crop year, the volume of U.S. corn

going into ethanol is expected to be 20% of the entire corn for fuel ethanol will grow consistently, whereas other uses of
corn will not. Corn exports are likewise depicted as stableharvest, the largest percentage ever. Before 2000, it was less

than 3%. Next year, it might rise to more than 25% of total or rising, but since this forecast was done in April, USDA
economist Collins has altered the projection to say exportsannual corn production, according to Keith Collins, chief

economist of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. will fall.
Collins gave this news to the U.S. Senate on Sept. 6, at aThis corn flow is feeding some 101 ethanol bio-refineries

now in production. The locations are shown in Figure 1, hearing on renewable fuels. Collins also said that Brazil and
Argentina should be expected to take the place of the Unitedwhich also shows 42 more refineries under construction. In

States as the source of corn ex-
ports. This is a wildly offhand
statement, given that U.S. corn

FIGURE 1 exports account for 60 to 70% of
U.S. Ethanol Biorefinery Locations the total volume of corn traded

worldwide each year. At present,
about 20% of the U.S. corn crop
is exported. The largest importers
of U.S. corn are Japan, South Ko-
rea, and Mexico, but many other
countries also rely on U.S. sup-
plies, including Russia. Under the
North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), Mexico
was ordered, in effect, by global
cartel interests to become depen-
dent on U.S.-produced corn.
Now, the order is to “shop else-
where.”

Moreover, there are rumors
that the U.S. boom in ethanol dis-
tilleries will suck in feedstocks
from abroad, such as raw sugar

Renewable Fuels Association
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In the U.S., the USDA “value-
FIGURE 2

free” scenario for meeting feed-U.S. Corn Belt
stocks for biofuels, according to
Collins’ report to the Senate, is
that, although corn yields may go
up a bit, more U.S. land needs to
be cropped for ethanol. Corn acre-
age could rise to “90 million acres
in 2010 . . . nearly 10 million
more than the average planted
during 2005 and 2006,” Collins
said. He proposed that farmers
could start corn growing on land
now in the Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP), which was set up
to nominally protect the environ-
ment (by not growing row crops).
The USDA has done a study to
estimate that “4.3 to 7.2 million
acres currently enrolled in the
CRP could be used to grow corn

USDA, National Agricultural Statistics Service
or soybeans in a sustainable way,”
he said. Furthermore, Collins
pointed out that, as corn com-

mands higher prices because of pressure
FIGURE 3

from ethanol use, then “land must be bidUSDA’s Baseline Projections Suggest That Corn Use by
into corn production and away from otherEthanol Producers Will Grow Much Faster Than Corn Use by
crops.” Thus, more shifts in the food chain.Other Industries

Biodiesel production, reliant mostly on
soybeans or other oil crops, involves the
same fuel-food trade-off dynamic. About
76 biodiesel plants are operating commer-
cially in the United States, along with doz-
ens around the world, and dozens more un-
der discussion. U.S. production in 2005
was 75 million gallons, which seems like
nothing in the context of 140 billion gallons
of gasoline consumed per year, but the rate
of growth in output—it tripled from 2004
to 2005—is “phenomenal, almost frighten-

USDA Agricultural Baseline Projections to 2015
ing,” in the words of the CEO of the Na-
tional Biodiesel Board, Joe Jobe.

And the financial stampede is also
huge, as it is with ethanol. Cargill andfrom the Caribbean.

There are other trade-off situations at key links in the food ADM are investing heavily into biodiesel, as are Chevron
and BP. Vulcan Capital, led by Paul G. Allen, the co-founderchain around the globe, for example, in Malaysia. Under free

trade, Southeast Asian this nation has become the leading of Microsoft, put $10 million into Seattle Biodiesel, which
recently changed its name to Imperium Renewables. Theexport source for palm oil, as well as relying on it heavily for

domestic consumption. But now, so much palm oil is lined company now produces only 10 million gallons a year, but
is building a refinery in Grays Harbor, Washington, to beup for bio-diesel production, most intended for marketing in

Europe, that there is a trade-off of palm land for production able to produce 100 million gallons a year. Imperium now
procures soybeans from the Midwest, but intends to com-for food consumption. There are 52 new palm oil refineries

under discussion for Malaysia. The leader of the pack is mand local sources soon. Once again, food crops are to
be displaced.Cargill Palm Products Sdn Bhd.
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One Year After Katrina,
Huge Rebuilding Task Remains
by Mary Jane Freeman

One year after the worst natural disaster in the nation’s history report that schools and hospitals are open and road repairs are
well under way. Another elected official from the region,struck the Gulf Coast, the monumental task of rebuilding the

lives, communities, and economies demolished by Hurricane aghast at this state official’s picture, retorted that schools are
open ” in trailers” and hospitals are barely open. “We don’tKatrina still remains. The hardest hit states—Louisiana, Mis-

sissippi, and Alabama—had high rates of poverty and under- have a trauma center down here at all; we’ve lost 75-80% of
our homes; and our hospital is back at 25% capacity. Anybodydevelopment, especially of basic infrastructure, before the

storm, and Katrina’s path of destruction only made conditions who gets seriously injured here has to be airlifted to either
Ocean Springs, Mobile, or Jackson” hospitals, he said.much worse. It is now for us, the living, to launch the “biggest

rebuilding effort the world has ever seen,” a vow President The wreckage across the 90,000 square miles of Alabama,
Mississippi, and Louisiana is massive. The St. Louis BayBush made on Sept. 15, 2005, but has failed to keep.

Standing today in Waveland or Bay St. Louis, Missis- bridge—obliterated by the storm—Figure 1, connected the
cities of Bay St. Louis and Pass Christian, Mississippi. Itsippi, you would see a “war zone,” one area elected official

told EIR. Yet, Mississippi officials of various state agencies won’t be replaced until May 2007 with two lanes, and Novem-
ber 2007 with four lanes. Thousands of
motorists now take detours and fight
traffic to get to their destinations. Sev-

FIGURE 1 eral other bridges were wiped out and
St. Louis Bay Bridge, in Mississippi After Hurricane Katrina Hit hundreds more were severely damaged

across the region. Nearly 500,000
homes were destroyed or damaged, with
the highest percentages of loss in Loui-
siana and Mississippi, Table 1.

As Lyndon LaRouche charged a
year ago in an Aug. 31 press release,
“Our ‘Tsunami’ Was Called Katrina!”:
Thirty years of destroying industries,
farms, and basic infrastructure, and a
zeal for cheap labor led to “third world-
like conditions . . . proximate to the
gambling paradises of Louisiana and
other once-proud states. . . . These
changes of the past three-odd decades,
combined with a degree of negligence
of the Bush-Cheney regime, is tanta-
mount to gross, impeachable negli-
gence. . . .”

New Orleans City Council president
Oliver M. Thomas, Jr., speaking at a
Washington, D.C., forum on Aug. 22,

Kansas Adjutant General, accesskansas.org

recounted the huge loss of life and infra-
St. Louis Bay Bridge, obliterated by Hurricane Katrina, was the life-line between Bay St.

structure, and pointed to the axiomaticLouis and Pass Christian, Mississippi. Now removed, two-lanes of a new bridge here will
cause for the failed Federal action:open in May 2007, and four-lanes by November 2007—two and a half years after the

disaster. “Some say the local community should
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TABLE 1

Catastrophic Housing Losses in Louisiana
and Mississippi

Owner- Renter-
Location Occupied (%) Occupied (%) Total (%)

Louisiana 29% 35% 31%

Orleans Parish 76 67 71

St. Bernard Parish 75 97 81

Cameron Parish 84 127* 90

Jefferson Parish 50 58 53

St. Tammany Parish 71 68 70

Mississippi 21 22 21

Hancock County 82 121 90

Harrison County 62 78 68

Jackson County 61 73 64

*Some percentages are above 100% as the denominator used was the num-
ber of housing units in 2000, which may be lower than the number damaged in
2005.
Note: These FEMA loss estimates are cumulative for 2005 Hurricanes Katrina,
Rita and Wilma.

FIGURE 2

Hurricane Katrina Hit Three of Nation’s Poorest
States
(Official Poverty Rate, Non-Institutional Population, Percent:
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama)

Sources: GulfGov Reports: One Year Later, August 2006; Rockefeller Institute
of Government and the Public Affairs Research Council of Louisiana; EIR. In terms of how far their populations are below the U.S. median

income, the storm-hit states of Mississippi (2.9 million people)
ranks first in the nation (30% below U.S. median income);
Louisiana (4.5 million) ranks second (22%); and Alabama (4.6be prepared to deal with it. Well, then, what is the Federal
million), fifth (18%).government there for?. . . Were we expected to have the re-

sources, experts to deal with the worst disaster in U.S. history?
Anybody who expected us to do that is not coherent, sane, or
alive. It sounds good. It is not reality.” rate is 12.6%, or almost three times the official national unem-

ployment rate of 4.7%. As bad as these numbers are, theBefore Katrina struck, poverty rates in Mississippi, Loui-
siana, and Alabama ranked first, second and fifth, respec- reality is worse, because even the Bureau of Labor Statistics

warns that its sample data do not “include . . . people livingtively, in the nation in 2005. By the U.S. official (but wildly
understated) poverty rate, 20 counties in the three states had in shelters, hotels, places of worship, or other units outside

the scope” of its population survey.30-45% of their people in poverty. Dozens more counties
were ranked very poor, and only 10 counties had poverty rates Powell’s rebuilding plans are dictated by his market ideol-

ogy, not the promotion of the general welfare: Do the “mar-less than 15% Figure 2. Disaster has compounded the plight
imposed here. kets” deem it wise to rebuild affordable public housing or

hospitals in New Orleans? Or what will bring the highest
rate of return on destroyed port properties—transportationPutting Profit First

The negligence and non-reality has been amplified by infrastructure for trade, or gambling casinos?
Permanent housing needs for hundreds of thousands ofBush’s appointment of big-time contributor and close friend,

Texas banker Donald Powell, as his recovery czar. Powell, people are in limbo. Sewerage and water systems remain com-
promised. Citizens, and state and local governments haveinsists, “If the heavy hand of government impedes the private

sector’s proven ability to speed the recovery, it will take to use their energies arguing with Federal agencies, such as
FEMA, and insurance companies, over whether their losseslonger and cost more.” A year later, the private sector—for

example, Halliburton, Shaw Group, and Bechtel—has done are the result of the hurricane, and if so, how much such losses
are worth. A Mississippi state representative told EIR thatquite well by the Bush-Cheney regime, raking in billions of

dollars in lucrative contracts for debris removal and some 18,000 people from his district applied for rebuilding grants,
but as of Sept. 15, 2006, only 66 checks have been issued!basic rebuilding, while less than 18% of FEMA contracts

have gone to residents of the region. The Bush-Powell rebuilding is a misnomer. An August 2006
Brookings Institution report, “Special Edition of the KatrinaThe overall unemployment rate for still-displaced evacu-

ees was 22.2%, as of August 2006, according to the Bureau Index: A One-Year Review,” shows that of the $109 billion
in Federal funds allocated, and not all spent, more than 74%of Labor Statistics. If all evacuees, including those who have

the same residence as in August 2005 are added in, then the is for debris removal and temporary housing Figure 3.
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we not buy [the city] a completely new water
FIGURE 3

and sewer system?. . . We want to give themOver 74% Federal Emergency Response Dollars Go to
what they deserve but . . . make sure they areClean-Up and Temporary Housing
not getting more than they deserve. . . .”

The system was old, needing $640 million
in repairs and upgrades before the storm. Be-
cause of litigation, the upgrades were under
way. In 2005 there were 36 construction proj-
ects ongoing or completed and 24 design proj-
ects in full swing. But then Katrina struck, the
levees failed, and the system was supersatu-
rated for two months. SWBNO press spokes-
man Robert Johnson said, “The damage done
to the system was so extensive that in order to
maintain water pressure throughout the sys-
tem,” we have to pump twice the demand.
Some experts estimate that 85,000 gallons per

27%
Emergency Response &

DOD Spending

17%
State & Local Response
& Infrastructure repair

3%
Health, Social Services

& Job Training
2%

Education
3%

Non-housing cash
assistance

1% 
Agriculture

47%
Temporary & Long Term

Housing
(hotels & FEMA trailers)

day are being lost.
Note: These funds go to five states, Texas, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, impacted Mississippi’s Hancock and Harrisonby hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Wilma.

counties’ water systems likewise are in urgentSource: Brookings Institution, Special Edition of the Katrina Index: One-Year Review of Key Indica-
tors of Recovery in Post-Storm New Orleans; EIR. need of restoration.

• Flood control. More than 220 miles of
New Orleans’ key flood protection system,

the levees, were restored to pre-Katrina levels, but CongressThe Job To Be Done: Build Infrastructure!
The conundrum is that without the underlying infrastruc- authorized none of the needed improvements. The city lies

below sea-level, as does most of the Netherlands where ature—roads and bridges, sewer and water systems, schools,
and hospitals—homes and businesses cannot be rebuilt, and nested series of advanced sea gates protects the country.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers completed the repairspeople cannot return. “You need to fund your infrastructure
first and then start building. You’ve got to do everything in by August 2006 and is now to start to complete work—

authorized in the early 1990s—to bring the levees up to atandem, but [Congress] doesn’t seem to get it,” remarked
a representative of the Sewerage and Water Board of New 100-year flood design level, which is not expected to be

done until 2010! Clearly, for one of America’s oldest citiesOrleans (SWBNO).
Here is a glimpse of the huge job yet to be done: at the mouth of the nation’s crucial navigational waterway,

the Mississippi River, Congress must authorize and fund an• Transportation. Indicative of the infrastructure log-
jam are the myriad complex problems in rebuilding the trans- engineering feat comparable to the Netherlands’ system to

protect our citizens and trade.portation grid. The Interstate 10 twin-span bridge, the key
access in to New Orleans, which Katrina made impassable, is • Ports and waterways. Ports across the region

sustained billions of dollars in damages, and they have reliednow patched together. To get building supplies into the city,
this bridge is critical. Daily inspections of the patched-to- heavily on private funds from their business partners and in-

surance money to repair critical infrastructure, bringing themgether bridge by engineers are required, as the increase of
supply trucks puts unsustainable stress on it. Consequently, back to 80-100% of pre-storm capacity. But support infra-

structure, such as locks and dams on river systems into theofficials routinely close one bridge span four times a week
for repairs! ports, require Federal funds. A good example is the Inner

Harbor Lock at the Port of New Orleans. Its replacement wasThis bridge and Mississippi’s St. Louis Bay bridge will
be replaced, but completion is six to twelve months away. authorized by Congress in 1956, yet it is not built! Some

construction began in 1998, but Congress failed to sustainFederal officials balk at covering costs for sub-surface
damage to some key roads. its funding.

Today, not having this lock, hampers 30% of the port’s• Water and Sewage. The New Orleans water system
of 1,600 miles of water mains, pumping stations, and fire terminals located on its Inner Harbor side. Until now, users

on that side of the port used the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet,hydrants sustained $446 million of damage, the SWBNO now
estimates. But FEMA will only pay $113 million so far. which had a 36-foot draft before Katrina. It is now silted in at

21 feet, preventing use by deep draft ships. The MRGO mayFEMA deputy director for Gulf Coast recovery, Gil Jamieson,
argues not only that the system is old, but too big for the be permanently shut, and at current build-out rates for the

lock, it “will take another 5-10 years, assuming funds arereduced population of the city! So, Jamieson says, “How do
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appropriated,” a port spokesman
TABLE 2

said. Completing the lock project One Year After Katrina, Half of Greater New Orleans Hospitals Are
obviates the need for the MRGO. Open, Most Are Not at Full Capacity• Agriculture. Related to the

7/1/2005 9/1/2005 1/1/2006 9/7/2006ports are aquaculture and agricul-
ture, both severely hit by Katrina. Hospitals Total Acute/ER Total Acute/ER Total Acute/ER Total Acute/ER
The Gulf of Mexico aquaculture

Jefferson 15 6 3 3 10 6 14 6value to the U.S. economy is
Orleans 24 10 0 0 7 2 9 3about $700 million a year. Stor-
St. Bernard 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0age and freezer facilities, mari-
Total 41 17 3 3 17 8 23 9nas, and fueling stations at three

major commercial fishing ports
(New Orleans, Mobile, and Gulf-

7/1/2005 9/1/2005 1/1/2006 9/7/2006port-Biloxi) had $365 million in
Staffed Hospital Beds All All All All

losses. Habitats, fishing grounds,
Jefferson 1725 644* 1535 1925and reefs had another $104
Orleans 2217 0 334 627million.
St. Bernard 138 0 0 0Destroyed boats number in
Total 4080 644 1869 2552the thousands. Half the number of

shrimping boats in Mississippi
*Primarily due to limited staffing.

are working this year as last. But Note: Elmwood Hospital, not included in totals, is a temporary replacement for LSU Charity Trauma Center.
the oyster harvest has been a di- Sources: Louisiana Hospital Association as reported by local hospitals; EIR.

saster, down 50% because of beds
lost. It wasn’t until Aug. 25, 2006,
that the Department of Commerce
announced it would release a puny $128 million for debris sary of Katrina’s landfall, stated: “There is very little rebuild-

ing taking place. Insurance companies are still fighting overremoval, and some seeding and rehabilitation in the beds.
Poultry and dairy farmers took big hits. Mississippi’s wind vs. water damage. . . .” He added that he had just com-

pleted a tour of Mississippi and New Orleans: “Schools arepoultry industry—the largest single agricultural industry in
the state—was hammered twice by Katrina. First, Katrina still closed, hospitals are . . . the one we went into yesterday

is inside an old Lord & Taylor department store; everythingcompletely destroyed 350 poultry houses and killed more than
7 million chickens. Then it destroyed the infrastructure at is makeshift. People are afraid to come back home. Housing

is not here.”Gulfport, a key shipping point of bulk poultry to the world.
Cold-storage facilities were wiped out, forcing the industry • Schools. Mississippi’s damaged schools are open, but

“in trailers,” as one legislator told EIR, recounting that twoto send chickens far afield for shipping to Houston and Jack-
sonville, and tripling fuel costs. A year later, Gulfport is trying elementary schools in Hancock county were demolished as

unsalvagable. Two more in Bay St. Louis will likely be razed.to rebuild its facilities with better cold storage warehouses
and state-of-the-art blast freezers, but they await most of their But, he said, to rebuild requires FEMA money and they won’t

give it unless the new schools are built away from flood zones,insurance and FEMA settlements.
Dairy farmers lost entire herds of cows, the result of a an impossibility in Bay St. Louis and Waveland, which are

situated on the coast.combination of flooding, downed fences and barns, and road
wash-outs that hampered rescue. Electricity loss was cata- Primary schools in two New Orleans area parishes,

Orleans and St. Bernard, barely exist. Before the storm,strophic, halting the necessary twice-a-day milking of dairy
cows, and making it impossible to cool any milk that was Orleans had 124 public schools serving 56,000 students with

staffing of 7,500. As of July 2006, 25 schools serving 12,000produced. A year later, the dairy industry has not recovered.
The quadruple whammy of Katrina, a multi-year drought, students were operating, most no longer as public but as char-

ter schools. Although school officials hope to have 50 schoolssky-high energy prices, and depressed milk prices have led
perhaps 20% of the industry to fold up operations in open by Fall, this means that 60% are yet to be opened. In

St. Bernard Parish, where only 4 or 5 homes out of 26,000Mississippi.
survived, and only 10,000 to 20,000 people have returned to
see if rebuilding is an option, school officials hoped to serveFractured Schools and Heath Care

U.S. Rep. James Clyburn (D-S.C.) speaking from New 3,000 students, one-third of last year’s student body.
Twenty percent of Louisiana’s public community col-Orleans on a national conference call on Aug. 29, the anniver-
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The physical plant and equip-
ment is at only 25% capacity in
many damaged hospitals. Flood
plain issues again will play a role in
whether FEMA monies will aid re-
building.

In New Orleans, roughly 3,000
nurses and 2,000 doctors have left
the four parishes of Orleans, Jeffer-
son, Plaquemines, and St. Bernard.
As Table 2 shows, only half of all
hospitals—public and private com-
bined—are now open in these par-
ishes. (Plaquemines had no hospitals
before the storm, so is not included.)

The Louisiana Hospital Associa-
tion could not say at what capac-
ity—quarter, half, or full—the open
hospitals are operating. But note that
of the 23 now open, only 9 provide
basic acute or emergency care; the
others are specialty hospitals. AndNew Orleans’ Charity Hospital, before Katrina struck. Adjoining it is the Tulane Health and

Sciences Center of Tulane University. Today, only half of all hospitals in the city and of these 9, 6 are in the least affected
surrounding counties are still open. Charity Hospital, which served the city’s poor and parish of Jefferson. Without a return
uninsured, has been forced to relocate to a Lord & Taylor department store, because the to pre-1970 full health-care stan-
hospital was so severely damaged.

dards, ensuring a full complex of
high-technology hospital care in ev-
ery county, Katrina’s wrath will be

Bush’s excuse to downsize health care there.leges, universities, and technical schools suffered between
$500-600 million in damages, affecting tens of thousands of
students. Whether to rebuild, what to rebuild, and where to Out of Disaster, Opportunity

Out of disaster can come opportunity, out of which muchrebuild are questions intertwined with repopulation and en-
rollment numbers, which in turn are dependent upon people’s good could come, were elected officials wise enough to seize

it and launch a great infrastructure-building economic recov-ability to rebuild.
“The infrastructure problems are huge,” said Dr. E. Joseph ery of the Gulf Coast. Doing so, would simultaneously call

the question on Congressional action to reverse the shutdownSavoie, Commissioner of Higher Education for Louisiana’s
Board of Regents. Of the 19 seriously hit campuses, some of the nation’s auto sector; its skilled workforce and machine

tool plants could be retooled to ensure mass production ofhave been repaired, some are operating out of trailers, and a
few are totally destroyed. “Housing is a very serious challenge component parts for such a rebuilding effort. Instead, Bush

and Congress have dickered over dollars for the Gulf andfor the resurrection of our public campuses,” he noted, as 90%
of the students were local residents. To date, very little of the refused to address the auto crisis.

Had the bipartisan initiative of U.S. Senators Judd GreggFederal funding has gone to education. Securing a future for
these schools and students will require not only monies for (R-N.H.) and Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.)—encompassed in bill

S. 1863, the Gulf Coast Recovery and Disaster Preparednessthe physical infrastructure, but also for faculty, and aid for
students to encourage their return to school. Act of 2005, designed to “rebuild and improve public infra-

structure”— been enacted, it would have led to a plan and• Health care. Health care is fragile across the stricken
parts of Louisiana and Mississippi. A big problem is the level mobilization of national manpower and resources by of Janu-

ary 2006, with the rebuilding begun in earnest soon thereafterof uncompensated care which both physicians and hospitals
are providing. Given the economic losses of individuals and which, in turn, would necessitate the revival of the nation’s

manufacturing base.communities, only Federal aid can solve this problem. Both
Hancock and Harrison counties in Mississippi have lost most
of their physicians and many nurses, thereby reducing the Christine Craig researched the agriculture issues for this

report.number of available staffed hospital beds.
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China’s ‘WesternDevelopment’ Spurs
Growth of theEurasian Land-Bridge
byWilliam Jones

The Eurasian Land-Bridge conference, held in Beijing in planned to cross the Kazak border further south and continue
on to Alma Aty, the old Kazak capital, cutting the distance1996, with the participation of a Schiller Institute delegation

headed by Helga Zepp-LaRouche (see EIR Special Report, there by 350 miles. China’s Ninth Five-year Plan (1996-2000)
has also projected a third line from Xinjiang (the Southern“The Eurasian Land-Bridge: ‘The New Silk Road’—Loco-

motive for worldwide economic development,” January Xinjiang Railway) which would extend from a line north of
the Tarim desert basin to Kashgar. From Kashgar, two new1997) truly represented a far-sighted and optimistic vision for

the development of the Eurasian land-mass and its peoples. lines are projected that would pass through Kyrgyzstan, which
would link up to the Kyrgyz rail lines to Uzbekistan andSince then, the political and strategic situation has placed

many obstacles in the way of development. The Bush Admin- Turkmenistan and thence to the Caspian Sea.
These new routes will also be facilitated by the construc-istration’s series of local wars, from the Mediterranean region

to Afghanistan, is setting in motion a conflagration through- tion of new railroad lines being built from the other direction
by the European Union, under the aegis of the Transport Cor-out the entire area. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s

attempt, backed by beastman Dick Cheney, to create a series ridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia, TRACECA. The TRACECA
line will usefully link up the five new Central Asian repub-of military “lily pad” bases in Central Asia, positioned to

play a new “Great Game” with both China and Russia, has lics—Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and
Turkmenistan—and the three Caucasian republics, Georgia,hampered, if not stopped, many of the more ambitious devel-

opment projects in Central Asia. The development of the Eur- Azerbaijan, and Armenia. Most of the roads and rail lines in
Kazakstan and Kyrgyzstan which will connect with Xinjiangasian transport grid has, nevertheless, proceeded apace. The

latest meeting of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization are also TRACECA-supported projects.
These developments are complemented by a major up-(SCO) in Shanghai in June 2006, which placed the economic

and energy issues at the forefront of the regional discussion, grading of the Russian Trans-Siberian Railroad, that old
workhorse of Eurasian rail travel. Under President Putin, theserved to underline the strategic importance of the develop-

ment of this rail/highway transportation project as the only lines have been significantly improved, the double track elec-
trified, and provided with modern computer communications.real counterpole to the Cheney-Rumsfeld war policy.

A March 2006 article in the China Quarterly by Prof. John Every year, the freight has been increasing, with Chinese
imports to Russia growing at a rapid rate. The Russian govern-Garver of the Georgia Institute of Technology, a specialist in

these issues, indicates the progress of the transportation grid. ment also plans to increase its high-tech exports to China,
thereby providing balance to what has largely been one-wayWith the generous permission of Professor Garver, the fol-

lowing overview borrows heavily from his article. traffic. The planned link-up of the Trans-Siberian with the
Trans-Korea Rail line (see “New Silk Road Diplomacy Steps
in Northeast Asia,” by Kathy Wolfe, EIR, May 28, 2004) willCharting a Course Through

Mountain and Desert increase this traffic, linking up other parts of Southeast Asia
to the Eurasian grid.One of the main lines of East-West rail transportation

from China to the West traverses Xinjiang, China’s western-
most province, to Europe. The line crosses Kazakstan at the Linking Up to South Asian Ports

Communications are also progressing to China’s south-Ala Pass and then proceeds to Aqtoghay in Kazakstan. The
Chinese portion of the line has recently been upgraded with west. While the highway connection between Kashgar and

Rawalpindi in Pakistan, the Karakorum Highway, is beingdouble-tracking and electrification to alleviate the growing
traffic. The Kazak portion of the line is also undergoing con- significantly upgraded, there are still no concrete plans for

linking these two cities by rail. The building of a modernsiderable improvement. From Aqtoghay, rail lines proceed
further north into Russia, or southwest to Alma Aty and on to highway along this stretch, once a part of the ancient Silk

Road trade route, was initially undertaken by China in 1964the Caspian Sea.
A second line from Xinjiang through Kazakstan is to link western China with northern Pakistan. China now is
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providing financial support for an improvement of the rail Tejen in Turkmenistan and Mashhad in Iran, which will allow
Chinese goods access to the Persian Gulf through Iran and tolinks further south, from Rawalpindi to Karachi. In addition,

the Chinese intend to build a north-south rail link between an the Mediterranean through Turkey. Another China-assisted
line was built between the Iranian cities of Baqf and Zahadan,already existing east-west Pakistani line at Dalbandin to the

coastal city of Gwad, which they intend to transform into a linking up the Pakistani and Iranian railroad network, provid-
ing access to the Iranian port of Bandar Abbas.major deep-water port on the Arabian Sea, rivaling neighbor-

ing Karachi in the amount of transit cargo. At the ground- There are also moves now to upgrade the famous Burma
Road connecting China through Myanmar (Burma) to thebreaking in March 2002, Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao com-

mitted to support Phase II of the Gwadar project, which would Bay of Bengal. The Ninth Five-Year Plan also envisioned
the construction of a railroad, westward from Kunming, thedeepen the new harbor to a depth of 154 meters, enabling it

to receive 200,000-ton oil carriers and 100,000-ton container capital of China’s southern Yunnan Province, to the Chinese
city of Dali, and beyond. The UN-backed project, the Trans-carriers. The planned Gwadar-Dalbandin line will also pro-

vide a link-up to the Iranian rail network. Asia Railway, also envisions the extension of the Kunming-
Dali line all the way to Lashio in Burma, which would lineChina also assisted in completing the rail links between
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kilometers away from a possible link to the
Indian rail network, as well as to the rail net-
work in Bangladesh.

China’s construction of rail links through
Tibet, as well as their involvement in the My-
anmar rail network, has raised some concerns
from Indian security circles, wary of the in-
creased Chinese presence on the Indian
Ocean. These fears have been deftly manipu-
lated by the Cheney-Rumsfeld crowd, which
hopes to bring India into its anti-China con-
tainment policy. While India has not been en-
tirely immune to the interest shown them by
the Bush Administration, it has consistentlyLanzhou Railway Bureau

rejected being pulled into any conflict withConstruction of a railway bridge, on the Eurasian Land-Bridge in China. Although
China. On the contrary, relations between In-many obstacles have been placed in the way of the Land-Bridge’s development,

regional powers intend to realize its full potential. dia and China have been steadily warming.
The opening of the Nathu Lu Pass between
China and India on July 5, 2006, an old Silk

Road route which had been closed for 40 years, indicates thatup with the Mandalay-Yangon railroad. In addition, China is
financing a new rail line from the capital of Yangon to Thilawa India is fully aware of the benefits in the increased trade and

transportation links with China. If China and India truly de-on the Andaman Sea, which is also earmarked for becoming
a major port for goods transported by rail, as well as a seaport velop a close collaboration in the economic realm, this would

also open the way for an extension of the Tibetan line to Nepalfor the barge traffic coming down the Irrawaddy River, which
already carries over 200,000 tons of goods from China and Bhutan and to the Bangladesh railroad network.

The China-India relationship is key to the successful de-annually.
velopment of the Eurasian Land-Bridge. Every extension of
these rail links has tremendous implications for the overallRails at the Top of the World

A recent centerpiece in the western development of China political environment in almost all areas of its construction.
A failure to implement the Westphalian principle of providinghas been the completion of a rail link from Golmud in Qinghai

Province to Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, which made its maiden for the “benefit of the other” in such projects, will leave them
open to manipulation by those who wish to sabotage the eco-voyage on July 1 of this year. Traversing the 1,956 km stretch

over the Tibetan Plateau, the rail line has had to overcome nomic development of Eurasia and transform the rail links
from a means of cooperation into a bone of contention. There-some of the most difficult terrain in the world, with 960 km

of the track located 4,000 meters above sea level. The largest fore, a resolution of the outstanding issues between China and
India, as well as a stabilization of the India-Pakistan conflict,stretch of track is built on stilts above the Tibetan plateau so

as not to disturb the natural habitat, and contains some of the must be incorporated into any agreements on transportation
links from China further into the Indian Subcontinent.longest railroad tunneling ever constructed. A 1,686 meter-

long tunnel in the permafrost region at an elevation of 15,092- Judging from the latest SCO summit, at which non-mem-
ber India and non-member Pakistan were both represented, it15,748 feet had been pushed under the Kunlun mountain

range. A 1,390 meter-long bridge had also been built across would appear that the regional powers have made their own
intentions fairly clear. They intend to enhance their mutualthe Tuotuo River at an elevation of 15,092 feet. Some 550

kilometers of track is built on frozen tundra, and the average cooperation in the development of this immense region in the
Eurasian heartland, which is destined to become the produc-annual temperature on the Qinghai-Tibet line is 0° Celsius,

with minimum temperatures of minus 45°C. Because of the tive center of the world economy. The primary task now is to
prevent the lunatics of the Bush Administration’s “War onrarefied atmosphere, the trains contain oxygen supplies which

are provided to passengers as they need it. Chinese President Terror” from plunging the region into a new bloody confla-
gration, that will leave these plans in ruin. At the same time,Hu Jintao cut the ribbon at the Golmud Railway Station in

Qinghai province. Both trains were fully booked with passen- unless the machine-tool capabilities of the developed sector
are brought to bear to create what LaRouche has called “corri-gers eager to travel on the maiden voyage.

China also has plans to extend a rail line from Dali in dors of development”—building new cities and industries
along the lines traversed by the railroads—the transportationsouthwestern Yunnan Province to Lhasa in far western Tibet.

The railroad from Lhasa will also be extended to Yadong in grid will become a mere skeleton, still awaiting those muscles
and sinews that would give life to the region.the Tibetan prefecture of Xigaze. Yadong is only dozens of
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wires, for example, are capable of carrying currents that are
Superconductivity Conference more than 100 times higher than currents carried by conven-

tional copper wires of the same dimensions. HTS power ca-
bles can transmit 3-5 times more power than conventional
copper cable of equivalent cross section. Unlike oil-cooled
electricity transformers, HTS transformers, cooled by liquidSeattle LYM Conduct
nitrogen, pose no fire risk, and are capable of operating at
twice the overload capacity of conventional transformers.Between the Notes
Some of these cutting-edge wire and cable technologies are
already being successfully implemented in Albany and Longby Wesley Irwin,
Island, New York, and in Columbus, Ohio.LaRouche Youth Movement

In the transportation sector, HTS is being studied closely
by the U.S. Navy, among others. In fact, in 2000, the U.S.

LaRouche Youth Movement (LYM) organizers attended the Navy announced that it would eventually migrate toward an
all-electric fleet! Electric propulsion systems more fully inte-week-long Applied Superconductivity Conference in Seattle,

Washington, Aug. 27-Sept. 1, to interject some scientific and grate a ship’s total energy usage, and HTS motors and genera-
tors operate at one-third the size and weight of their conven-economic reality, and to learn more about the amazing tech-

nology of superconductivity. We found an open response tional copper-wound predecessor, not to mention that they
run more quietly.from hundreds of scientists, who need our help in keeping

science alive. We happily discussed solutions to the break- Perhaps most exciting is the potential advancement of
transportation systems through HTS application to magneti-down of the U.S. science orientation, and the ongoing global

economic breakdown. cally levitated (maglev) trains, which, by utilizing supercon-
ducting magnets, are able to make trains safely “fly” aboveSuperconductivity is one of the most amazing scientific

discoveries of the 20th Century. This still largely unex- their tracks with zero rail friction; the opposing force of the
giant HTS magnets causes the train to float. Magneticallyplained property causes certain materials, at very low tem-

peratures, to lose all resistance to the flow of electricity, levitated trains have thus far attained top speeds in excess of
500 kilometers per hour!thus enabling a variety of new technological applications.

Its development could revolutionize our use of electricity, The scientific optimism associated with this amazing
maglev technology was conveyed by the LYM organizers atenabling higher efficiencies than previously imagined

were possible. the superconductivity conference, with the idea of building
international maglev systems to transport physical goods,Discovered in 1911, by a Dutch physicist named H.K.

Onnes, superconductivity was first demonstrated in cooled people, and cultures around the world.
Other applications of superconductivity have alreadymercury metal. Through the 1900s, many other materials

were found to be superconductors at temperatures below 23.2 made their mark. Medicine has been forever changed through
the initial breakthroughs in HTS. Magnetic Resonance Im-kelvin. These materials are referred to as low-temperature

superconductors (LTS), while those discovered decades later aging (MRI) requires HTS for the magnets needed for preci-
sion diagnostics imaging. Conventional magnets cannot pro-are known today as high-temperature superconductors

(HTS), and are used at temperatures above 23.3K. vide the field values required for MRI, which relies entirely
on a superconducting magnet.In 1986, J.G. Bednorz and K.A. Muller made an enormous

breakthrough, discovering copper oxide-based ceramic mate- In NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) spectroscopy sci-
ence, LTS materials are being utilized to create progress inrials that could be superconductors at temperatures as high as

35K. This was followed by another revolutionary discovery drug discovery, biotechnology, and genome and material sci-
ence. NMR spectroscopy is even used in such areas as thein 1997, by Dr. Paul Chu, who found a superconductor func-

tioning above 77K (about 196° celsius), which is the boiling determination of the chemical structure of extraterrestrial
matter in meteorites, as well as the flow of matter in a varietypoint of liquid nitrogen. (Dr. Chu was one of the scientists we

talked with at the conference.) Since Chu’s breakthrough, of Earth materials.
In high-energy physics research, superconducting mag-worldwide research has uncovered oxide-based supercon-

ductors with critical temperatures as high as 135K, which nets are essential. The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
at Brookhaven National Laboratory in New York, whichoffer tremendous potential for improving the efficiency of

electricity. smashes heavy ions together at very high energies, has two
concentric rings which are made up of 1,740 superconducting
magnets that contain over 1,600 miles of superconductingTransforming Electrical Transmission

Today’s application of superconductivity technology is wire. The Fermi National Laboratory in Illinois has a similar
device which accelerates protons and anti-protons topotentially all encompassing for the electric world. HTS
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magnetic refrigeration, space-based magnetic plasma con-
finement, and even magnetically assisted propulsion. Just
imagine a magnetic propulsion system on Earth capable of
launching space shuttles into space, free of the burden of giant
fuel containers. This would be ideal for continuous flights to
Mars! All these potential developments are achievable in the
near future—if the LaRouche movement succeeds in imple-
menting a policy for science-driver economic cooperation
across Eurasia, and then the rest of the world, in the coming
period.

A Question of Political Will
The onrushing physical economic breakdown of the in-

creasingly privatized infrastructure in the United States, has
created a crisis situation: Old neglected power lines are catch-
ing fire, energy grids are susceptible to frequent shutdown,
and entire cities are facing possible blackouts for hours, days,
or even weeks, as power cables are pushed beyond their ther-
mal limits. This brings us to the crossroads at which supercon-
ductor technology is not a mere “convenience,” but rather is
one of a number of very real, life-or-death investment deci-
sions for the U.S. Congress in its next session. Unfortunately,
the Cheney/DeLay Republican-controlled Congress voted
not to increase funding for superconductivity research, which
is hovering currently at a mere $35 million a year, a ridiculous
amount for a research field that holds such promise for the
physical economy, and which has produced five Nobel PrizesEIRNS/Chris Jadatz

in physics.Author Wes Irwin dips a banana into liquid nitrogen at a
Dr. Alan Lauder, the executive director of the Coalitioncryogenics display at the superconductivity conference. When hit

with a hammer, the super-cold banana was smashed into pieces as
if it were made of glass.

for the Commercial Application of Superconductors (CCAS),
which was a major sponsor of the Applied Superconductivity
Conference, said the amount of money being put into research
and development should be doubled out of immediate neces-99.9999% of the speed of light (!), then smashes them to-

gether, to investigate what particles are produced. sity alone. Lauder stated that if you take a look at a picture of
what was running underneath the ground of major U.S. cities
in 1906, and look underneath the exact same streets in picturesFuture Technologies

Most exciting may be the application of superconductiv- taken in 2002, the “failing infrastructure” of today is, “liter-
ally, the same as it was back then!” “The fashion of the men’sity science to nuclear fusion power, and space exploration,

both subjects that LYM members have been researching, in- clothing changed in the picture, and that’s about it,” Lauder
stated.cluding tours of science facilities and special projects, to help

push mankind off planet Earth, and into our natural role as The director of the Oak Ridge National Lab’s Electricity
Delivery Program, Robert Hawsey, stressed that supercon-gardeners of our Solar System, and even the outer regions of

our galaxy. ductivity science needs government funding, because it is too
big for the private sector to handle on its own. Hawsey saidOne of the biggest scientific research projects in history,

the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor that if it weren’t for FDR’s Tennessee Valley Authority infra-
structure program, which required a national political fight(ITER) is the test model for what will become the first electric-

ity-generating power station based on magnetic confinement on economic policy, he wouldn’t be living and working in
Tennessee today. The issue of increased funding in the fieldof high-temperature plasma. This new fusion power device

will require 1.8 million pounds of superconductors to help is completely political, he said.
Hawsey, who is also the head of the Renewable Energygenerate the high magnetic fields needed to confine and con-

tain the high-temperature plasma, which reaches tempera- Program at Oak Ridge, was adamant that the world has to
move to massive nuclear power production. However, undertures of 250,000,000° C—hotter than the Sun!

Superconductors are under development for a whole array current levels of funding, he said, the United States will be
able to produce just a handful of nuclear plants over the nextof space-related applications, including magnetic actuators,
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the future! You’re the ones who must do it!” he exclaimed.
We told him about our work on rediscovering the discoveries
of Mendeleyev’s Periodic Table and Vernadsky’s conception
of the Noösphere. He became very excited, but then expressed
great sorrow at how the United States used to lead the world
in science, but that now that tradition is almost dead.

Yarba has trained more than 200 other Russian scientists
who are now working in the United States. He excitedly took
all of our literature and wanted to stay in touch. In the science
field, as with most everything else of real physical value, the
United States is currently importing quite a lot, and producing
very little.

The last day of the conference featured an “open to the
public” session, and all the Seattle members of the LaRouche
Youth Movement attended, having discussions with the su-

EIRNS/Siri Martin
perconductivity scientists, and playing with their experi-

Seattle LYM members Chris Sandford, David Dobrodt, and Linda
Vu in discussion with a superconductivity exhibitor (at right).

ments—the liquid nitrogen was especially fun. We were by
far the largest group of young people there, and were very
effective in engaging many of the scientists on the difference
in method between Leibniz and Newton. We also intellectu-decade, at best.

In this discussion, and others, it became clear that al- ally fought with others over the Second Law of Thermody-
namics, challenging these scientists on the self-evident realitythough problems associated with the collapse of science infra-

structure were widely recognized, there were little or no of the Universe’s anti-entropic, self-developing nature, which
is an idea that flies in the face of all the teaching of modernhypotheses being generated about the method of physical eco-

nomic thinking needed to solve the crisis. physics textbooks.

A ‘Solarian’ SymphonyLaRouche Youth in Dialogue
LYM members Siri Martin and this author were able to We distributed more than 100 copies of 21st Century Sci-

ence & Technology magazine. For many of us, the conferencehave discussions with some of the world’s most renowned
scientists involved in superconductivity. What stood out to was a glimpse at what a culture based on discussion of beauti-

ful scientific ideas could actually be like—a world in whichmany of the scientists we spoke with, was that only a minus-
cule group of youth attended the event, and the level of scien- current conceptions of reality are based not on immediate

sense experiences, like those perceived by higher ape species,tific competence and interest we had in such a broad array of
scientific fields. but rather on the scientific conception of what you want your

life to have contributed to humanity’s development, 50 yearsDr. Stephen Gourlay, the director of the Accelerator and
Fusion Research Division at the Lawrence Berkeley National down the road from the time your biological existence ends.

Because of the rigorous science and music curriculum pur-Laboratory, said that he, like many of his colleagues, know
that there are not enough young scientists who want to work sued by the LaRouche Youth Movement, we were able to

uplift the discussion in some cases to that more truly humanin these fields. Gourlay agreed that part of the problem in
United States was the shift from a producer- to a consumer- level, by providing the overarching idea necessary for beauti-

fying the composition of the conference itself.oriented economy, that has taken place over the past four
decades. He happily agreed to set up a tour for the LYM of The largest roadblock for the application of superconduc-

tor science today, comes from a Baby-Boomer-dominatedthe fusion research facility at Berkeley. We told him about
the LYM work on Kepler’s discovery of universal gravitation, Congress, and a highly intellectually challenged President,

who both, in varying degrees, represent the thinking qualityand on Vernadsky’s work on biogeochemistry, and Gourlay
(like everyone else we talked to at the conference), said that of the U.S. population. For those who claim ignorance of

conceptions of physical economy, the LYM will be there toto restore the scientific tradition of the United States, the shift
must come from government. He joked ruefully about how give scientists, Congressmen, and citizens, the needed peda-

gogical illustrations, through their own ongoing work onthe lack of funding (the fusion research budget is peanuts)
means that we’ll always be 30 years away from fusion power. Kepler, Vernadsky, and Bach, to help compose a cultural

symphony of undeniable joy and optimism that will radiateVictor Yarba, a Russian nuclear physicist working now
at the Fermi Laboratory, who decades ago made three original out for generations to come. In doing so, we may become the

zero-resistance conductors of mankind’s future solarbreakthroughs in nuclear power research, was even more ada-
mant about the role of the youth in the United States. “You’re symphony.
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A CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL FOR THE NDC

The Mexican Republic
Requires a Renaissance
by the LaRouche Youth Movement in Mexico

The following document was prepared by the LaRouche Youth to have any referent in production and came to be conceived
of simply as an issue of monetary profit. As a result, the entireMovement (LYM) in Mexico for the National Democratic

Convention (NDC) convoked by Andrés Manuel López Obra- world economic system based on free trade is now in the
process of collapse, reflected in the speculative bubbles ondor for Mexico’s Independence Day, Sept. 16, to discuss what

comes next in the battle to save Mexico from its current path the verge of explosion (like the real estate bubble), in financial
derivatives, or the illegitimate debt of Third World nations.towards disintegration. The document, published as a beauti-

ful 16-page pamphlet (available at www.wlym.com/~span Humanity is now in a very dangerous period, such that if
we do not change the beliefs that have governed us to dateish), was translated into English by Gabriela Arroyo and

Hector Antonio Rivas, Jr. from the LYM in the United States. regarding those fundamental concepts with respect to man,
we will plunge into a New Dark Age.

The fascist system known as globalization is controlledThere has been no period in history in which a society
was so conscious of the necessity of a change in the by the same Synarchist bankers that in the past created and

financed Hitler, Mussolini, and Franco, and today seek toprevious form of thinking, as in the Renaissance.
—La Edad de la Fe (The Age of Faith), impose their lackey Felipe Calderón in Mexico to continue

with this world policy of genocide, with more social austerity,Anne Fremantle
and the so-called privatizations. For this reason, American
physical economist Lyndon LaRouche has unleashed aLet us not forget that you cannot put new wine in old

bottles; the mentality of our people has now changed worldwide fight, especially in the Democratic Party in the
United States, to return to the tradition of Franklin D. Roose-and that is most important, because when the mentality

of the people changes, everything changes. . . . velt and expel the Nazis from the government: the stupid and
clinically insane George Bush, the sociopath Vice President—Excerpt from Andrés Manuel López Obrador’s

response to the TRIFE ruling (Federal Electoral Dick Cheney, and their controllers such as the banker Felix
Rohatyn and the financier George Shultz, who are capable ofTribunal) recognizing Felipe Calderón as President.
creating a nuclear Third World War in the middle of a collapse
of the international financial system. This is why it is urgentOn Aug. 15, 1971, the world completely changed. That

was the date that the international economic-financial system that they be removed from their positions.
But this change in economics and politics did not comeshifted in a way that affected the whole world, with a variety

of repercussions felt in every corner of the planet. Today about on its own. It also involved a social perspective, located
in a theory called the “post-industrial society,” which arguesthese repercussions are reflected in many different ways, and

Mexico is experiencing one of them. that human beings no longer needed production of technolog-
ies; that we had already reached our limits in that area, andAfter this change occurred, the word “economy” ceased
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Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

This is explained more clearly in LaRouche’s “Triple
Curve” of today’s collapse (Figure 1). You have exponentialThe cover of the new LaRouche Youth Movement pamphlet.
growth in the curve which represents financial aggregates
(stockmarket, illegal debt, financial derivatives, etc.), tools
used to obtain profits quickly—in themselves—without anythat we would have to now build a society in which services

would be the primary referent. This insanity, which first direct reference to production.
The second curve represents merely monetary growthstarted as a social theory, became an economic theory, and is

what currently prevails. which, as can be observed, is insufficient for the level of
looting done through financial aggregates. This level of loot-The ’68er generation—also known as the Baby-Boomer

generation in the United States—were the youth who were ing is seen in the lower part of the graph, which refers to the
capacity that the physical-economic process has to sustain amanipulated by the crises of that era: the assassination of

moral leaders worldwide, the threat of nuclear war, the repres- population. Last year, the Lower House of the Italian parlia-
ment, which approved LaRouche’s proposal for a New Bret-sion of political movements, etc. The psychological crisis

thus created became the breeding ground for acceptance of ton Woods, put out the official numbers: $400 billion in fi-
nancial aggregates versus $41 billion of global GDP (grossthese ideas, as absurd as they may have seemed. The so-called

social engineering did its job. domestic product).
All the money in the world together could not sustain theThe problem is reflected very well in the words of the

stupid President of the United States, George W. Bush: Who growth of these financial aggregates!
With this in mind, if we now talk about the real “nationalcares what the next generation thinks of you, if you’re not

going to be around anyway? This way of thinking of “the problem,” while at the same time failing to make changes at
the international level, there will be few things, if any at all,here and now” is the cornerstone of the current world crisis.

Very simply, youth were induced to accept a culture of soph- that can be done internally. It is at this point that “the politi-
cians of the old system” will say: “Don’t talk to me about theistry, without any idea of the future, and therefore without

the necessary moral courage to fight for humanity. This is problems in the world. Tell me how to solve my local prob-
lem! Me, Me, Me!” This “me,” dear politician, is the sameprimarily seen in the upper 20% of the population. What mat-

tered was to possess things—get as much as possible, as easily recurring mentality we mentioned above. But much more sig-
nificant in our country is something called Caciquismo—theas possible, and the faster the better. Their mentality was just

that. That is how they grew up, and today this is what we have mentality which imprisons the cacique, as if in a fish bowl,
so he cannot see the causes of the problems that reside outsideas the generation which governs.
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the permanent encampment established in the city by the non-
violent resistance led by Andrés Manuel López Obrador.

To one of the questions from the Mexican encampment
on how to enhance the revolution of conscience that ex-Presi-
dential candidate López Obrador proposes, and how Mexico
can undertake economic change and restructure the institu-
tions in the sense that López Obrador is discussing,
LaRouche responded:

“Part of the answer to this is often in what appears to be
negatives. Look, the so-called Hispanic-origin minority in the
United Staes is the largest single minority group in the United
States, designated as such. It’s a mixture of people who have
been in the U.S. for two or three generations, down to people
who are illegal immigrants today. This is mixed with people
from other parts of South and Central America, of course, but
it’s the northern Mexico tier which is most heavily repre-
sented. Now, if there is not development in Mexico, and if the
U.S. is going through an economic crisis, which would be a
social crisis, then the conditions of the people on both sides

FIGURE 1
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of the border are such that you have an internal security risk
within each nation, and across the borders. Absolutely uncon-
trollable risk. So anybody who is not going to do something
about this, should be sent to prison, where they’ll have timehis fiefdom. This is just like the people who think that the

crisis in Mexico has nothing to do with collapse of the world to think about it, eh? Because we cannot tolerate this.
“Now, what’s happened—López Obrador has alreadyeconomy.

So, if we really want to solve the problems of our country, said, and it’s valid, because I recognized the thing immedi-
ately, even before he said it. We just happened to collide inwe are going to have dump the old way of thinking—other-

wise, we will never solve anything. LaRouche and his youth saying the same thing. What you have in Mexico today is
a replication of the occupation of Mexico by the Emperormovement are spearheading the battle to mobilize the popula-

tion and change the system. In the same way, we will have to Maximilian. That is, the same kind of forces, the same forces
which were imposed on Mexico by the combined British,combat that mentality which has brought us to accept this

policy of the ancien regime. The youth of this generation, the French, Dutch, and Spanish fleet, and with the Austrian pig
stuck on the throne; that is what is happening now with theso-called “no future generation,” are going to have to take

leadership, not just to solve our own problems, but for future case of Calderón. To stick a Maximilian on the throne of
Mexico, while you have a Benito Juárez in the form of Lópezgenerations as well. The LaRouche Youth Movement as-

sumes that leadership as its mission, not only as nationalists, Obrador, associated with the people—this is an explosive
situation for the entire hemisphere of the Americas. And any-but as what the poet Friedrich Schiller called “Citizens of

the World.” body who wants to force the Calderón dictatorship, which is
what it’s supposed to be—whether that’s Calderón’s intentionThe objective of this document, presented in and for the

National Democratic Convention, is to provide those concep- or not, I don’t know. You want to force that on Mexico?
You’re going to blow up the hemisphere! And the hemi-tual elements needed to make a true change in our country—

not only to restore our Republic, but to create a Renaissance sphere’s ready to blow!
“The key thing is, we’ve got to look at the fact of thein that which is its most important asset: its citizens.

matter. What can we do about this? Well, I say we have to get
both Cheney and Bush out now. The grounds for doing so—A Repeat of the Occupation by Maximilian

During an international webcast Sept. 6 in Berlin, Ger- look, Bush is clinically insane. He manifests that, it’s an open
secret. It’s not even an open secret any more, it’s a sewer,many, heard by audiences in that city, as well as in the United

States, Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Peru, Colombia, Argentina, it’s an open sewer. Cheney is a sociopath, who’s committed
crimes. Why not just impeach the pair of them, and get rid ofBolivia, Israel, and Iran, LaRouche commented on the Mexi-

can Presidential crisis. In Mexico, the webcast was viewed in them? Send them back to Crawfish Ranch or something.
“We have to do it! You see, the times have come whenSonora, Nuevo León, Guanajuato, Tamaulipas, Baja Califor-

nia Norte and in the Federal District (Mexico City), where it you can not bargain and solve a problem within the terms that
are given. You sometimes have to step outside the definitionwas transmitted directly to the LaRouche Youth Movement’s

encampment in front of the Monument to Benito Juárez (Pres- of the problem, and change the problem, rather than trying to
solve the problem. In this case, if we can’t solve the problem,ident of Mexico, 1861-1863 and 1867-1872) which is part of
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then we’re not willing to solve the problem, we can’t mobilize In order to achieve a renaissance in our Republic, we
require a profound comprehension of the nature of man,it, we may have an absolutely hopeless situation! Civiliza-

tions have gone to Hell before, and this one can go to Hell where the difference between man and animal is not defined
as a biological issue, as if to be human means to simply be atoo. We’re on the edge of it. We’re on the edge of it, if we don’t

do something about it. We’ve got to get Bush and Cheney out union of molecules, and you would have to ask, “with what
molecule am I speaking with right now?” The difference liesof there now! They should be impeached immediately. And

any Democrat or Republican who won’t do that, is an idiot.” in the principle of cognition, which has allowed man to will-
fully increase his numbers by making discoveries of universal
physical principles, applying them to the technological andThe Role of the Nation-State in a Global

Collapse artistic development of his society. Understanding develop-
ments in technologies is what permits us to increase the effi-The objective of the fight within the history of mankind

has been to develop the happiness of the individual, and this ciency of the productive process in order to sustain a grow-
ing population.has required the creation of the best form of government

which exists, which is the sovereign nation-state, with institu- Now that we see the degradation and danger in which
the institutions find themselves because of the oligarchicaltions which represent principles such as the Common Good,

which encompasses ideas of economy, science, and culture system called “globalization,” led by the Synarchist Interna-
tional which seeks to impose a policy of genocide throughfor the development of the physical and creative well-being

of the population, present and future. puppets such as Calderón in Mexico, there is a higher neces-

Juárez in 1982
In May 1982, Lyndon LaRouche visited Mexico andThe Return of met with his friend, the then-President José López Portillo,

who asked his visitor what the predatory bankers of WallOperation Juárez
Street and others had in store for Mexico. LaRouche an-
swered, that they have the intention of destroying Mexico

In 1865, President Benito Juá- with financial warfare by the end of the year; his forecast
rez and Mexico were living was borne out precisely.
through their worst moments. At the request of a group of nationalists around the
The invading army had ex- Mexican head of state, LaRouche published his report
pelled Juárez from Mexico “Operation Juárez” in August 1982, in which he called for
City. His army had suffered the formation of a debtors’ club, to eliminate the illegiti-
defeats in which they lost the mate debts of South and Central America, and reorganize
most important cities to the the legimate debts in the form of long-term, low-interest-
French. The Hapsburg Em- rate credit, in order to invest them in infrastructure and
peror Maximilian urged Juárez advanced technological projects.
to make a truce, and even of- As LaRouche explained recently: “That report was the
fered him a position within the manual guiding my part in the subsequent, August-Octo-
empire. Some of those who ber 1982 defense of Mexico, against the attack from spe-
were allied with him begged cific alien forces. These were forces which were in fact

Library of Congress

Benito Juárez

him to accept; Juárez refused, and insisted upon the uncon- descendants of the same Europe-based financier interest
ditional withdrawal of Maximilian from Mexico. on whose behalf France’s Napoleon III had deployed

At that moment, in April 1865, Juárez wrote a letter to Habsburg Maximilian’s Nazi-like occupation and looting
his family which began with a reference to the Civil War of Mexico. . . . Those French troops left under U.S. orders.
in the U.S.A.: “I praise and applaud Mr. Lincoln’s inflexi- . . . That U.S. order led to the downfall of the tyrant Maxi-
bility, for his victory will be all the more beneficial, though milian, and made possible the restoration of the legitimate
it come later, than an earlier peace won by sacrificing hu- government of President Benito Juárez. Those were the
manity.” And he concluded: “There is no option but to historical circumstances of the 1860s which I adopted as
continue the struggle with what we have, with whatever precedent for the title of my August 1982 document “Oper-
we can, and as far as we can.” ation Juárez” [www.wlym.com]. . . . That “Operation

It is understandable that Benito Juárez has always been Juárez” report reflects the essentials of my continuing poli-
the worst nightmare for the Synarchists in Mexico, espe- cy for the Americas today.” (LaRouche, “My Unique Role
cially in combination with Abraham Lincoln in the U.S.A. in the Americas,” June 30, 2003)
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sity to fight for a new world economic system that recognizes being of the population, and not those diseased monetary
parameters that have nothing to do with reality. This is what hethe sovereignty of each nation, with governments and patri-

otic institutions which return to the interest of the people, as calls Potential Relative Population Density. This function
measures population density per square kilometer relative toLópez Obrador is doing. Here we should look back to history

and retrace the path taken by those personalities whose moti- a geographic zone (natural resources, fertile soil, climate, etc.)
and the technologies created in a beautiful culture under thevation was to leave behind a legacy for the continuous im-

provement of society. nation-state, at the same time creating the necessary potential
for the generation of new technologies over the long term.The concept which emerged in the form of the modern

sovereign nation-state was an axiomatic departure from impe- For example, how many people could we sustain on Earth
without the technologies that we have discovered to date? Werial forms of governments, in which the concept of Truth does

not exist, but rather the idea that each people is distinguished would probably not have developed beyond the few million
who lived in those civilizations that only had fire as theirfrom another by so-called “popular opinion,” manipulated to

accept and defend their slavery, just like those who defend means of generating energy, compared to the almost 7 billion
human beings living on this planet today. Have you ever askedfree trade.

From this idea of nation arises the idea of national econ- yourself why it is that rabbits, despite their reproductive capa-
bilities, haven’t increased their numbers into the billions? Theomy. As the German-American economist Friedrich List said:

“The nation is the mediation between the individual and hu- answer doesn’t lie in their sexual activities, but in the unique
creative qualities found only in human beings, which permitmanity.”
us to discover and apply the principles which lie hidden in
our universe, and to use them for the benefit and progress ofThe LaRouche-Riemann Method in

Physical Economy humanity and the universe itself (see box “Dynamics vs.
Energy”).The LaRouche-Riemann

method improves in an es-
sential way the American Vernadsky and the Infrastructure

of the NöosphereSystem of Political-Econ-
omy (which will be ex- One of the functions of the nation-state is to meet the

physical necessities of its citizens, understanding this as infra-plained later). The funda-
mental discovery of structure projects which guarantee transportation, energy,

water, work, housing, health, education, etc. Let us focus on aLyndon LaRouche is the
functional relationship be- national plan for agroindustial development for the following

two generations. This plan would take about 25 to 50 years,tween technological prog-
ress, and growth of the including amortization. Let us remember that we have two

types of infrastructure, according to Russian biogeochemisteconomy and the popula-
tion. LaRouche resolved Vladimir I. Vernadsky:

1. Maintenance of, and improvement in the way we helpthis connection with the
Bernhard Riemann

mathematical physics of Berhnard Riemann, treating econ- nature so that it can function and prosper in ways it would not
have done otherwise without human intervention, such as:omy as a multiply connected dynamic process (instead of the

mechanistic view of statistics currently used by economists), greening of desert areas, systems of irrigation, greenhouses,
etc.where what defines economic growth are the technological

leaps created by the application of new discoveries of physical 2. Artificial infrastructure, but as an integral part of the
environment, essential to insure a certain standard of livingprinciples in the universe. In that manner, the new economic

stage is incommensurable with the previous one; that is, all and human progress.
This is the result of what Vernadsky called the Nöopherethe economic relations of production and social relations

have changed. (human cognition) as a geological force dominating living
processes, in the same way that life, over many centuries, hasThe first distinction that must be recognized in the sci-

ence of physical economy as established by its founder, the been dominant over non-living processes. Vernadsky said
that these are the three phase-spaces of which the universeGerman scientist Gottfried Leibniz, is that human beings

pursue happiness, and because of this, we are distinct from is composed: the abiotic, the biosphere, and the nöosphere,
where the difference between the abiotic and biotic is theanimals. Therefore, the growth of our economy, as well as

that of our population, will depend on that difference, which principle of life, and the difference between the biotic and
noetic is the principle of cognition. These principles, as econ-permits us not only to utilize and distribute wealth, but also

to generate it. omist Lyndon LaRouche has said, are invisible to our senses
because they occupy the entire universe, which at the sameIt is this wealth, generated by man, for which LaRouche

has defined a physical metric capable of measuring the well- time is self-bounded by these principles.
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The action of mankind’s nöosphere manifests itself in the advancements which will permit us to continue to discover the
laws of the universe, turning them to the benefit of our society.development of projects to construct new cities, highways,

hydroelectric plants, development corridors, dams, nuclear
power plants, magnetically levitated rail, etc. For example, Credit as the Flow of Development

All set! Now, if the mind is prepared to think in terms ofthere is the PHLINO and PLHIGON project, which consists
of taking water from the South, where you have flooding, to physical economy, you might be thinking that these projects

are possible, but that the famous “Don Dinero” (“Mr. Money-the North, where the problem is a lack of water; and in this
way, be able to create productive jobs (see Box “Dynamics bags”) isn’t around to pay for them. But we can comfort our-

selves with the knowledge that the economy is not money.and Energy”). We also need to build new cities in different
states of the country where no technological development One of the characteristics of the sovereign nation-state is

that there is a national bank owned by the state—not a privateexists, and yet we could have a city equipped with what is
necessary to maintain its population. In principle, it is to en- central bank—able to generate credit to finance whatever is

necessary for its growth, and since we’re talking about thesure that every citizen has the means necessary for his or
her physical, emotional, moral, and intellectual development. population’s wellbeing, it doesn’t matter if it’s something

very expensive (monetarily), because the physical-economicThat is how the future will become the measure of the present
in the economy. We need to think of aerospace projects, re- advantages embedded in it are far greater.

We need to generate productive credit at interest rates ofsearch in plasma physics, fusion energy; in general, those

3. What happens to the byproducts of these forms of
energy production?

4. How many human beings can be sustained decentlyDynamics vs. Energy
with that level of technology?

5. How much energy can be obtained per unit of mass
Think for a moment about how to generate enough energy (per kilogram)?
to move heavy industry (steel, petrochemicals, manufac- 6. How are we developing new discoveries in the pop-
tures, etc.), supply the population (housing, offices, gov- ulation (increase in creative capacity)?
ernment buildings, trains, medical centers, etc.), and Review the accompanying table and resolve your
enough energy to have technologically advanced systems doubts.
of agriculture that would free man from the slave labor of If you have resolved the problem, you would have
having to spend all his time producing them. The idea of realized that the best is solar energy, but—Careful!—not
creating efficient processes in less time and with higher in form of solar cells, but in nuclear reactors, either of
rates of production, is what in physical economy we call processed plutonium or fusion.
energy flux density. Here, what matters is not the generated So, if you still don’t understand: Our future is the Sun!
energy measured in calories, but rather how you generate
it. That is to say, measure the intensity and density per

Estimated Electrical Energy ofunit area.
Different FuelsFor example: The effect of repressing people by throw-

ing buckets of water on them isn’t really the same as direct- Fuels KW/h per Kilograms of Fuel
ing a powerful water stream at them from the hose of a

Solar Panels Have no constant generation; not quantifiable.
water truck! Or compare the power that hundreds of light-

Wind Mills Have no constant generation; not quantifiable.
bulbs generate to the power concentration generated by a

Biomass .75±.5
laser. That is why when we think of energy for the General

Wood 1.0
Welfare, we have to think in terms of energy flux density.

Charcoal 3.0
Suppose that we have to generate our energy based on

Petroleum Derivatives 4.0
the use of: a) solar panels; b) windmills; c) biofuels; d)

Natural Gas 6.0
wood; e) petroleum; f) natural gas; g) nuclear material; h)

Natural Uranium 50,000.0
hydrogen (in fusion reactors).

Enriched Uranium 250,000.0
Let’s answer the following questions:

Processed Uranium 3,500,000.0
1. What quantity of material in tons, would be neces-

Processed Plutonium 5,000,000.0
sary to produce that energy?

Hydrogen (Fusion) Yet to be established
2. Where would such material be obtained?
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1 to 2%, through our National Bank, of course, so as not to in the world—opened its doors on Dec. 12, 1791, based on
the following principles:depend on loans from the International Banking cults which

have sacrificed millions of human lives every year to their • Hamilton refers to the Preamble of the U.S. Constitu-
tion, that obliges the Congress and the government to “defendgod, Don Dinero. That is why the State has to take control of

the banking system, to regulate it. Recall the actions taken by the General Welfare.”
• A National Bank is required to increase national wealth,former President José López Portillo1 in times of crises.

As you know, the major part of our banking system today which promotes “the productive powers of labor” (agricul-
ture, manufactures, infrastructure) with credit as a govern-is foreign-owned. This is a key aspect of the political fight

waged by Lyndon LaRouche—to clean up the institutions as mental institution.
• The capital base of the National Bank should not beLópez Obrador recommends so they can return to the princi-

ple of the defense of the General Welfare. This credit is not limited to the existing volume of precious metals, but should
include Treasury notes from the United States government.inflationary, since it is backed by infrastructure projects that

will pay for themselves through the jobs created, rather than Thus, the issuance of credit can be extended as deemed appro-
priate to realize the economy’s productive potential.by incurring unproductive debts or phantom investments that

never contribute anything to society. • The promotion of inventions and “mechanical im-
provements.” New plant and equipment are necessary for in-This is why we need a new economic system as proposed

by Lyndon LaRouche—a New Bretton Woods with fixed dustry. This can be achieved through credit from the National
Bank, state subsidies and contracts. These self-initiated im-exchange rates in which every nation can create sovereign

credit. provements contribute to the expansion of manufactures and
industry, thus creating new employment and ensuring the sale
of domestic products in the internal market.The American System (Protectionism) vs. the

British System (Free Trade) • Protectionist measures are legitimate and necessary
against cheap foreign imports, to protect domestic produc-Before we begin this outline of modern history, we need

to stop thinking of history as a collection of horror stories tion, which is still in the process of growth and is not capable
of competing internationally. Nonetheless, protectionist tar-narrated by a villainous nanny, who conditions her victim’s

mind not to recognize the real actors in real history. Because iffs should not delay the process of development, but rather
should have a stimulating effect.of the difficulties in founding a sovereign state in Europe

outside the yoke of the traditional oligarchical systems, the These measures allowed the United States to emerge from
its grave crisis.Americas was chosen as the site for the founding of the first

modern nation-state, based on the ideas of the Renaissance. Next in developing this system was Mathew Carey, who
met in France with Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), whereThus the first modern republic was consolidated as the United

States of America, which won its independence from the Brit- Carey was in exile because of Britain’s occupation of Ireland.
Later Carey travelled to the United States and met with Frank-ish economic system, to then fight for and establish what only

a few know as the American System of Political Economy. lin again in Philadelphia. From that point on, Carey continued
the tradition of Hamilton and polemicized against AdamThe key figure of the American System was Alexander

Hamilton (1757-1804), who served as Treasury Secretary Smith, calling him “the Oracle of Delphi of political econ-
omy.” Thus against Smith, Carey developed the followingfrom 1789 to 1795 under American President George Wash-

ington. Hamilton wrote three reports dealing with economic maxims of political economy:
• Industry is the only true foundation of virtue, happinesstheory (see www.larouchepub.com): “Report on Public

Credit” (1790); “Report on a National Bank” (1790); “Report and greatness; and in all its useful forms and figures, it makes
an imperious clamor for government protection.on the Subject of Manufactures” (1791). Under Hamilton, the

Bank of the United States—the first national bank of its kind • No nation has ever prospered without the protection of
its domestic industry.

• Around the world, in all eras, wherever proper incentive
1. On Aug. 16, 1982, Mexico confronted bankers and international financial for industry has been duly provided, humanity has been uni-
interests. President José López Portillo was faced with the choice of declaring formly industrious.
a suspension of debt payments and nationalizing the banks, after financial • Whenever nations find themselves in a situation whichauthorities demanded that the oil price be lowered by $10 and refused to buy

violates these principles, it is imperative that their govern-oil in advance, to allow for payment of debts coming due. The decision
was made to nationalize the banks and impose total exchange controls. The ments apply such remedies, to correct the evil as the nature
President sated, “. . . Therefore, to address the clash between public and of the situation may require.
private interests, there was no option but to make a nationalist effort of such • A free government is not happiness. It is only the
radical characteristics as those we announced in September 1982, when we

means, when used wisely, through which, with certain re-nationalized the banks and imposed exchange controls. There should be no
sources, happiness is assured.standing with arms crossed, but imposing, as we did, exchange controls. It

was that, or accepting the complete undermining of the power of the Nation.” • The interest of agriculture, manufactures, and com-
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ish: “The English national economy has
as its objective to manufacture for all
the world, and to monopolize all manu-
facturing power even at the expense of
its own citizens’ lives, to keep the world,
especially its own colonies, in a state of
infancy and serfdom through political
administration as well as the superiority
of its capital, its ability and its navy. . . .
The English national economy is pre-
dominant; the American national econ-
omy only aspires to be independent.”

Adam Smith says that wealth is at-
tained when each individual, pursuing
his or her own interests, makes the na-
tion prosper. Therefore, he argues, any

Library of CongressLibrary of Congress attempt by the state to guarantee the
prosperity of its people constitutes un-Henry CareyAlexander Hamilton
due interference. List points to Smith’s
primary maxim, laissez faire, laissez

passez (roughly, “let them do as they please”), and respondsmerce are inseparably connected, such that were any of them
to suffer any harm, the others would be materially affected. with, “a saying that is as pleasing to thieves, frauds, and rob-

bers as it is to the merchant, is therefore very suspicious asFollowing the family tradition, the son of Mathew Carey,
Henry Carey (1793-1879), also represented the tradition of a maxim.”

List elaborated three main components of his theory onthe American System, which became a policy of the state
when Abraham Lincoln was elected President of the United productive aptitude: the capital of nature, the capital of pro-

ductive material, and the capital of the mind, which he consid-States. Together, they developed a policy of industrialization
which contained the following elements: ered the most important. After 1830, List returned to Germany

to apply the American System.• The regulation of private banking and the issuance of
cheap credit and an abundant national currency, to protect the The American System had an abundance of defenders

throughout the world, such as in Japan, China, Russia, France,national economy from the predatory practices of private fi-
nanciers. Germany, Italy, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru,

Mexico, and of course the U.S.A.• High tariffs to protect growing industry and reduce im-
ports of products made by cheap labor. In Mexico, this protectionist current was represented by

Estevan Antuñano (1792-1846), an industrialist and defender• Government subsidies to extend the national railroad
network. of the Republic. He believed that the only way to make the

country independent was by promoting national infrastruc-• Public schools and free university education, free land
for agricultural production for farmers, and government pro- ture financed by the sovereign nation-state.

As a few excerpts of his writings reveal, he stated that,motion of agricultural and technological knowledge.
• This idea of national sovereignty should be recom- “for our Republic the promotion of industry is not a mere

calculation of convenience, but rather a point of honor andmended to all countries as the best way of attaining and guar-
anteeing true independence. of independence.”

Some of the policies he put forward are as follows:In 1826, Mathew Carey co-founded the Society for the
Promotion of Manufactures and Mechanical Arts in Pennsyl- • The absolute relaxation of laws regarding usurious

loans, to put into productive circulation the large capital de-vania, an organization which German economist Friedrich
List was introduced to by General Lafayette, the French hero posited in currency and jewels, that today are of no benefit

either to their owners or the public wealth.of the American Revolution. List met with both Careys on
various occasions, and it was through these meetings that List • The colonization of the coasts to increase consumption

and tropical agriculture.learned of Hamilton’s Reports.
In his correspondence from Reading, Pennsylvania in • Appreciation for and remuneration of those who cor-

rectly and consistantly dedicate themselves to and excel in1827, List stated that he would focus on “refuting the theory
of Adam Smith and company, whose errors are not yet under- discoveries and promotion of industry, to awaken interest in

productive and noble endeavors.stood as clearly as they should be.” In that correspondence,
List differentiates between the American System and the Brit- Another follower of this economic model was Carlos Ola-
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guı́bel, and here we briefly summarize some of his points for it, for its inefficacy is proven with each passing day. But
we will mention its main classical precursors: Adam Smith,a new economic program:

• Long-term, low-interest credit for the promotion of in- David Ricardo, and Thomas Malthus, among others. What
is worth mentioning is that the American System has beendustry;

• Protective tariffs, not only for consumer products but omitted from the university curriculum, while the British Sys-
tem has been discussed in both its forms: free-trade econom-also to promote the national production of machinery;

• Development of agriculture based on industrialization ics, and what has been falsely presented as its opposite, that
is, so-called “Marxism.”of the country;

• State investment for the building of industries neces- It is worth pointing out that Karl Marx and Friedrich Eng-
els knew the works of Friedrich List and Henry Carey, andsary for development.

In this sweep of history, we have been able to prove that wrote a 30-page diatribe against List. What upset Marx was
that List rejected materialism, and like Hamilton, insisted thatnations that have become great powers by basing themselves

on the principle of the General Welfare, owe their develop- “mental capital” is the true source of wealth. Marx and Smith
considered the human being to be a materialist without a soul,ment to the application of sovereign protectionism, which,

while allowing internal growth, at the same time, promotes and that’s why the Marxist system only functions according to
the parameters of the British System. Marxist thought resignsalliances with other nations based on the good neighbor

policy. itself to the idea that history must be treated as an affirmation
of the victory of the British System.As for the Br(u)tish System, we won’t take time to discuss

based. Under the mechanical vision of Aristotelian logic,
we would have to resign ourselves to living in the follow-
ing kind of world: a) legality is good; b) the election of
Calderón is legal. . . . Therefore, the election of CalderónPEDAGOGICAL 1
is good! The mistake seems to be clear in this case, butFighting for a Better be careful! Let’s examine our method of thinking, so it
may not be the case that by thinking in an erroneousCountry Is Not Logical
way, we end up working, without being aware of it, for
our adversary.

This is because the universe in which we live is not gov-
erned according to the laws of formal Aristotelian logic, It Can’t Be Seen Nor Felt,
where thought moves in only two directions, by thinking But It Is Present
that the only way of getting from A to B is by a straight Consider this poem by Gutierre de Cetin (1520-1557),
line: A—B. “Ojos claros, serenos” (“Eyes serene, so clear”):

However, as we can see in Pedagogical 2, in the case
of the doubling of the area of a square, a straight line does Si de un dulce mirar sois alabados
not work to get from one point to another, since a linear ¿Por qué, si me miráis, miráis airados?
action, upon doubling the length of the sides, generates a Si cuanto mas piadosos,
quadruple of the square, and not the double. If the Aristote- Más bellos parecéis a aquel que os mira.
lian postulate were true, the square of area 2 would not No me miréis con ira
exist. However, it does exist. Porque no parezcáis menos hermosos.

The paradox here, is that when faced with this conclu- ¡Ay, tormentos rabiosos!
sive fact, where the incompetence of this method of think- Ya que asi me miráis,
ing which does not get along very well with the simple Miradme al menos.
universe is demonstrated, there will still be those who de-
fend the teachings of Aristotle in school! What is the poem about? Does the idea exist, the

Within Aristotle and his followers’ formal logical sys- theme of which Cetina speaks, in any specific part of the
tem of thought, no real change is possible, his conception poem? Poetry speaks of realities that are not objective
of the nature of the physical universe being essentially (Ideas) by means which are not objective; that is to say,
static and negating the idea of dynamic transformation, metaphors. Even when the elements employed are objec-
upon which the method of hypothesis—vital for all scien- tive on paper, the words are nothing more than shadows
tific discovery and all Classical artistic composition—is of the realities they reference, and the written
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In his recent document, “How the Liberals Tried to Turn must recognize the interdependence of politics and econom-
ics with the Classical methods which underlie science and art,Engels’ Monkey into a Man,” LaRouche states that cycles of

history must be understood as the effect of the popularization represented most clearly in Classical tragedy, but also found
in other artistic manifestations.of a flawed method, and requires human volition as the princi-

ple of change in order to get out of the crisis. In times like these, in which lying is the most prevalent
behavior in society—the product of cultural decadence rootedLet’s not assume that the economy is something mystical,

controlled by “little green men” under the floorboards, where in hostility to scientific thinking and denial of truth—it be-
comes necessary to ask: On what should we base true knowl-we, the individuals, are only spectators. Rather, it is the volun-

tary process of self-perfection of nations and its citizens to edge? Those seeking the progress of humanity towards a polit-
ical ordering which more closely approximates the Platonicgenerate the means to guarantee the search for human happi-

ness in each individual of our Republic. concepts of the Good, the Beautiful, and the Just, and observ-
ing the ease with which a society allows itself to be dragged
into sorry forms of collective suicide, shall have to acknowl-Against a Tragedy on the Stage of History,

A Classical Idea edge that for the creation of a successful state, the notion of
truth becomes necessary.The threat of a New Dark Age which we face today, has

as its origin in the generalized violation of Classical principles Real politics is a form of Classical art, practiced according
to the principles which the great dramatists Shakespeare andof statecraft, in which each citizen should be educated before

finishing his elementary education. To understand history, we Schiller expressed in forms of composition and execution of

word is a shadow of shadows. . . . Then, why do you have generalization of statisticaldata, nor is time conceived of
a clear idea of somethingwhich, “objectively” does not as an one-directional line.
exist? This demonstrates that there exist indirect means to Consider the first two measures of the first chorus of
communicate with certainty mental objects from one mind J.S.Bach’s motet “Jesu, meine Freude” (see next page).
to another, which are more efficient than any formal The movement of the voices seems more like the end of
medium. an idea than the beginning. But, where does it come from?

If it is the end of something, where is the beginning? Now,
The Future Determines the Present if we considered music to be a succession of sounds, at the

We cannot discuss the future without starting from the end of measure 4 we have a simple chord of B major. At
fact that music, according to the principles of Classical the beginning of the following measure we have a chord
polyphony, does exist. The essential elements of musical of C major. Both chords are perfectly normal if they are
development start from the fact that human beings natural- played in isolation. If we play them one after the other,
ly have four types of singing voices, with biologically de- although it is logical (A—B), we get something meaning-
termined qualities. These function under the same scien- less. But in the context of the composition, the C “chord”
tific principles which determine the tuning of musical is one of great tension, a species of dissonance whose
notes, which principles were developed in large part by significance does not lie within itself but in the whole. We
J.S. Bach in what became known as the “well-tempered humans do not listen to music as a succession of chords,
system.” These elements generate Polyphony, which func- but as social dynamic processes determined by individual
tions in the same way that a society should function, where choices, and by the context social.
each one of the independent Now consider measures 17-19: the initial idea! The
voices moves in relation to the paradox is resolved: the beginning originates from the end!
whole, but without sacrificing Thus, it is the future which governs the present, and the
its liberty. vision of how we want the lives of those who follow us to

A universe in which great be, is what molds the actions we take today!
Classical music1—for exam-

1. Through Classical music, we come to understand the Platonic ideas ofple, that of J.S. Bach—exists,
the good, the beautiful, and the just. The modern form of Classical ideascannot be a universe congruent
are associated with the influence of the Renaissance, particularly those

with the Aristotelian reduc- of Nicholas of Cusa and his followers. For Classical composers we refer
tionist method, but rather one to J.S. Bach and his followers, whose method is the product of the estab-
congruent with the Platonic lishment of the well-tempered system of vocal polyphony, as is docu-

mented in A Manual of Tuning and Registration, by Lyndon H. LaRouchescientific vision, where the
and his collaborators.idea of science is not the boring

Joahnn Sebastian Bach
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J.S. Bach, Jesu, Meine Freude, Opening Chorale
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Drama has been one of the most in-
fluential forces, for good or evil, in the
fate of a culture. Pagan Rome and its per-
verse mass entertainment in the Arena ex-
emplifies this, as opposed to the more suc-
cessful, powerful, and revolutionary form
of drama which moved and inspired peo-
ple, produced by the leading intellectual
of the national liberation struggle of the
Prussian reformers, Friedrich Schiller.

This principle resides in the identifi-
cation of the protagonist’s tragic failure
to consciously and radically change the
destiny of a population whose customs
and popular institutions have brought it,
as in our present case, to the edge of the
abyss. The politician’s worst mistake is
his failure to break with flawed customs,EIRNS

that would prevent his nation’s popula-LYM organizers read Cervantes’ novel Don Quixote at Mexico City’s Zócalo plaza, at
tion and its posterity from plunging intothe encampment of supporters of López Obrador.
a terrible calamity. This principle of Clas-
sical drama is not based on appeal to the
senses, as are, for example, the cheap sen-

sationalism and unabashed irrationalism of certain currentspoetry and Classical tragedies. To the argument that art has
nothing to do with politics, as the former is an instrument of that convert drama into a forum for insanity, before an ever-

more brainwashed public. Victimized by reigning degrada-“entertainment and recreation of the masses,” and the latter
“objective activity, and organization of society,” we offer a tion, this public has ended up accepting ever more degenerate

“artistic forms.”couple of historical examples to support our statements.
Abraham Lincoln won a complicated war with the help In contrast, the principle of Classical tragedy is the So-

cratic principle of Truth, that which the audience recognizesof lessons learned from Shakespeare, which he presented as
guidelines to members of his Cabinet. On the other side, the as the efficient factors (intangible to the senses) that give form

to evolving developments.Nazis, prohibited the performances of Friedrich Schiller’s
plays Don Carlos and Wilhelm Tell, as they (correctly) con- To build an advanced society, it is crucial to distinguish

between the type of artistic activity which creates citizens,sidered them a call to overthrow the tyrants.
Politics bereft of beauty reflects a bestial conception of those individuals who freely contribute to the development

of the republic through their own intellectual transformation,man, where the creation of a society does not rest on the
uniquely human quality which renders man superior to the and those types of entertainment which either do not reflect

these qualities, or openly destroy all idea of a higher morality,beasts, and gives him the ability to transform himself, a qual-
ity shared with the Creator. In this latter point resides the all sense of historical responsibility, any notion of human

nature coherent with that quality of creative thought—innecessity of Classical art, possessing that quality of transmit-
ting truthful principles that it shares with science, in the task short, any notion of the Sublime, a principle at the center of

all Classical art, as the only thing which is “truly free.”of bringing society to the understanding of what the poet
Percy Bysshe Shelley called: “profound and impassioned The role of art is to enoble man and create an environment

of cultural optimism in the whole society. A society that rec-conceptions respecting man and nature.”
Contrary to the bestialization to which current “entertain- ognizes these principles would never have accepted so-called

“popular music,” which at best, is completely banal. Whilement of the masses” leads, the Classical artistic principles are
based on the highest levels of deliberation in the creation of we cannot deny that there are cultural manifestations that

spontaneously emerge from certain social groups, in whichnational policies, following the model of Plato’s Dialogues,
these being dramas which represented real political figures of these groups have located a large part of their identity, we

also cannot deny that these groups are the most regrettablethe time. Through the process of rediscovery of the Platonic
dialogue, the citizen experiences that quality through which victims of liberal politics hostile to progress and develop-

ment. We thus expose the incongruence and hypocrisy ofhe becomes increasingly efficient in the rational selection of
political decisions. Thus, all Classical artistic composition some groups, which, under cover of certain “sociological” or

“anthropological” indigenist theories, ignore the moral im-functions according to those principles of the Platonic
method. perative to provide justice for these people, who live in misery
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and are the “object of erudite study” by those who, in theory,
defend their rights. Yet these same sociologists and anthropol-
ogists appear unwilling to offer these populations the opportu-
nity to exchange their unfortunate circumstances for justice
and prosperity. PEDAGOGICAL 2

Therefore, any national project based on particularities What Defines What We See?resulting from lack of development must be rejected, as it
excludes the principle of truthfulness discussed previously.
This is not based on any course of literary criticism or class- The line is said to be a succession of points, and the defini-
room musical salons, or on any “sociological” or “anthropo- tion of a point is that which has no volume, no area, and
logical” theory as such, but rather on undeniable reality. These no length, as Euclid defines it. How is it, that without length
traditional manifestations shouldn’t be proscribed, but must or with a length of zero, the succession of points at a given
give way, thanks to development, to a higher notion of art moment becomes a line? And what’s more, how would
which lies in the unique ability of the individual human mind you generate from this axiom a method for constructing a
to discover universal physical principles validated experi- form capable of reproducing lines which are proportional
mentally, through which the human mind is capable of pro- to each other? You would have to understand where it truly
ducing a qualitatively conscious increase in “ecological po- comes from (Figure 1).
tential” that positively affects the entirety of the human race.
We derive from this notion that Classical art belongs to all
mankind.

As for our absolute rejection of certain forms of bestiality,
0 1such as “popular music,” including some of the most degener-

Figure 1 As the circle completes each full rotation, itate forms, such as “rock” and “electronic music,” among oth-
defines the lines on the plane.ers, it’s not that we refuse to accept the scientific proof of

its validity that their followers might present. It’s that they
themselves refuse to offer any proof that might make them That’s how it is! It is only with circular action that you

can obtain the way to determine whatever lines you want,legitimate. They instead base their fierce defense on a cult
of personal taste, or on the arbitrariness of certain pseudo- but it does not simply end there. Let’s see what else the

circle tells us when trying to go from a square of area 1 tosociological “laws,” obstinately refusing to submit their artis-
tic conceptions to the test of fire of the Platonic principle of a square whose area is 2 (Figure 2).
Truth, which through Socratic dialogue, clearly proves the

A

A A

essence—true or false—to which it is reduced. Figure 2 The squares
above are smaller than
the big one locatedScience and Art
below. Can youBy a valid discovery of a universal physical principle, we determine what is the

mean something we cannot touch with the senses, but rather relationship among these
an idea through which the power of man to survive is in- three squares as point A

moves along thecreased in a tangible way. This increase generates measurable
circumference? One ofeffects, which are therefore real, but the efficient causes of
the squares grows whilethose changes cannot be detected by the senses. the other decreases, and

These principles of mental activity are the basis for pre- vice versa. Discover the
paring the individual’s mind to attain a quality of truthfulness relationship between the

proportion of angleswhich scientific knowledge shares with Classical art forms.
alpha and beta at everyThis is indispensable for scientific progress, and to avoid the
instance of movement,cultural flaws such as those visible in the world today. The and the proportion of the squares. Now determine at what

source of authority of Classical art for statecraft and the cre- point of the process you would have a square of area 1, of
ation of republics, is that it is the most appropriate means to 2, and of 3 in relation to area 4 which does not change.

Prove the hypothesis of whether the circle can define notadduce the relative truthfulness of ideas by which a nation
only the lines, but also the areas (the squares).chooses to carry about its business.

To summarize: A successful state is based on the determi-
If you were able to visualize the continuous propor-nation of whether the artistic composition emerging from it

satisfies the following essential requirements: tional process of the squares along the circumference, you
are now ready to continue, and make this idea yours, which1. It must never depart from natural beauty (beautiful

forms as they occur in nature), based on the harmonic negen-
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shall not be a difficult task if your commitment is to find the cube. . . . Starting with a cube of volume 1, how would
real solutions to the crisis of our civilization. you construct a cube of volume 2? Archytas makes use of

In the previous challenge, it was easy to determine that three continuous processes based on circular action to be
the radius of the circumference generates the square of able to master this process of greater complexity, con-
area 1 and the diameter of the square of area 4. The interest- structing the cone, torus, and cylinder, functioning simul-
ing thing is to find the proportions between these to find taneously like a three-voice musical piece for piano (Fig-
the areas we are looking for (2 and 3). (See Figures 3 ure 5).
and 4.)

A

x

-1 0 1

Figure 3 The radius of the length (1) is to the
hypotenuse (x) as hypotnuse (x) is to diameter 2, which
can be expressed as: 1:x::x:2. Or more simply, the square Figure 5 In the doubling of the square, we need one
of area 1 is to that of 2 as the square of 2 is to 4, which is geometric mean, since, geometrically, from 1 to 4 you
constructed in the diameter (1:2::2:4). need 2, as 1 is to 2 as 2 2is to 4 (1:2::2:4). Now the

If you play close attention, you will have no difficulty in question is: With a side of length 1, you have a cube of
observing that the relationship between triangle (0,−1,A) volume 1 with a side of 2, you have a volume of 8. How
and triangle (1,A,1) is the same one we need in order to many geometric means are there? 1:2:4:8 and these
make the square of area 2. means generate triangle OPA, which is generated by the

.5

W

1.5Q
0 A

intersection of the half-torus (vertical circle) and the
Figure 4 Leg 1.5 of the horizontal circular cylinder, moving continuously at the
triangle is to hypotenuse w point in which the length of the radius intersects that of the
as hypotenuse w—which diameter by two geometric means OQ and OP, forming
will now be leg w of the the following ratio:
next triangle—will be to 2, 1:OQ::OQ:OP::OP:2, since OQ2=OP and 2OQ=OP2,
its hypotenuse. The which then OQ4=2OQ where OQ4/OQ=2, so that OQ3=2 and
is expressed as: OQ=the cube root of 2, and in this way you obtain the
1.5:w::w:2, or speaking of cube root of 4. Have fun!
the squares which these
lines form 2.25:3::3:4. Is
line w a hypotenuse or a leg of a triangle? Explain this In fact, between 1 and 8 there are two geometric
paradox to yourself, and your concept of a geometric means. As has been said already, geometry alone is the
mean will improve. most efficient projection of the world of ideas. That is

why Archytas developed this construction which projects
If you have followed this pedagogical this far, you will the idea which generates the two mean proportions which

become aware that certain lower geometries are defined we need in the physical world, and which give us the
by higher processes, as we saw with circular action. Do side of the cube we are looking for, the cube root of 2
you think politics functions in the same way? It is these and the cube root of 4.
different levels that the Greeks called powers or “dy- This is the method which leaders of this country must
namis”, and we have to be clear that these illustrations are master to know how to affect the transcendantal processes
merely shadows of the way our universe functions, and the upon which the dynamic functioning of our country de-
way it always unfolds as proportional processes, such as pends, and, in that way, avoid work which, although well-
economic processes between nations. intentioned, wears us down personally and as a move-

Let’s conclude now with the idea of a continuous func- ment. We must act like the universe, based on least action,
tion. We have developed a simple process (the line), a and then we will triumph, because, as Martin Luther King
double one (the square), and let’s look at the paradox of said, it is then that we shall have a cosmic ally.



tropic relationships congruent with the Golden Section.2 Contrary to the empirical method, modern physical sci-
ence is the practice of cognition by which you are able to2. Something that is simply arbitrary or departs from the

confines of natural beauty cannot be art. However, the mere discover, or as Plato would say, “remember,” the universal
principle from which your human nature is derived, and un-imitation of natural beauty is not art. Art is what employs, and

does not deviate from natural beauty, but makes use of that derstand the principles that generate the “shadows” or the
effects that present themselves as paradoxes in the materialenvironment to carry out creative activity. Classical beauty is

not a sensual object, but rather a relationship among people, world (see Book 6 of Plato’s Republic).
This is the fundamental principled dispute: the existenceand between the cognitive processes of the artist and the

public. of principles against the idea that the only thing that exists is
what we can perceive with our senses. The point here is: To3. The proper unity of science and art is essential, as the

complete and integral incarnation of the qualities of the hu- what does matter respond? Does an atom behave the same
way in air (abiotic) as it behaves in a living body? What existsman mind that distinguish man from beast. A universal hu-

manist Classical education demands such a unity. in the universe that determines the behavior of this atom in
different ways? As Vernadsky correctly notes, there are three4. Such art never descends to the banality of pure enter-

tainment, but rather expresses a spiritual quality of cognitive phase-spaces—the abiotic, the biosphere, and the Nöosphere.
In each of these, the different atoms (isotopes) order them-human processes, which celebrate the law that each man and

woman is created in the image of the Creator of this universe. selves in a different and higher-level way, and the principles
that govern these phase-spaces are acting beyond simple mat-Herein lies the superior moral authority which, as Shelley

affirms, presents the poets as humanity’s true legislators. ter and are connected among themselves. Physically, these
phase-spaces continuously exchange matter. The form and
order of matter depend on the principle governing phase-The Struggle of Modern Physical Science

I have recognized from experience that those who are space in which it is found (see Box: “What Defines What
We See?”)completely Cartesian are not capable of discovery;

there have been many beautiful discoveries since Des-
cartes, but, as far as I know, not one of them has come Conclusion

What we have to have make clear in any historical change,from a true Cartesian. Descartes himself had a rather
limited mind. He excelled all people in speculation, are the ideas upon which a Republic is founded. What is

important are not the particulars of certain laws or rules, butbut he discovered nothing useful for the portion of life
which falls under the senses, and nothing useful in the ideas based on natural law, establishing that government and

society pursue the happiness of its individuals. And this ispractice of the arts.—Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
what should govern the institutions as well as the actions
of individuals.As opposed to modern experimental science, Cartesian

empiricism reduces the individual’s knowledge to the Our objective is to make something beautiful of our lives,
taking responsibility for changing history, as LaRouche de-“world” of the senses, while Leibniz advocates the idea that

man is created in the image of the Creator, and as such, is velops in his document “The Historical Individual” (see
www.larouchepub.com):capable of participating in the continuous development of

creation, thus elevating him to the level of understanding “On this account, the exceptional political leader who
rescues his people from the precipice of self-inflicted culturalthose principles that are beyond the reach of the senses. This

is the conception of science and of man that gave rise to collapse, performs a function which expresses the same char-
acteristics as the discovery of an experimentally validatedthe Renaissance.

This Renaissance tradition inspired by the science known universal physical principle. Rather than arguing for remedies
within the bounds of the generally accepted culture whichas Sphaerics and the works of Kepler on planetary orbits

is what led Leibniz to the development of the infinitesimal threatens to destroy that nation, the valid leader for a time
of such crisis, does exactly what Shakespeare’s self-doomedcalculus, and his dynamic and anti-entropic conception of

the universe. Hamlet refused to do. The adequate leader for a moment at
the brink of systemic crisis, like the scientific discoverer at aThis vision of dynamics is defended today by Lyndon

LaRouche, as a representative of the Leibnizian tradition critical juncture in his work, must lead the nation away from
its suicidal instinct, to adopt sweeping changes in the axiom-which laid the basis for the founding of the first republics

in America. atic assumptions on which that society has been operating up
to that point. The would-be, ‘practical leader,’ who seeks

2. Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) and Luca Pacioli (c. 1445-c. 1517) identi- approval from the authority of prevalent popular opinion be-
fied that the geometry of living processes differs from those of non-living fore acting, is, like Hamlet, a menace to his nation. The needed
ones,due to self-similargrowthcongruent with theGoldenSection, a geomet-

leader, is an exceptional individual.”rical characteristic present in a logarithmic spiral, found also in the relation-
This, thus, is our mission, principally as young adults overship between the side of the pentagon and its diagonal, equivalent to the so-

called “golden mean.” the next fifty years of the planet.
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Source:  Parsons Company, North American Water and Power Alliance
Conceptual Study, Dec. 7, 1964; Hal Cooper; Manuel Frías Alcaraz; EIR.

Framatom

NASA

Scientific development

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

Infrastructure Projects

North America: NAWAPA-Plus

Dams

Nuclear energy

Tokamak

The central responsibility of the government of a nation is: the 
general welfare of the population, ensuring:
• Water
• Transportation
• Energy

Upon these physical economic foundations, the individuals of a Republic can develop,
able to realize discoveries of universal physical principles which improve the conditions
of life of subsequent generations.



Editorial

Throw the Bums Out

Syndicated columnist Robert Novak weighed in on Sept. week’s Michael Isikoff and The Nation’s David Corn,
Valerie Plame was not merely a CIA “non-official cover”14 with his own account of former Deputy Secretary of

State Richard Armitage’s role in leaking the identity of (NOC) officer. At the time of the Iraq invasion, she was
an important figure in the Counterproliferation Divisionformer CIA clandestine officer Valerie Plame, charging

that Colin Powell’s deputy had gone out of his way to of the Directorate of Operations, in charge of operations
for a special Iraq Task Force, charged with recruiting“out” the wife of Ambassador Joseph Wilson. While No-

vak’s account of his private discussion with Armitage assets with first-hand knowledge of Iraq’s weapons of
mass destruction. By the time of the ElBaradei testimonymay prove accurate, it says nothing about the underlying

subject of Special Counsel Patrick Fitzgerald’s probe: at the UN, Plame was in charge of a large team of CIA
officers, who had been recruiting assets inside Iraq andWas there a politically driven policy decision at the

White House to expose Valerie Plame? And if so, who Iran. In short, she was one of the best-informed officials
in the intelligence community about what was really go-was responsible?

Given that the issue of the impeachability of both ing on inside Iraq, and the indications are that the CIA—
despite intense pressure from Cheney and Libby—wasPresident Bush and Vice President Cheney has become

Topic Number One in Washington over the past few not buying into the idea that Saddam’s Iraq was brim-
ming with WMD.weeks, the Plame affair takes on new significance.

Some things are clear, even without access to any of The leak to Novak did serious harm to the U.S. intelli-
gence community’s counterproliferation efforts, beyondthe privileged grand jury and Special Counsel records.

First, there were a number of senior Bush Administration the fact that it wrecked the career of an important young
CIA officer, who has now left the Agency.officials who participated in the feeding frenzy of leaks

against Ambassador Wilson and Valerie Plame—includ- Which brings us to what may emerge in the weeks
ahead as the “smoking gun” of the entire affair: Dicking Vice Presidential chief of staff Lewis Libby and

White House deputy chief of staff Karl Rove. This was a Cheney’s copy of the New York Times July 6, 2003 col-
umn by Joe Wilson, “What I Did Not Find in Africa,”concerted campaign, not the action of a single individual.

Second, EIR’s own sources had reported many complete with handwritten notes from the Veep. We
hope that Special Counsel Fitzgerald will grill the Vicemonths ago that the first Executive Branch meeting on

Joe Wilson had taken place in March 2003 in the Office President on the events surrounding that annotated arti-
cle—including the precise date when he scribbled hisof the Vice President—prior to the U.S. invasion of Iraq.

The occasion was the United Nations Security Council comment about the Wilson Niger trip being a “junket
arranged by his wife.”testimony by Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei, head of the Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). ElBaradei re- Given the pile-up of charges against the President
and Vice President, the question of Cheney’s role in thevealed that the purported Niger government documents,

“proving” that Saddam Hussein had been seeking large “Get Joe Wilson and Valerie Plame” affair may very well
rise to the level of high crimes and misdemeanors. Underquantities uranium from the African state, were shoddy

forgeries. Within 24 hours of the ElBaradei testimony, any circumstances, the need to get to the bottom of the
Wilson-Plame affair remains a priority—even in theJoe Wilson appeared on CNN and suggested that the

White House review its own files, because they would wake of the Armitage revelations.
It is our belief that we have reached the point that theshow that they knew a year earlier that the Iraq-Niger

uranium plot reports were dubious at best. The Wilson impeachment of Bush and Cheney passed from a partisan
issue to an issue of vital national security for our Consti-TV appearance, on the eve of the U.S. invasion, set off

alarm bells, according to EIR’s sources, and the Cheney- tutional Republic. As Lyndon LaRouche states in this
issue of EIR, it is high time that American patriots mobi-led witchhunt was on.

According to a recently published book by News- lize behind the demand: Throw the bums out!
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